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ABSTRACT
Wu, Cheng-Hsuan. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2014. Difficult Spaces:
The Gothic-Blues Voice in Comparative African American Literary Movements. Major
Professor: Dr. Reginald Martin.
In the African American literary heritage, a counter-discourse as opposed to the
dominant culture’s racial ideology is often needed to not only adopt the “master’s text”
but also redress it to accommodate the black American’s experience and expression. The
intention of this dissertation is to theorize the expressive modes of the gothic and the
blues as one potent counter-discourse informing the voice of black resistance in African
American literature against the exploitation of the master narrative from the mainstream.
My project focuses on the potential inter-textuality of the blues/gothic voice in the
literary conventions of the migration narrative, black drama, and detective story in which
the gothic and the blues tropes work deeply with the African American social, political,
and cultural contexts.
In addition to my introduction and conclusion, my dissertation is divided into three
chapters, respectively analyzing six texts within the abovementioned genres. In my
second chapter, I choose to analyze Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods and
Jean Toomer’s Cane which are the first texts written in the sense of the migration
narrative imbued with the outlooks of naturalism and lyricism as well as the gothic-blues
sensibilities. My next chapter compares two black dramas—Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman
and August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom—in which the cultural and political
stamps of the Black Arts Movement are situated within the blues-making environment
along with the horror of racial violence. The last chapter of the body of my dissertation
looks at Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon and Arthur Flowers’s Another Good Loving
Blues to explore how the two fictions inscribe the gothic-blues intervention in the norm
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of the detective story which is blended with the journey of renovating the African
heritage in the modern time.
The purpose of this study mainly aims to discuss how these six texts employ the
counter-discourse of the gothic-blues aesthetic to come up with a self-authenticating
voice that enables color people to connect individual experiences with the collective
“rememory” in order to come to terms with the lingering trauma engendered by the
dictate of the color line.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: THE INCIDENT OF AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
African American literature has a curious origin. The “genesis” of African
Americans could be dated back to the history of African captives being brought to the
New World in chains. As individuals who were forced to be moved into a culture where
language, value, and custom were alien to them, the first Africans in the new continent
must had rapidly adopted themselves to the unfamiliar environment for survival, despite
the fact that they were inevitably unable to capture the overall picture of the linguistic
and political discourses established by the master class. The double nomenclature of their
decedents—African American—indicates the predicament of color people continually
living in the segregated society defined by the master and slave classes; the social
predicament has attributed to the difficult spaces marked by the go-between badge of
African American that paradoxically signifies both the division and connection embroiled
within such the “anthropological” emblem: on the one hand, those African captives and
their decedents could not be permitted to be Africans as their cultures as well as the
instruments and milieu to sustain their cultural customs were utterly suppressed by the
ruling culture; on the other hand, they have found themselves not merely becoming the
social and cultural outcast from the master class but also relentlessly excluded from the
human community circumscribed by the ideologies of the same privileged group. It is out
of these difficult spaces of being ruptured from their home cultures and humanity that
African American literature has found its appeal and strength.
For the African slaves, moving to the New World in chain not only meant the sudden
rupture from everything they had been tied to but also underpinned the initial moment of
their dehumanization. In the years of incarceration, the descendents of black slaves
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endured demolishment of their cultural and familial cohesion, fighting to escape from the
inhumane institution toward freedom. The early black literature thereby is sensitive to the
need of black people struggling to negotiate with the chaos aroused by their
social-political-cultural history of exclusion. Contesting as well as responding to the
mainstream’s pro-slavery context, the early black written works serve as one of the
touchstone texts in the construction of black humanity, as exemplified by Phillis
Wheatley’s and Frances Harper’s poems and the slave narratives that transfigure the
master’s text (such as Christianity and political ideals) for the anti-slavery end.
Accordingly, African American literature helps facilitate both the transformation of the
“African” into the culturally blood-mixing “African American” and the construction of
the “African American” as a legitimate term that grants the group of people the sort of
social and linguistic entity and liberation in the history of the American society.
Therefore, one of the constant goals of African American literature is to vocalize the
black American’s shared feelings of trauma and loss as the result of the initiating rupture
of the Middle Passage. Since the plantation period, black people must have negotiated the
difficult space of their “in-between” existence when contemplating participation in the
society in which once they were never politically and linguistically included as “person”
in any form. The difference between the master and slave class has distinguished the
experience of the white and black American: the white American who belongs to the
ruling culture has the power to “name” while the black American, as the descendant of
the slave, can only represent the aberrant. As Robert B. Stepto forcibly argues in From
Behind the Veil, African American (literary) culture is preoccupied by pregeneric
myths—the “shared stories or myths that not only exist prior to literary form, but
eventually shape the forms that comprise a given culture’s literary canon” (x). Stepto
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further explains that the pregeneric myth is the “quest to freedom and literacy” to which
black writers would have to respond and from which they must “collectively seek their
own literary forms” (xi). Although Stepto’s theory could somehow appear limited, as it
largely represses those black texts that do not exactly fit or reproduce the literary myths
of freedom and literacy—such as Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo (1972), it is still a
valuable approach in discussing the African American artistic attempt: the talking books
of black literature aim to defy the white mainstream’s linguistic snare of dehumanization
by developing a black voice through mastery of “literacy”—the English written form.
According to Stepto, the African American literary tradition is defined by the
movement of reproducing a self-authenticating voice in the written text against the
dominant culture’s racial discourse that delimits the blacks as inferior, for mastery of
language has been the proof of the civil mind to the European. However, as black writers
try to bring a fictive black voice into the English written form, they could not avoid one
linguistic dilemma: from the beginning, the black American has no model to follow other
than the master’s text. When the language and text of the whites often deny the blacks as
a member of the human race, how could the group of people labeled as the slave class
testify their humanity by imitating the white hand? How do black writers express a
repressed black voice by applying the same writing culture owned by the oppressive class?
As the dominant culture identifies the blacks with the “other,” the African American
writers, while adapting the Western writing form, have to seek an alternate system to turn
the voiceless other into a talking subject. Hence, a counter-discourse is needed and the
counter-discourse must be able to wrap the black message inside the white envelope in
order to resituate the black cultural experiences within the same linguistic discourse used
in the particular society where a marginalized group has to empower itself by being able
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to define itself. Developing a counter-discourse then is the viable option that black
writers not merely borrow the white literary conventions but also extend and racialize
them in the direction of the African American expression and experience to experiment
with the suppressed voice of color people in English writing.
The gothic is the ideological and generic form being signified on as the African
American counter-discourse. The development of the genre had been paralleled by the
formation of the racial context in the Western society. As Ruth Bienstock Anolik well
notes, the gothic “is marked by an anxious encounter with otherness, with dark and
mysterious unknown” (1). Eugenia DeLamotte also points out that the gothic, as
predominantly Eurocentric genre in the 18th century, focuses on anxieties about
boundaries and obsessively concerned with marking off a dark mysterious otherness. Its
rise and proliferation coincide historically with the rise of conceptions of “race” as
essential, biographical dividing lines between a normative ‘white’ self and the dark,
aberrant racial other (18). The use of race as other is not uncommon in American
literature. As Toni Morrison argues in Playing in the Dark, the presence of the blacks in
the genre of American romance projects the peculiar fear of white Americans, a fear of
“being outcast, of failing, of powerlessness; their fear of boundarylessness” (36). In
America, the African presence is more than a well-situated metaphor of the “dark,
mysterious” other to articulate the value of whiteness; blackness is physically present in
the American landscape, signifying the greatest sin of the nation—slavery. Accordingly,
Morrison continues to explain the significance of black slaves being the social other
responsive to the dominant culture’s comprehension of their natural right and freedom:
This black population was available for meditations on terror—the terror of
European outcasts, their dread of failure, powerlessness, Nature without limits, natal
loneliness, internal aggression, evil, sin, greed. In other words, this slave population
was understood to have offered itself up for reflections on human freedom in terms
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other than the abstractions of human potential and the rights of man. (37-8)
As Morrison explicates, the presence of the “African American,” especially that of the
slaves, represents “a blank darkness,” “conveniently bound and violently silenced black
bodies” to which white artists project an array of social and metaphysical fears (38). The
black figure in (white) American literature becomes the gothic other to sustain the
definition of whiteness and to reflect the suppressed anxieties of the white American.
What makes the gothic an attractive mode for black writers then is its resistance to the
effort of the mainstream trying to repress it. It is a monstrous genre to disturb social
sanctions through the return the repressed other to expose the paradox and the biggest sin
of the nation—the abominable plantation system that breeds human capitals and trades
human flesh.
The gothic is also a potent form to represent the inhumane white exploitation due to
its literary emphasis on human torment. The genre casts its trajectory backward into
history to define the present. The gothic horror is involved in an undisclosed secret from
the past as the key to unravel the inexplicable events in the present. Because of the
gothic’s concern on the dark past, it is a genre often adapted by African American writers
to represent the repressed history of slavery. Among the different white literary
conventions borrowed by black writers, the gothic is a prevailing element, for the cruelty
of slavery is appositely resonated with the dreadful scenario of the gothic horror.1
Olaudah Equiano’s 1789 slave narrative—The Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus
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Houston Baker argues that the generic form of the slave narrative is the production of
mixing blood. Since the black writers in the slavery era would inevitably have to borrow the
literary conventions of the dominant class, the formation of the slave narrative must be under the
diverse and interwoven influences of its contemporary printed culture, including the gothic. In my
project I want to focus on the gothic and contend that this genre continues to influence the
successive black writings. See Baker, “Introduction,” The Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass (New York: Penguin, 1982), 7-24.
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Vassa, the African. Written by Himself—graphically offers a powerful, gothic-laden scene
of the black narrator’s fearful encounter with a slave ship:
The first object which saluted my eyes when I arrived on the coast, was the sea, and
a slave ship, which was then riding at anchor, and waiting for its cargo. There filled
me with astonishment, which was soon converted into terror, when I was carried on
board. I was immediately handled, and tossed up to see if I was sound, by some of
the crew; and I was now persuaded that I had gotten into a world of bad spirits, and
that they were going to kill me. Their complexions, too, differing so much from us,
their long hair, and the language they spoke (which was very different from any I
had ever heard), united to confirm me in this belief. (27)
In this passage, the black other becomes the talking subject whose “authoritative” voice
treats the white presence, instead of the black body, as the fearful gothic unknown. The
black experience of fragmentation and loss caused by the coercive power of slavery to
rub out one’s personal, familial and cultural identity parallels the gothic sensibilities of
alienation, imprisonment, and menace.
Whereas the white gothic takes on the racial and social other to mirror social
anxieties of the ruling class, African American writers also take advantage of the gothic
to illustrate the terrors of the oppression and segregation black people have experienced
in their social reality. While the white gothic represses and dehumanizes African
American existence as other, the black gothic instead attempts to humanize the black
otherness and to reclaim agency of black body. The gothic uncanniness thereby can be
inverted to represent a triumphant moment. One of such examples is in Frederick
Douglass’s 1845 Narrative when Douglass heralds the crucial scene of his renovation of
self-identity in his physical triumph over the “negro-breaker” Covey. Douglass not
merely stages the fight as a heroic battle between good and evil, but he also enhances the
moment with the gothic rhetoric: “It was a glorious resurrection, from the tomb of slavery
to the heaven of freedom” (65, emphasis added). Here Douglass signals the
transformation of his self-identity by juxtaposing the hero of glory and the dead from the
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tomb, illustrating how the distorted black body arising from tomb of slavery to disturb the
white power structure of the master and slave. The passage also reminds the reader of the
repressed history of slavery by imagining the hero’s reclamation of humanity as a return
from the grave; the “tomb” that Douglass indicates then symbolizes the slavery institution
that silences black people and turns them into the living dead.
Moreover, the relation of the master and slave class is a submerged history of racial
violence that extends beyond the plantation era. After slavery, lynching and segregation
become the primary means used to silence black people in the presence of the whites and
to terrorize them into subjecting to white exploitation. Hence, another crucial motif in
African American literature is to assert black people’s conflicting identity and to turn the
voiceless black body into a speaking subjectivity. Writers like Toni Morrison, August
Wilson, and Arthur Flowers have attempted to come in terms with the lingering trauma as
the result of the gothic horror of white oppression. Wilson in his play Joe Turner’s Come
and Gone (1986) ends ACT 1 with a potent gothic scene in which the protagonist Herald
Loomis is haunted by a terrifying vision that overwhelms him. When Loomis taunts the
other black characters doing the Juba (an African American dance in post-slavery times to
praise adopted Christian God), he is suddenly knocked down by a Gothic vision of
“bones [rising] up out of the water” (51). Meanwhile, Bynum, a conjure man, keeps
asking Loomis what he has seen and responding to his vision. Loomis, obsessed by
“re-memory” of the Middle Passage, relies, “They got flesh on them! Just like you and
me!” (52). The scene is like a ritual to invoke the memory of perilous Middle Passage.
Loomis’s vision not just reflects his trauma caused by his enslavement by Joe Turner but
also echoes the ordeal of his slave ancestors had been through, thus relating the
individual experience of rupture to the initiating dislocation for all black people.
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Most important of all, in addition to the gothic sensibility, this scene introduces
another vital element in African American literature—the blues expression, which is
presented not only through the theatrical device of the juba dance but also in the
quasi-antiphonal dialogue between Loomis and Bynum. Bynum’s syncopated response to
Loomis’s vision frames the blues call-and-response that allows the connection of the
individual and the community as well as the past and the present, providing a link to
evoke in the present the African American’s repressed history and traumatic past. The
blues thereby is another counter-discourse to evoke “rememory” of the past against the
repression from the dominant culture.2
As I have mentioned, being removed from their cultural and linguistic contexts, the
first black slaves in the new continent had no legitimate voice of their own. Their cultural
experiences of historical discontinuity, alienation, and desolation could only be
represented from the abstract form of expression of music. Black music is the remnant of
the African oral tradition; the performance of the slave’s sorrow songs serves as a site
where the power of the dominant discourse that aims to contain and undermine black
people’s self-perception is challenged and interrogated. Frederick Douglass’s 1845
Narrative is one of first black texts to write music into the fictive form. In his narrative,
Douglass prefigures a psychological space for such the paradox in the scene of his fellow
slaves singing a plantation song. According to Douglass, the song that for white people
seems to be “unmeaning jargon” is in fact the expression of double dealing to vocalize
“the most pathetic sentiment in the most rapturous tone” (27). The ostensible “unmeaning
jargon” to the master class in fact represents an encoded and self-referential context that
2

I borrow the phrase “rememory” from Toni Morrison’s novel Beloved (1987). In
Morrison’s work, the term emblematizes the healing as well as gothic course in which the
repressed horrors and traumas of the past will be recapped to haunt the present.
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is “full of meaning” to black slaves. Meaning of the song, as Douglass states, lies not so
much in its “broken tongue” as in its tragic/comic nature by which black slaves reaffirm
their humanity as well as respond indirectly to white oppression. Therefore, the black
music provides a covert yet rich artistic expression for black writers to articulate double
ideas that evade scrutiny of white social and linguistic dictates on race. The performance
of the racial music thereby plants a concept of self against the custom of the ruling class
that reduces color people to the status of things.
Douglass’s slave narrative provides the successive writers with the example that
inscribes black music in the English written form, and the blues becomes the prevalent
element that informs African American subjects and concerns in literary forms. The blues
as a unique African American musical text serves to comment on or even parody the
unjust world in order to contain the blues emotions of depression as the result of the
lingering effects of slavery. The call-and-response pattern generated by the blues
repetition activates a reciprocal relationship between the singer and audience to allow the
singer’s solo and personalized voice to carry a collective message for the whole
community. When the African American experience vocalizes the memory of loss,
fragmentation, and dislocation, black people are literally and metaphorically taken away
their “time”: black people are always “late” and outside of the mainstream because their
experience has been shaped by the history of enslavement that deprives their own
birthright and history. Nonetheless, the blues can function as a cultural reclamation to
suture an individual trauma and collective rememory. Consequently, the blues not only
achieves African American cultural survival; the music also evokes sites of memory to
defy the amnesia of the dominant class that dismisses black people’s existence by
repressing the history of slavery so as to maintain the black image as other.
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The blues also plays an important role in black literature to evoke the voice of
resistance. Houston Baker in Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature calls blues
“an economically determined and uniquely black ‘already-said’” (63). When the blues
singer sings “I,” the black audience can immediately assumes “we” because a blues song
vocalizes the “already-said” pain and paradox of the black American life. Furthermore,
Houston Baker asserts that the history of African Americans has been influenced and
shaped by “the economics of slavery,” the overarching black and white relationship
preoccupied with the capitalist value and economical exploitation. Just like Stepto states
that the defining aspect of the African American literary heritage is the movement toward
a black self-authenticating voice, Baker expressively contends that the economics of
slavery “informs any genuinely Afro-American narrative text” so that black writers,
consciously or not, would respond to such the exploitation that has circumscribed African
Americans since slavery (Blues 38-9).
In my project, I want to focus on these two counter-discourses—the gothic and the
blues—in the African American literary heritage. One of my purposes is to theorize how
the elements of the gothic and the blues are integrated into the black fictive voices in the
development of contemporary African American literature to resist the black images and
myths imposed by the mainstream. However, my intention is not to argue that the gothic
and the blues are the most primary and common aspects to look at the form and substance
of black writings. In fact, my project is motivated by the relative lacking of African
American literary criticism concentrating on the intellectual intercourse of the gothic-blue
voice. In my research of the blues literature and African American gothic, the approach to
focus on the gothic-blues voice in the black literature is somehow rare even though the
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overlapping of the two aesthetic forms are not uncommon in black literary texts.3 Cane
(1923) by the Harlem Renaissance writer Jean Toomer is one of the notable examples.
Toomer’s Cane is a heavily blues-orientated work that employs the rhythms of the blues
to delineate the beauty of the black folk culture and the lasting strain of slavery. Defying
the claim that Toomer views slavery only as the “usable past” to romanticize black folk
experiences in the pastoral South, Charles Scruggs and Lee VanDemarr in Jean Toomer
and the Terrors of American History convincingly argue that Cane is the author’s forcible
political response to the racial violence of the time when it was published (4). They read
Cane as a potent gothic text by analyzing how Toomer restates the trauma of slavery
inevitably accompanied by terror through a series of brutal encounters of both races in the
segregated society. Their study shows that even the twentieth-century black writers who
have advanced ahead the slave narrative and the political drive of such the genre can still
signify on the generic convention to grapple with the dynamics of the gothic sensibility
within it. However, Scruggs’s and VanDemarr’s research barely puts into consideration of
the generic intercourse of the gothic and the blues in Cane and thereby overlooks the
potential of such the generic amalgamation to both speak for the African American
experience of dislocation and to revive black people’s repressed history.
Hence, by juxtaposing the gothic and the blues, my study aims to explore the
potential transaction of the two genres in the formation of the voice of that black
resistance in literature. Like the blues expression in which the past and the present can
coexist, the gothic is also a genre to pay attention to how the past influences the present.
3

In addition to Adam Gussow’s Seem Like Murder Here: Southern Violence and the Blues
Tradition (Chicago: The U of Chicago P, 2002), Farah Jasmine Griffin’s“Who Set You Flowin’?”:
The African American Migration Narrative (New York: Oxford, 1997) is another one of the few
studies that focuses on the interrelationship between the racial horror of lynching and the
development of the blues voice in African American literature.
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The two aesthetic forms not just vocalize the “already-said” experiences of the racial
violence, but together they also contribute to what Baker calls a “blues matrix” which
contains a “point of ceaseless input and output, a web of intersecting, crisscrossing
impulses always in productive transit” (Blues 3). For Baker, the blues singer transcends
socio- and historical limitations to bring alive black “already-said” in new ways of
expression. The way Baker explains “blues matrix” illustrates an important feature of
black literature—the context of improvisation. The gothic-blues voice belongs to this
“changing same” context applied by African American literature; it is both the
“improvised” and “ritualized” response to the economics of slavery to be continuously
used to explicate the black experience of loss and disconnection. The gothic-blues
expression also presents a possibility to reconcile black people’s relationship with of the
history of rupture.
Furthermore, my project should give the credit to Adam Gussow’s insightful
research on the possible integration of the gothic sensibility and the blues voice in the
development of the blues literature and the blues itself. In his Seems Like Murder Here:
Southern Violence and the Blues Tradition, Gussow identifies the relationship between
increasing racial segregation in the late nineteenth century and the development of the
blues as a social response to black people’s “grievous spiritual pressures” caused by the
white disciplinary violence, especially lynching (3). The black fear of racialized lynching
can be associated with the subject of the gothic writing meant to horrify and disgust its
reader. Like a ghost story that disturbs the reader through the uncanny relation between
body and death, the lynching of black bodies, as Gussow convincingly points out, also
destabilizes black subjectivity by reminding black people of their potential equivalence of
the dread lynched body (133).
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While Gussow mainly focuses on how the prevailing racial violence since the
Reconstruction period has influenced the development of the blues and has in turn framed
the recurring “blues subject” in the subsequent black music and literature, in my project I
further his argument by extending the significance of the gothic-blues voice back to the
slavery narrative as well as forward to the writers who have previously seldom been
considered the gothic (or blues) writers, like Paul Laurence Dunbar, Jean Toomer, and
Amiri Baraka . I want to prove that in their writings the gothic mode as well as the blues
expression function not just as subject but also as a sort of aesthetic to deal with the
lasting trauma engendered by the legacy of slavery. My project also includes the more
contemporary writers, such as Toni Morrison, August Wilson, and Arthur Flowers, whose
writings, as I will show in the following chapters, significantly apply and signify on the
gothic-blues expressive mode. In the works of these writers, the African American
context of a struggle for freedom from slavery and its reformulated forms (like
segregation and lynching) is situated within the inter-aesthetic ideas of the blues and the
gothic to express the harsh reality of the black Americans and to point to the inexorable
return of the repressed memory revived by the traces of the past; the specters of the
repressed past eventually bore their way up from the burial ground to assert their power
within the present, no matter how hard the mainstream tries to repel or forget them. In
this dissertation, I investigate these writers’ employment of the gothic-blues expression
and convention that inform the important African American intra- and inter-racial
issues—Great Migration, black cultural nationalism, racial dictate and taboo, racial
violence, oral and printed culture, and African myth and American romance—in their
(re)making of the black self-authenticating voice and their (re)interrogation of the black
“already-said” context.
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This dissertation focuses on the inter-textual use of the blues/gothic in three different
genres: the migration narrative, black drama, and detective story. Instead of directly
examining the 19th-century slave narratives, I hold these “literary legacies” as the
reference in my analysis. My focus will be on the 20th-century blues literature from the
Harlem Renaissance to the contemporary black writers to examine how the legacies of
slavery, the gothic genre, and the blues aesthetic are intertwined within the larger field of
African American literature. Of course, the genes of the migration narrative, black drama,
and detective story by no means exhaust the critical approach of examining the concept
and aesthetic of the blues and gothic in the black literary heritage. I choose these three
generic forms because of their possible inter-textuality with the slave narrative, or I
should say, with two artistic concerns embedded in the generic form of the slave narrative,
that is, the fugitive’s movement toward liberation and the evocation of the past in the
present. Dislocation and movement are the leitmotifs of black cultural experiences in the
United States since black people, historically out of time and place, have often been
reified and rendered “fugitives” outside the nation’s narrative of democracy. Even after
the Civil War, the black life is still inscribed on a constant moving away from the Jim
Crow law and its social practices. African American literature thereby bears the task of
looking for a valid expressive form to resist the dominant culture’s reading of black
people as property to be owned and traded. To search for the liberation of one’s voice to
reclaim the authority of the body sometimes means that the person must face and even
evoke the past, no matter how difficult or horrifying it is, so as to resituate oneself within
a broad social and political context to (re)write both the past and the present. The texts
that I will analyze in the following chapters are composed respectively by these three
genres which, to my opinion, contain crucial inter-textual relations to the cultural
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environment and political context out of which the blues and the gothic expressions work
at a deeper level.
The first two texts I analyze are Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods
(1902) and Jean Toomer’s Cane. The two novels both deal with the black migration
experience and refashion the paradigm of the slave narrative of the ascent movement
from the oppressive South to the less restricted North. In both novels, the Southern
landscape is overshadowed by white exploitation and tremendous violence even when the
place is often associated with the constricting genre of the white plantation novel whose
racial convention and stereotype further treat the imagery of black people away from the
social norm. Hence, the characters and stories of both novels eventually have to migrate
to the urban North, the site of which allows both writers to more freely express black
people’s emotional response and mental reaction to the diverse social trends and racial
theories in the early 20th century. Nonetheless, in portraying the occurrence of the
northward migration, Dunbar and Toomer also strengthen the risk of imminent
dislocation and alienation for new migrants as the result of leaving their spiritual root of
the South, the risk of which is responded and revised by Toni Morrison and Arthur
Flowers whose works will be discussed in the later chapter of my dissertation. In
balancing their delineation of the pastoral South and the metropolis North, both Dunbar
and Toomer introduce the blues music into the theme, structure, and characterization of
their writings. They are not only the pioneer of the migration narrative but also the
“ancestor” of deploying the blues aura, the blues life, and the blues people in their
representation of the black American experience at the turn of the century.4 In addition,
4

When mentioning “the blues people” or “the blues men/women,” I do not limit my
discussion to the blues musicians only. I also refer to black characters situated within a
blues-making environment. These characters internalize the philosophical concept of the blues or
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Sport and Cane enlarge the literary terrain by expanding the black fictive voice from the
expression of plantation school to that of naturalism and lyricism. They also respond to
the dictate of the Jim Crow South and color-line through their singular deployment of the
gothic-blues voice. While Toomer carries on and furthers Dunbar’s renderings of the
racial gothic horrors and the blues philosophy, his literary style is also improvised on by
the following writers.
My third chapter turns to the Black Arts Movement (BAM) and analyzes two plays
that directly involve in the political drive and dramatic concern of the literary
movement—Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman (1964) and August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom (1984). Even though not being often considered the work in the gothic tradition,
Dutchman is Baraka’s literary improvisation and signifying on the racial implications
applied by the American gothic-romance that often portrays black bodies as the source of
horror and abomination.5 Signifying on the racial terror of lynching, Baraka’s play
inverts the gothic tropes of whiteness and blackness: while the gothic convention in the
slave narrative often describes the black body as deformed and silenced by racial
oppression, Dutchman instead pictures the white character as the dread and dehumanized
entity to carry on the ritualistic violence of lynching with a machine-like efficiency. On
the other hand, Wilson’s Ma also improvises on the gothic sensibility by recapping the
economic exploitation of slavery within the modern race record industry in which the

live the blues life—the life marked by precariousness and emotional turmoil.
5

For more details about how the American canonical writers (like Nathaniel Hawthorne
and Edgar Allan Poe) employ the concept of race in their works, see Teresa A. Goddu, Gothic
America: Narrative, History, and Nation (New York: Columbia UP, 1997). Also see Lesley
Ginsberg, “Slavery and the Gothic Horror of Poe’s ‘The Black Cat,’” American Gothic: New
Interventions in A National Narrative (Iowa City: U of Iowa P, 1998), 99-128; Robert K. Martin,
“Haunted by Jim Crow: Gothic Fictions by Hawthorne and Faulkner,” American Gothic, 129-142.
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blues musicians are still constricted and commodified by the dominant culture. The blues
serve as the liberating force and expression in both plays. When Dutchman has the blues
and its successive form jazz become the political emblem and inspiration for the
awakening revolutionary and racial spirit of the black hero, Ma presents the blues as a
powerful cultural site where the characters draw their strength to transcend the life’s
difficulty and the lingering trauma as the result of black bodies being wrought by the
oppressive practices of Jim Crow. In addition, by putting drama in the list of my analysis,
I want to delve into the concepts of African American performing and storytelling
embedded within the development of black drama as the generic form in African
American literature. The idea and significance of performance and storytelling are also
my critical aspects in my research of the literary forms of the gothic/blues convention and
will be the main concerns again in my analysis of the detective narrative in the next
chapter.
My forth chapter pays attention to the potential inter-textuality between the detective
story and the gothic-blues voice in African American literature. In this section, I choose
to analyze two unconventional detective stories—Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon
(1977) and Arthur Flowers’s Another Good Loving Blues (1993). Customarily, the classic
detective-mystery narrative serves as the literary sanction of the dominant class to
maintain the social boundary between the mainstream and the criminalized space.
However, both of Song and Another challenge the detective story’s paradigm of
characterization and power relations by incorporating into the novels the African myths
and religious practices that undermine the detective genre’s premises on the Western
rationality. Furthermore, both novels are the contemporary texts that attempt to redefine
the racial and cultural contexts from the vantage point of the present. Morrison’s Song
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resituates the classic motif of the hero’s journey by depicting the modern protagonist in
the quest of his missing family heritage that includes not just the stories of the lost family
name but also the myth of the flying African in the slavery period. Flowers’s Another sets
the time in the 1920s when the emergence of the blues as a folk art and the blues
musicians as the new occupation are most prominent, and the novel also incorporates the
African religiosity into the story line to demonstrate the survival and development of both
the blues and the African religion of Hoodoo. In both novels, the African concern of
storytelling is integrated into the plots to contest and complicate the mainstream’s linear
view of history that tends to exclude the minority culture. The nonlinear timeframe, the
apparently “irrational” yet inspiring African myth and religion, and the blues oral
tradition of improvisation and call-and-response are interwoven with the sophisticated
application of the blues aesthetic and gothic effect to help demonstrate the resilience of
African American cultural survival as well as negotiation of the difficult spaces in the
United States. Song and Another also frame a generic call-and-response, not just to each
other, but also to the texts that the previous chapters have analyzed in their combination
of different cultural and literary concerns. These concerns include the search of a
self-authenticating voice, the formation of the black agency and manhood, the
conjunction of the African and American cultures, and the valid representation of the
race’s past and present.
The intention of my study is to focus more on how those texts employ the
counter-discourse of the gothic-blues voice that enables black people to express the
powerful feelings toward hard times and to preserve the shared wisdom of the group in
order to overcome personal misery. The result of the mixture of the blues and gothic
aesthetic is the multicultural and multigeneric amalgamation that signifies on the English
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narrative form while retaining the potential sources of the African legacies. What is more,
I hope my study is the beginning of a new approach to look at the possible intellectual
and thematic intercourse between different eras in the development of African American
literature, especially the Harlem Renaissance and the BAM. This study is important
because I not only attempt to reexamine some of the major works in different periods by
putting them into the central discussion of how the voice of black resistance is
represented through the blues expression and the gothic sensibility, but I also will
reposition these texts in the landscape of African American literature and suggest that
they should be read first and foremost as a response to as well as an redefinition of the
“changing same”—the gothic-blues voice that represents and transcends the lingering
trauma and experience of the slavery regime.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CALL TO THE BLUES JOURNEY: PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR’S THE
SPORT OF THE GODS AND JEAN TOOMER’S CANE
I
In his own introduction (“How ‘Bigger’ Was Born”) to Native Son (1940), the
widely celebrated novel adapting American naturalism, Richard Wright instead appeals to
the American gothic tradition by conjuring the writers like Henry James, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, and Edgar Allan Poe as his primary inspiration. Wright then concludes the
prelude by saying, “And if Poe were alive, he would not have to invent horror; horror
would have to invent him” (462). As Cedric Gael Bryant contends, Wright’s phrase of
“invent horror” indicates that “modern institutions exert far greater influence in socially
constructing (or inventing) the horror” than the 19th-century white gothic romance (541).
What makes Native Son more striking and unsettling, Wright seems to suggest, is the fact
that the gothic sensibilities of the novel are directly derived from the real-life color and
caste discriminations at the everyday level. Following Wright’s lead, Teresa Goddu
argues for the necessity of reading the American gothic not as purely literary imagination
but as the genre that both responds to and is framed by the social and political contexts of
the nation. She also claims that the black version of the American gothic “provides a
vantage point” from which “the gothic’s relationship to [American] history is fully
revealed” since the gothic scenery in African American texts has been based on the solid
terrors of American slavery and race relations (12). Asserting that the gothic horrors in
African American fiction are not entirely “fictional” at all, both Wright and Goddu
identify the gothic tradition as a significant literary model for black artists to voice the
institutionalized terrors generated in the historical moments of the American society.
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The focus on violence wrought on black bodies in the African American literary
heritage can go back to the 19th-century slave narrative and forward to the works by the
more recent writers like Toni Morrison and August Wilson. While the treatments of racial
violence are varied from author to author, the South is often the common trope of the
color-based oppression, executed by the ruling class in the forms of physical brutality and
economic alienation and dramatized in the dreadful lynching rituals. Wright’s short story
“Big Boy Leaves Home” (1938) is one of the foremost examples to graphically depict the
deadly confrontation of blacks with the South’s lynch laws. In the story, the protagonist
Big Boy and his friends are caught intruding into a swimming pool restricted to whites
only, and, to make things worse, they are spotted by a white woman whose existence
alone is enough to trigger the Negrophobic formula of black rapists violating white
womanhood. They are chased by a frenzied white mob; the protagonist barely escapes,
but from a distance he helplessly watches his friend Bobo being lynched. “[From] Big
Boy’s limited perspective,” notes Trudier Harris, “we witness the end of the chase as it
culminates near his hiding place in a kiln on the hill where Bobo is burned” (106). Big
Boy’s “limited perspective” pushes the reader into the same position of a powerless
witness who, though having no standing in the judicial sense, serves to testify to
America’s white-on-black terrorism. In the end, Big Boy leaves his Southern home for
the North with irrecoverable mental scars. To Wright as well as to Big Boy, the South
inevitably stands for the hellish land encroached by exploited and mutilated black bodies.
In addition to his fiction, Wright in his prose also directly glosses the tie between
oppression and the South. In his autobiography Black Boy (American Hunger) (1991),
Wright explicates not just the terror of being living under the threat of violence in Jim
Crow Mississippi but also its deadly effect on the black psyche. The American horror of
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the racial violence traumatizes Wright deeply since his childhood:
Tensions would set in at the mere mention of whites and a vast complex of emotions,
involving the whole of my personality, would be aroused. It was as though I was
continuously reacting to the threat of some natural force whose hostile behavior
could not be predicated. I had never in my life been abused by whites, but I had
already become as conditioned to their existence as though I had been the victim of
a thousand lynchings. (87)1
For African Americans, the South forever signifies a gothic site of racial shame and
horror; as Amiri Baraka rightly puts it, “The South would remain . . . the scene of the
crime” (Blues 95).
The exodus northward, however, is not merely a literature phenomenon. The
opening of the 20th century is an era “of reawakened northward migration of African
American people” (Jimoh 41). For black migrants, the movement makes possible a more
urban and sophisticated identity opposed to the prior stereotype of plantation “darkies.”
The interpretations of the migration differ in various fields. Farah Jasmine Griffin states
that while sociology and history study have tended to “stress economic and political
forces outside of the migrants’ control,” like the decline of the Southern agrarian
economy, the hardship of peonage, and disenfranchisement and segregation, the “vast
majority of literary texts” invariably links Southern racial violence with the cause of the
Great Migration (18). In black fiction, the migration narrative is the genre to
accommodate the transformation of black migrants’ internal as well as external
landscapes along the exodus. Yet, when documenting the torture and blood of black
1

The original manuscript of Wright’s autobiography was written in 1943 and contained two
parts—the first fourteen chapters depicting his childhood in the South and the later six chapters
focusing on his sojourn experience in Chicago. However, due to the concern of its reception, the
publisher Harper and Brothers had Wright re-edit the manuscript and published only the first
fourteen chapters in 1945 and the book was titled Black Boy. During Wright’s lifetime, parts of
Chicago chapters were published in magazines while in 1977 all the six chapters were published
posthumously by the same publisher Harper and Row known as American Hunger. Eventually all
the twenty chapters, titled Black Boy (American Huger), were published by the Library of
America in 1991. The passage I quote is from the 1994 HarperPerennial edition of Black Boy
(American Huger).
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people attached to the South, the migration narrative does not overlook the bleak
conditions that the migrants must put up with in the new setting of the urban North. In
rendering the shift from the rural to the city, the genre never misses the reiteration of Jim
Crow laws in America’s social and penal systems in both the South and the North.
Resonating with the escape-to-freedom pattern of the 19th-century slave narrative,
the migration narrative is one of the major forms in African American fiction to depict the
impact of the northward movement. The genre draws on black migrants’ rite of the
socially and geographically “upward” passage: the protagonist, driven by either the
Southern oppression or the personal desire for the better future, makes the ascent move
from the South to the North and the country soils to city pavements. Even so, migration
novels do not necessarily repeat the paradigm of associating the North with the Promised
Land like most of the slave narratives do. Rather, while moving the protagonists to the
alternative setting of the city to counter the white distortions of the regressive pastoral
stereotypes of Sambo and Uncle Tom, migration novels do not neglect the color, gender,
and class difficulties that blacks might encounter in the urban space.
Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods, as Griffin notes, is the first black
work written in the sense of the migration narrative.2 With its focus on the social changes
2

Griffin’s “Who Set You Flowin’?”: The African American Migration Narrative uses the
term “migration narrative” to examine the significance of the Great Migration and black people’s
urbanization in the development of African American narrative modes. However, her study takes
for granted that the city had been a ready trope for the Harlem Renaissance and later writers and
thus pays little attention to the work of precedents like Paul Laurence Dunbar and James Weldon
Johnson who experimented with the city as a viable literary space to defy the mainstream’s
established codes of plantation caricature of African Americans and to clear the ground for a more
faithful description of the lives and culture of blacks. In fact, after claiming that “[f]rom the
publication of Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods in 1902 to Toni Morrison’s Jazz in
1992, the migration narrative emerges as one of the twentieth century’s dominant forms of
African-American cultural production” (3), she skips Sport and begins her analysis with Jean
Toomer’s revising the ethnic depiction of the plantation school in Cane. Taking on Griffin’s
definition of the migration narrative, I want to further the study by not only focusing on Sport as
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along the characters’ routine from the pastoral to the metropolis, the novel also typifies
the literary movement of black fiction from the plantation literature and romanticism
toward social realism and naturalism that can better illustrate the black experience at the
turn of the century. Sport is also the first African American work to take a glance at black
underclass life in the city, presaging Richard Wright’s Native Son. Hence, Sport can be
said to set off a project of black fiction embodying urban naturalism that maps a new
terrain for African American writers afterwards.
Moreover, as Bernard Bell in The Afro-American Novel and Its Tradition keenly
observes, the significance of Sport lies in its artistic attempt to introduce black music of
the blues to the fictional world to create the first blues people in African American
literature (71). Writing the blues into fiction, Dunbar in Sport makes visible the “vibrant
realm” of the contemporaneous black entertainment industry—“the ragtime and blues bar,
the vaudeville stage, and the boarding house”—which, even though pervasive in the
turn-of-the-century America’s urban landscape, is curiously absent from the work of
white naturalist writers like Theodore Dreiser (Rosk 147).3 For that reason, Sport is as

one of the early texts of portraying the black urban migrants but also exploring in the novel the
possible intertextuality of the migration narrative with the gothic tradition and blues lyricism.
3

Both Eric Lott and Michael North show in their studies that American modernism was
inextricably intertwined with the presence of blackness embedded in America’s popular culture in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American
Working Class, Lott argues that minstrel shows in the 19th-century America, rather than
strengthened racial divides, actually manifested the “the particular desire to try on the accents of
‘blackness’ [to demonstrate] the permeability of the color line” (6). According to Lott, black
minstrelsy provides white audience with a safe zone of cultural intercourses to both contain and
derive pleasure from “the black penis” in the development of working class white manhood and
identity in the 19th-century America (9). It is the appeal to trespass the racial line made possible
by minstrel shows, as Lott contends, that inspires Mark Twain and Harriet Beecher Stowe to
compose fiction like Adventure of Huckleberry and Uncle Tom’s Cabin (5). Likewise, North in
The Dialect of Modernism: Race, Language & Twentieth-Century Literature examines how white
“racial masquerade” and “linguistic imitation” of the black vernacular in the mass popular culture
play a role in the construction of the work of white modernists like Gertrude Stein, T. S. Eliot,
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well the precursor in black fiction to use the literary style of lyricism used by many
Harlem Renaissance writers who seek inspirations from the blues form and ethos to
delineate the black conditions in the early 20th century.
Among the novels of the Harlem Renaissance School, Jean Toomer’s Cane is one of
the earliest texts to experiment with lyricism in order to present the black life informed
by the music and philosophy of the blues. The novel not merely follows the norm of the
migration narrative to push its plot from the rural South to the urban North, but Cane also
structurally responds to Sport’s “back to the South” motif: while Dunbar in the end of
Sport has the main characters go back to their Southern home, Toomer as well concludes
Cane by moving the scene back to the rural South.4 Yet, Cane thematically celebrates the
Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams (3). North observes that “preemptive mimicry of blacks
is a traditional American device allowing whites to rebel against English culture and . . .
simultaneously distancing all these (black) qualities in a figure to which even the commonest
white audience could condescend” (81). On the other hand, Nancy Von Rosk in the essay “Coon
Shows, Ragtime, and the Blues: Race, Urban Culture, and the Naturalist Vision in Paul Laurence
Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods” states that the turn-of-century white American naturalist novels,
in their stress on the condition of emerging working class and the social climate of big cities,
often ignored the reality of racial division within the nation’s underclass and paid little attention
to the contribution of African American culture in “shaping America’s popular urban culture for
decades” (145). While Lott’s and North’s researches illustrate the degrees to which the
mainstream culture depended on the racial other in maintaining its self-definition, Rosk’s study
indicates that the racial other has no place in the mainstream’s narrative of naturalism which calls
upon universal principle of socioeconomic determinism to measure the common experience of
humanity, since the other by definition is neither common nor human. This fact makes Dunbar’s
novel more subversive than the previous critics have thought, for it is the first attempt, prior to
Richard Wright’s Native Son, of trying to add the racial dimension to the otherwise color-blind
American naturalist school.
4

Griffin in “Who Set You Flowin’?” roughly divides the migration novels into two groups
in terms of their different portrayals of the South. For most of the pre-Civil Rights Movement
writers like Richard Wright and William Demby, the South is pictured “as a place of no
redemption, as a site of racial horror and shame to which [black people] can return only with fear
and trepidation” (24). On the other hand, the more contemporary writers such as Albert Murray
and Toni Morrison in their novels regard that the South “as a burial group, as a place of cultural
origins, home of the ancestors, as a place to be redeemed” (11). The former consider the South a
site invoking only horror and pain while the latter often directly or implicitly connect black blood
and black redemption by having their protagonists back to the South. Dunbar’s Sport and
Toomer’s Cane are two rare examples among the pre-Civil Rights Movement novels to follow
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blues life more than Sport does and is bolder than its predecessor in delineating Jim Crow
episodes and lynching rituals. Toomer’s Cane in many ways carries on where Dunbar’s
Sport takes off to further the project.
Searching for new modes and values, the two writers both make reference to the
blues in Sport and Cane, and, despite their distinct writing styles, their works overlap in
associating the migration experience with the gothic subject of racial violence. In this
chapter, I investigate the intersection of the blues aesthetic and the gothic rhetoric in
Sport and Cane to examine how the two novels compose a dynamic response to the
migration to picture the multiple aspects of black life and consciousness in the first half
of the 20th century. In my analysis, I want to argue that, far from being aloof to social
protest as some critics consider them to be, Dunbar and Toomer in their novels both make
a strong political point to confront and revise a set of the racial discourses that confine
and dehumanize blacks. In the end, Sport and Cane are the powerful texts to document
not just American institutional oppression but also the transformation of African
Americans from the pastoral people to the modern subject.
II
Mostly known as a poet in the African American literary canon, Paul Laurence
Dunbar is the first black writer to knock the previously shut door of the mainstream’s
literature market to enjoy public recognition. However, this means that he would also
face the problem which his successors would confront: being a black writer in the society
that resisted any descriptions of color people other than those that caters to racial
stereotypes of the plantation tradition. His reputation as a plantation writer is secured by
the white critic William Dean Howell whose review at Dunbar’s time pushed the poet to
“back to the South” to suggest the possibility of redemption in the place.
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nationwide prominence by applauding his use of black dialect “with a direct and fresh
authority” to vividly present “simple, sensuous, joyous nature of his race” (qtd in Candela
60). Howell’s conditional albeit well-intended acclaim implies that the dominant culture
could never give away the logic of applying the prescribed imagery of “simple, sensuous,
joyous” people to represent social realism of African Americans. To reach a wide
audience, Dunbar throughout his life did not give up black dialect poems and for that
reason, he has been lambasted for failing to show any true protest in his writing.5
Like his poems, Dunbar’s novels have fallen from critics’ favor. The Sport of the
Gods, Dunbar’s last novel, centers on the tragedy of the Hamiltons, a Southern black
family that serves the white Oakley family in the Post-Reconstruction era. After Berry
Hamilton (the head of the Hamiltons and butler of the Oakleys) is falsely accused of
stealing money from his master Maurice Oakley, the Hamilton family is forced to move
to New York in hopes of starting a new life. Nevertheless, the novel concludes by having
Berry and his wife Fannie united in the North and then go back to their Southern home,
which, according to the narrator of the novel, is an imperfect yet tolerable haven to avoid
urban corruption that poisons and demoralizes their children who remain in the city. The
novel thereby has often been criticized for not just neglecting black people’s
opportunities and possibilities of social uplift in the urban North but also conforming to
the plantation ideology of encouraging black people to “cast down the bucket” in the
South.6
5

For a brief overview of the negative receptions of Dunbar’s dialect poems, see Gavin Jones,
Strange Talk: The Politics of Dialect Literature in Gilded Age America (Berkeley: U of California
P, 1999), 182-85.
6

The negative criticisms of The Sport of the Gods are mainly based on Dunbar’s seemingly
morality of the book that it is better for black people to stay in the physically oppressive South
than in the spiritually decay North. For instance, Robert A. Bone in The Negro Novel in America
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Recent critics however start to pay more attention to the complex nature of Dunbar’s
writing. For instance, Gavin Jones revises the previous criticisms on Dunbar’s poetry by
arguing that Dunbar in the dialect poems like “An Ante-bellum Sermon” manipulates the
ambiguous voice of the black vernacular to convey his political undertone against
oppression and to question “the authority of the literary conventions and racial ideologies
of the dominant society” (190). Gregory L. Candela is one of the first critics to reread the
plot and characterization of Sport to contest the idea of labeling Dunbar as a mere
plantation writer. Candela contends that the novel deploys the rhetoric of irony to first
present a plantation fantasy in which the white caring master and the black loyal servants
dwell, only to smash it later through the unjust conviction of Berry to not only expose the
racist nature of the master class but also make the devoted servant the “satiric caricature
and butt” who blindly invests in the plantation values (66). Bernard Bell also asserts that
the novel “undercuts the Southern code of chivalry and the legendary paternalism of
master to servant” by revealing to the reader that Maurice Oakley, even when discovering
that his brother has lied about the stolen money, decides to keep the truth from the public
in order to protect his family’s name at the cost of Berry and Berry’s family (72). These
critics forcefully argue that both of Dunbar’s poetry and fiction demonstrate the power of
masking to launch an attack on the underlying discourses of the plantation school.7 Just
(New Haven: Yale UP, 1965) asserts that “the novel reiterates the plantation-school thesis that
rural Negro becomes demoralized in the urban North” so as to persuade black people to remain in
the South (42). Following Bone’s lead, Edward Margolies condemns the novel for following
Booker T. Washington’s idea of assimilation to urge black people to submit to the plantation
system by portraying the city as a degenerate and amoral site. See Margolies, Native Sons
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1968), 30.
7

In addition to Candela and Bell, other recent critics have also responded to Sport more
positively. For example, Charles R. Larson in “The Novels of Paul Laurence Dunbar” (Phylon
29.3 [1968], 257-271) points out that previous critics have missed in Sport Dunbar’s artistic
development of expanding the themes of his previous novels to depict black people’s dilemma
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like his black dialect poetry that signifies on minstrelsy tropes, Sport is Dunbar’s fictional
counterpart to embark on the masking power of language to articulate the subversive
voice.
The opening of the novel seems to follow the norm of the plantation school: “Fiction
has said so much in regret of the old days when there were plantations and overseers and
masters and slaves, that it good to come upon such a household as Berry Hamilton’s, if
for no other reason than that it afforded a relief from the monotony of tiresome iteration”
(1). On the surface, the relation between the Oakleys and Hamiltons is that of benevolent
white caretakers and faithful black servants populating in an idyllic new South. Berry
Hamilton, having been the butler to the Oakleys for twenty years, is depicted as a content
and devoted servant closely relying on Maurice Oakley to support his own family.
Moving into a big plantation house when married, Maurice provides Berry with a little
cottage, jokingly expecting that Berry would follow his example to have a family to fill
with the cabin which he has offered Berry like a sovereign to his minion. In return, Berry
immersed himself to the loyal servant figure, soon carrying out the master’s “order” of
marriage to marry Fannie, the housekeeper of the Oakleys. The Hamilton household then
“[grows] in comfort,” and their little cottage is “replenished with things handed down
from ‘the house’ from time to time” (2). Believing in white paternalism, Berry depends
on his twenty-year dedicated service to secure his position in the Oakley plantation. He
appears “stern and dignified in anticipation of the glorious figure he [is] to make in

and white racial prejudice by moving from the genres of melodrama and romance toward “the
machinations of literary naturalism” (263). Houston Baker in Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American
Literature: A Vernacular Theory (Chicago: U of Chicago, 1984) is another example to view Sport
as subversive to the plantation tradition: “From the outset, one is alerted that Dunbar’s text is
fiction whose implied goal is to avoid a monotonous iteration of traditional patterns of narrative”
(130).
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serving” in a coming fare-well dinner party for Maurice’s young brother (Francis Oakley)
who is about to depart for Paris (4). Indeed, the early pages of the novel almost do
nothing to subvert plantation stereotypes; Dunbar, to use Candela’s words, “paints an
idyllic scene with too large a brush and [paints] a bit too thick” (64) to recap plantation
sensibilities as much as possible. However, Dunbar will soon surprise the reader as well
as Berry through a turn of events unfolding the racial irony that not only shatters Berry’s
pastoral dream but also overturns all implications of plantation sentimentality the novel
presents in the beginning.
After the fare-well dinner, when the money given by Maurice to Francis is reported
missing, the black servant is immediately suspected and accused of theft by his
previously benevolent master. Berry is then convicted into ten-year hard labor at prison,
in spite of the fact that his has a solid alibi and the evidence against him is only
circumstantial—on the same day of the theft, Berry coincidently puts into his banking
account a large amount of money he has saved up from his twenty-year butler devotion.
Berry’s dream of plantation harmony is totally crushed by the painful epiphany that the
supposed security based on his long year of loyalty is as flimsy as the evidence against
him:
Berry turned to his employer. “You b’lieve dat I stole dis house aftah all de yeahs
I’ve been in it, aftah de caih I took of yo’ money an’ yo’ valybles, aftah de way I’ve
put you to bed f’om many a dinnah, an’ you woke up to fin’ all yo’ money safe?
Now, can you b’lieve dis?”
His voice broke, and he ended with a cry.
“Yes, I believe it, you thief, yes. Take him away”
Berry’s eyes were bloodshot as he replied, “Den, damn you! damn you! ef dat’s
all dese yeahs counted fu’, I wish I had a-stole it.” (25)
While the arresting officer stresses Berry’s innocence until he is proven guilt, for the
white patriarch like Maurice whose prerogatives depend on maintaining the economy of
hierarchized racial difference, any blacks being able to grasp the pecuniary fruit restricted
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only to the white ruling class are literally unimaginable and socially unacceptable. As
Casey Inge points out, Maurice in “acting as father figure to the Hamiltons” holds both of
“the personal power of disciplinary intimacy” and “the transpersonal authority (and
violence) of the law” to reinforce the ideology that African Americans are always morally
and intellectually inferior without “the firm guidance of the white hand” (232). The
ideology, according to Inge, is a social control approximate to the disciplinary mechanism
of antebellum slavery by having black people “positioned as the ‘child’” always in need
of the white “beneficent father overseeing the ‘progress’” of the race (233). Therefore, it
is Maurice’s “whiteness” that prevents him from seeing Berry’s money as the just reward
of personal frugality and devotion because the reigning ideology of white supremacy not
only appoints Maurice and his kinds the sovereign authority but also reduces African
Americans to minion and even chattel. Under this outlook, black people do not own
property; black people are the property to be owned. Therefore, beneath the accusation of
theft, Berry is actually committing the offense of “acting white” by trying to prosper from
the system that promises only the dominant class. Inge is right to contend that Berry is
punished for stepping over “both the ‘property’ line and the ‘color’ line” (236). The false
charge exposes the irony illuminating that, whatever gestures the plantation narrative
might have taken to depict ostensible white paternalism, this idyllic illusion remains only
insofar when the rigidly codified racial hierarchy of white/black, master/servant, remains
unchallenged.
Furthermore, under the irony there is a gothic quality of reducing the African
American subject to the debasing social deviant, exemplified by Maurice’s racist
perception that all “negroes” are natural thieves: “as soon as a negro like Hamilton learns
the value of money and begins to earn it, at the same time he begins to covet some easy
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and rapid way of securing it. The old negro knew nothing of the value of money. When
he stole, he stole hams and bacon and chickens” (15). His aspect of black people is
echoed by a group of self-assured white characters discussing the event at the Continental
Hotel bar. Their viewpoints, as Bell rightly asserts, range from “the paternalism that black
people were irresponsible, primitive creatures to the racism that that were all naturally
depraved and beyond redemption” (72). The “old Horace Talbot, who was noted for his
kindliness toward people of colour,” argues that Berry is one of irresponsible “darkies”
who takes “that money with the innocence of purpose with which one of our servants a
few years ago would have appropriated a stray ham” and thereby resents the abolition of
old-good-days slavery which could have otherwise guided this children-like race (29-30).
On the other hand, “Mr. Beachfield, who is a mighty hunter,” condemns all African
Americans as the wicked people beyond redemption, labeling them with the demeaning
term—“niggers” (30). Beachfield’s racist theory of reproving Berry for being one of the
degenerate “niggers” corresponds to the established racial signifier of a “bad nigger,”
which is “referred to uncooperative slaves . . . who had to be ‘broken’” and is often used
to accuse any blacks for not being submissive to the principle of white supremacy
(Thomas 43-4). No matter which pole—happy-go-lucky darky or bad nigger—the white
sentiment falls in with, the overall message imbedded in their conversation unfolds the
logic that champions the discourse resolved around painting blackness as, at best foolish
and irresponsible, at worst degrading and bestial. As a result, Berry is being positioned
into the proscribed role of either a carefree darky or a bad nigger, and both of them are
the archetypical social/racial other used to reaffirm the ideology of black depravity.
Dunbar’s rhetoric of irony and (un)masking to review the mainstream’s racial
outlook is also functioning in the title of the chapter (“The Justice of Men”) in which the
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bar and trail scenes take place. What is so ironic about the chapter title is that the
suggested justice drawn from the bar conversation and later from the court’s hasty verdict
of Berry being guilty of theft is nothing more than an indicator of the white dictates that
literally transfigure the idea of dual constitutional citizenship into the practice of white
supremacy. Therefore, at the moment when the whites at the bar criminalize Berry in
order to make sense his charge, Berry is right away convicted for the crime he was not
committing, as the narrator states that “as far as the opinion of the gentlemen assembled
in the Continental bar went, Berry was already proven guilty” (32). It is the signifier of
blackness that solidifies Berry’s culpability in the courtroom: “In vain the lawyer whom
[Berry] had secured showed that the evidence against him proved nothing. In vain he
produced proof of the slow accumulation of what the man had. In vain he pleaded the
man’s former good name. The judge and the jury saw otherwise” (34). Through the irony
embedded within the title of the chapter a chilling fact is revealed: While justice serves
“men,” African Americans who have long been socially and politically placed in the same
grammatical series of object or property indexed within the dehumanizing connotation of
term “nigger,” are evermore deemed “subhuman” and thereby denied by justice.8
The court scene also marks one of the gothic moments in the novel. Stupefied by the
mixing feelings of fear and disillusionment during the trial, Berry acts exactly like Native

8

I borrow the idea of white society’s social/linguistic imperative of dehumanizing African
Americans in Hortense J. Spillers’s “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book”
(Diacritics 17.2 [Summer 1987], 64-81). According to Spillers, the language of slavery often
places “simultaneity of disparate items in a grammatical series” (78) to juxtapose black slaves and
objects at the linguistic and social levels so that the nomination of “slave” falls into “the same
text of realism” as a commodity or chattel (79). Using Spillers’s concept of the American racial
“grammar,” I want to argue that Dunbar in the chapter “The Justice of Men” not only criticizes
the plantation discourse investing in a myopic dream of the past but also unfolds such the
ingrained social logic of confining black people to the servile role by excluding them from the
human family.
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Son‘s Bigger Thomas who loses the ability to act and articulate in the face of the
ubiquitous white hegemony so powerful that it becomes “laws of the nature”: “To Bigger
and his kind white people were not really people; they were a sort of great natural force,
like a storm looming overhead, or like a deep swirling river stretching suddenly at one’s
feet in the dark” (Wright 97). Likewise, confronting the overwhelming force symbolized
by the white controlling courtroom, Berry is literally cut from his reason and reduced to
the mental disabled that could neither think nor respond like normal humans: “[Berry]
had fallen into a sort of dazed calm that was like the stupor produced by a drug. He took
little heed of what went on around him. The shock had been too sudden for him, and it
was as if his reason had been the time unseated” (32). When the judge pronounces the
sentence, Berry faints—the dramatic action of emasculation, and a white spectator in the
courtroom says with amusement, “‘It’s five dollars’ fine every time a nigger faint’” (34).
Here Dunbar in a broader application links the trial to a lynching ritual to indicate how
American mainstream’s entertainment is ghastly associated with punishing and exhibiting
black bodies. Yet, Berry’s fainting can also be viewed as the device to evoke the reader’s
sympathy, and Fannie’s wailing over her husband’s fate in the same scene not only
restores humanity to the victim but also recapitulates the heart-breaking moment of the
dis-memberment of the slave family in the auction. On the whole, the chapter forcefully
asserts that the real brute is not the black convict, but the white men and their justice.
Hence, the trail not just reveals the Hamiltons’ folly of partaking of the system that
upholds the racial farce of separate but equal ideology, but the “social lynching” of Berry
also refutes the prevalent social myth that defends the practice of lynching as a means to
prevent black males’ sexual attack on white females. Dunbar in the novel makes clear that
Berry is castigated because he is not contingent on the “racial norm” by financially
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asserting himself, the act of which poses an economic and political threat to the Southern
status quo of segregation.9 And as the novel notes that the Hamiltons’ downfall results
from their willful participation in the plantation system, Dunbar warns the black reader
about the danger of blind immersion into the false discourse that underpins the politics of
Jim Crow. However, for Dunbar, merely unmasking the falsehood of the plantation
ideology is just the first step to clear a ground to override the inveterate stereotypical
descriptions of blacks established by the plantation genre. Since the charade of plantation
paternalism is built upon the literary codes inherently tying African Americans’ identity
to the rustic South, the solution is to invent a new boundary in order to conceive of a new
vocabulary to rewrite racial discourses. After Berry’s imprisonment, Dunbar shifts the
plot’s focus to the rest of the Hamiltons’ northward migration and their life in New York.
The city in the novel then represents the alternative border to make possible the
delineation of black subjectivity away from the pastoral boundaries to delve into the
complexities of modern black life.
III
Following Dunbar’s novel, Cane also experiments stylistically to revise the pastoral
norm and to capture black migration experience. Yet, because of Cane’s arabesque style
of bending lyric poetry, fictional passage, and dramatic narrative with flowing rhythm of
9

Ida B. Wells-Barnett in A Red Record deconstructs American mainstream’s assertion of
lynching being used only to prevent black males’ sexual assault on white females as she exposes
the fact that violence enacted upon black people actually resulted from white society’s dread of
any black political or economic aspirations that might challenge the ideology of white supremacy.
Wells-Barnett’s argument is echoed by Eric J. Sundquist in his To Wake the Nations: Race in the
Making of American Literature (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1993): “Rape was the mask
behind which disfranchisement was hidden, but it was part of the larger charade of plantation
mythology that set out to restore southern pride and revive a paradigm of white manliness that the
legacy of the war and the economic and political rise of blacks during Reconstruction had called
seriously into question” (425). Therefore, it is significant that Dunbar chooses the economic
conflict rather than sexual confrontation between the races as the primary cause of oppression.
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the blues and impressionistic sketch of the idyllic landscape, it is tempting for critics to
read the book as the continuum instead of subversion of the pastoral text, like Robert
Bone claiming the novel as part of the pastoral tradition (Down 207). However, what
Bone overlooks is that Toomer’s poetic presentation of the pastoral scene and black folk
culture are balanced by the book’s gothic horrors of imprisonment, sexual exploitation,
and lynching rituals that signify America’s brutal race relations dominating the past and
still haunting blacks today. Harris correctly argues that the appalling lynching scenes in
Cane place the novel in a tradition of black texts illustrating white society’s obsession
with demonizing and exorcizing black bodies (185). Griffin also suggests that “Toomer is
the artist most responsible for establishing violence on the black body as a trope to
signify the violence of the South and as the major catalyst for migration” among the early
20th-century black writers (25). To ignore the anti-pastoral elements of violence and
discrimination in Cane is to obscure Toomer’s political critique of oppression built along
the color line.
Harris and Griffin are not the only ones to look at the gothic tropes and the political
undertones of Cane. Charles Scruggs and Lee VanDemarr in Jean Toomer and the Terrors
of American History forcefully contend that the novel adapts the genres of the gothic and
detective fiction to examine America’s repressed history of racial violence that would
defy the nation’s myth of new-world Eden and social egalitarianism, for both genres
share “a concern with the past” (135). The study of Scruggs and VanDemarr not only
proves the novel’s radical political connotations but also points to its hybrid nature that
upsets generic classification. The book is divided into three parts in which the genres of
poetry, fiction, and drama are enhanced by the lyric structure of the blues and are
interspersed between the distinct settings of the rural South and the urban North: Part 1
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consists of six short stories and ten poems centering on black folk culture and life in the
rural Georgia; in Part 2, the setting moves from Georgia to Washington, D.C., and
Chicago where the travels and travails of the “New Negro” into a modern, industrialized
world are vividly expressed in short stories and prose poems; the final part of the book, a
one-act play, thematically relates the previous sections through the plot of a Northern
black man who seeks the meaning of his heritage in his sojourn of the South. By forcibly
bringing together the disparate elements to complicate customary genre definition,
Toomer, like Dunbar, devises new literary borders to challenge established social/racial
discourses.
The blues—its rhythm, subject, implication, and energy—is central to the whole
volume of Cane. One of fascinating things about the novel is its flowing montage of
prose and lyric forms carefully elaborated by the blues music effect. “Karintha,” a short
story about the life of the title character Karintha and first piece of Cane, is an example of
Toomer’s artistic consolidation of the music and the written text. The story begins with a
blues refrain:
Her skin is like dusk on the eastern horizon,
O cant you see it, O cant you see it,
Her skin is like dusk on the eastern horizon
… When the sun goes down. (3)
The song functions not only as an epigraph to Karintha’s life but also as an invitation to
the reader to contemplate Karintha and to discover her story (“O cant you see it”). This
song is presented three times until the end, responding to the different stages the character
goes through. The first image of Karintha the narrator presents is a child “carrying beauty,
perfect as dusk when the sun goes down” (3); as the description echoes the refrain that
affiliates Karintha with the natural imagery of dusk and sun, the introductory song
becomes a hymn to celebrate her beauty. However, the male desire aroused by her beauty
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is a potential danger to her, for “Men always wanted her” and “counted the time to pass
before she would be old enough to mate with them” (3). As if to reflect the urgent sexual
desire of the men, the song intrudes the narrative again in an abbreviated version to create
a rapid, intense rhythm to respond to the acceleration of Karintha’s change from an
innocent child to a sexual object:
Her skin is like dusk,
O cant you see it,
Her skin is like dusk,
When the sun goes down. (4)
After the second song, the character’s presentation is dramatically transformed:
“Karintha is a woman” (4). The line “Karintha is a woman” becomes a burden upon the
heroine as the narrator repeats the statement several times to stress the character’s
conflict:
Karintha is a woman. She who carries beauty, perfect as dusk when the sun goes
down. She has been married many times. . . . Karintha is a woman. Young men run
stills to make her money. . . . But Karintha is a woman, and she had had a child. A
child fell out of her womb onto a bed of pine-needles in the forest. (4, emphasis
added)
The burden of carrying “baby” as well as “beauty” is tied in with her failure of giving
birth to her own child. The obsessive recapitulation of the line “Karintha is a woman” is,
as Gayl Jones notes, “the internal repetitive structure” to dramatize the character’s
unfulfilled life (72). The narrator concludes the story by reiterating the connection of
Karintha’s beauty and the nature in the beginning, adding a suspended sigh: “Karintha at
twenty, carrying beauty, perfect as dusk when the sun goes down. Karintha...” (4). In
response, the song is presented third time with the same suspended murmur of “Goes
down…”:
Her skin is like dusk on the eastern horizon,
O cant you see it, O cant you see it,
Her skin is like dusk on the eastern horizon
… When the sun goes down.
Goes down… (4)
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The murmuring of “Goes down” implies both the motion of the sunset and
Karintha’s falling—from the one carrying beauty “even as a child” to a sexual object and
a failed mother. Throughout the story, the repeated syntax and diction compose a
structure of the call-and-response cadence, which is a crucial component of the blues. The
call-and-response pattern generated by the blues repetition activates a reciprocal
relationship between artist and audience and allows the artist’s solo and personalized
voice to carry a collective message.10 According to Lawrence W. Levine, this musical
pattern bears features of “catharsis and solidarity” to convert “individual problems” into
“a group experience” (234-5). When the blues artist sings “I,” the audience would assume
“we.” The call-and-response effect is incorporated into Cane through not only repetitive
phrases or sentences but also shifting narrative voices; in the novel, the third-person
narrator sometimes changes the position from an omniscient observer to a participant of
the story while the blues songs and lyric passages would also suddenly interrupt the
narrator to echo or challenge his voice. As Joel B. Peckham states, “the instability of the
narrator [voice]” in Cane draws “a sense of shared experience and implication” (279),
which not only takes on the avant-garde strategy of the narrator indeterminacy but also
creates the call-and-response structure to turn the individual voice into antiphonal and
communal ones. Instead of summoning a particular speaker, Toomer incorporates various
voices and perspectives from the first-person narrator, the omnipresent orator, and the
characters into the text as part of the action. Moreover, this hybrid, fluid narrative voice
10

The call-and-response pattern, originally derived from field hollers and work songs, is a
distinct feature of black music to help to solidify the community because it offers
the-give-and-take relationship between performers and their audiences. Although it is a highly
personalized musical style, blues shares the roots of works songs and spirituals to convert the solo
entertainment into a mutual communication between singer and audience. For more on how the
call-and-response pattern is applied in the blues performance, see Charles Keil, Urban Blues
(Chicago: The U of Chicago P, 1991), 143-63.
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in Cane enhances the written text with the lyrical effect of the blues, engendering a
call-and-response relation that invites the reader to interrogate the text with the author.
Although “Karintha” does not point to the racially specific oppression between
blacks and whites, the sexual exploitation the character suffers is an implication of black
folk being violated by mainstream America. Analyzing the images of black women in
Cane, Nellie Y. McKay in Jean Toomer Artist correctly states:
Black women, as symbols of the culture, are identified with nature. In varying
degrees, they are beautiful, innocent, sensuous, and strong, yet they are also
vulnerable, misunderstood, and unpossessable. Nature is rich, beautiful, lush,
benevolent, and always helpless against the onslaughts of industrialization and
ravage of the modern age. The industrial age destroys the pastoral environment, just
as racial and sexual oppression are responsible for alienation, madness, and death of
the women in this part of book. (90-91)
The metonymy of the oppressor/oppressed relationships provides a thematic unity for the
fragments of Cane. While the relationship between the victim and tormenter in “Karintha”
is inscribed in that between men and women, the same relationship is echoed by that
between the nature and industrial force, which is further responded by the relationships
between the rural and the city, whites and blacks in the other pieces of the book.
“Portrait in Georgia” is a poem in Part 1 to echo the aforementioned uneven
relationships. It is also Toomer’s poetic implication of the horror of the Southern lynching
code:
Hair—braided chestnut,
coiled like a lyncher’s rope,
Eyes—fagots
Lips—old scars, of the first red blisters,
Breath—the last sweet scent of cane,
And her slim body, white as the ash
of black flesh after flame. (1-7)
Embodying a grisly description of a lynched entity and a chant of glorifying a white
female’s body, the poem is an uncanny assemblage of both desire for female sexuality
and terror of lynching caused by that desire. Richard Eldridge states: “Each physical
attraction brings the black man closer to the consummation of death instead of love. The
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braid of hair is really the lyncher’s rope; the eyes kindle not only his passion but the
fagots to set him on fire. Her lips turn into his lesions, the ‘old scars’ of fears and the ‘red
blisters’ of his burning flesh” (234). This is a gothic poem not only because of its grouse
lynching imagery. The poem’s ambiguous format that evokes both fear and desire creates
“a vertiginous excess of meaning” which, as Judith Halberstam states, is the feature of the
gothic text to produce the experience of horror from “the realization that meaning itself
runs riot” (2). Moreover, this poem is also a political criticism of American racial
violence that enforces segregation. The poem’s graphical division (dashes) that severs the
physical attribute and the figurative appearance is as well a line that structurally connects
the body on the left to the twisted form on the right; the poetic “line” that lexically and
discursively combines body and death is reminiscent of the realistic counterpart—the
color “line”—as the white dictates sustaining this color division can and will dismember
and burn any blacks who step over the “line.” While the transfiguration in the poem may
be symbolic, the threat it implies is very real in black day-to-day reality.
The gothic sensibilities in “Portrait in Georgia” anticipate the undercurrent of sexual
and racial oppression rising to its full height in “Blood-Burning Moon,” another short
story and the last piece in Cane’s first section. In the story, Louisa is an alluring black
woman, whose skin is “the color of oak leaves” and breasts are “firm and up-pointed like
ripe acorns” (30). Tom Burwell, Louisa’s black lover, is a typical “bad nigger” who wants
to take advantage of the South’s economic fall to empower himself and to share a better
life with Louisa. Meanwhile, Bob Stone is Louisa’s white lover and a scion of a once
slaveholding family whose racial pride cannot tolerate himself competing with a black
man over sexual/economic domination on her. In a violent confrontation Tom kills Bob in
self-defense, and Tom in turn is lynched by the vengeful whites. Louisa is the final victim
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who is powerless to do anything but sing plaintively to the “Red nigger moon” in the end
of the story (37).
The opening of the story sheds an aura of doom on its setting:
Up from the skeleton stone walls, up from the rotting floor boards and the solid
hand-hewn beams of oak of the pre-war cotton factory, dusk came. Up from the dusk
the full moon came. Glowing like a fired pine-knot, it illuminated the great door and
soft showered the Negro shanties aligned along the single street of factory town.
(30)
The gothic landscape foreshadows the ghastly consequence of racial confrontation in the
South. As the final piece of the novel’s pastoral section, the story has the light of
“blood-burning moon” to dominate the world of Cane. The climax of the story is the
lynch scene in which Tom, similar to the paralyzed Berry in the courtroom of Sport, is
frozen by fear when facing the white mob “like ants upon a forage rushed about” to
capture him (35). And while Tom accepts death stoically, the whites are described as
mindless and bloodthirsty creatures during the lynching ritual: “A great flare muffled in
black smoke shot upward. The mob yelled. . . . Its yell echoed against the skeleton stone
walls and sounded like a hundred yells. Like a hundred mobs yelling” (36). The story’s
lynch scene dramatically inverts the presentation of “superior whiteness” and “bestial
blackness” that pervades American racial discourses.
Like “Karintha,” the narrative structure of “Blood-Burning Moon” is enhanced by a
blues refrain that heralds the ending and echoes the central metaphor of the story—the
evil moon:
Red nigger moon. Sinner!
Blood-burning moon. Sinner!
Come out that fact’ry door. (31)
The refrain enters the narrative so as to respond to and enlarge the characters’ inner
conflicts. The story’s narrative style is another example of Toomer’s subtle integration of
the blues ethos and structure into a fictional form as the voices of the characters are
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elaborated with rhythms so smoothly that reading the story is almost like reading the sung
blues. For example, the reader can easily sense the stanzaic form of the blues in Louisa’s
stream of consciousness:
By the way the world reckons things, he [Bob Stone] had won her. By measure of
the warm glow which came into her mind, he had won her. Tom Burwell, whom the
whole town called Big Boy, also loved her. (30, emphasis added)
The tension in Bob’s flow of consciousness grows through the similar blues structure:
Was there something about niggers that you couldnt know? Listening to them at
church didnt tell you anything. Looking at them didnt tell you anything. Talking to
them didnt tell you anything— (33, emphasis added)
Although Toomer’s portrayal of Georgia constitutes his search for the restoration of the
values and the meaning of black folk tradition, he does not exclude white society from his
depiction of the Southern landscape. Being a white man, Bob’s inner state is situated into
a part of a polyphonic framing of the narrative voice to add a weight to Louisa’s conflict
and Tom’s lynching. Picturing whites’ as well as blacks’ inner state, the story shows how
the legacy of slavery haunts both races to result in the inevitable tragic end. The final
image of the Southern section of Cane is Tom’s burnt body that merges with the land and
forever becomes part of “the portrait of Georgia.” There are no characters left to migrate
in Part 1, but “the text and the reader” do the migration in Part 2 (Griffin 27). The fact
Cane concludes its pastoral section with a lynching story to head north reinforces the
tropes of the migration narrative that the violence in the South spurs the exodus and
forever casts an unimaginable burden on black people.
IV
Even when Dunbar embarks on the rhetoric of masking and irony to subvert the
plantation novel by adapting and revising its convention, it is still difficult to dislodge
imposed literary stereotypes on blacks because the essence of the genre is founded on the
premise that defines African Americans as inferior. Accordingly, both the novel and the
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Hamilton family must migrate to the city which offers “a clean slate that could be used to
challenge [the dominant class’s] reified pastoral caricaturizations of blacks” (Morgan
214). Like Cane, Sport also employs the violence against blacks as an artistic means to
set free the writer as well as the characters from the restricts of the pastoral. Although
Dunbar’s social vision of New York does not accord with “all the glory, all the wealth and
all the freedom of the world” that the Hamiltons wish it to be (43), Sport still pictures
vibrant urban surroundings full of energy and movement, with less racial oppression and
more possible freedom. Sport is one of the forerunners of writing into fiction the urban
milieu and black people’s struggle to construct a valid identity in the city space; the same
concerns would be responded by the following major black voices like Richard Wright
and Ralph Ellison in their representation of the black population in the metropolis.
The novel’s depiction of the Hamiltons’ arrival in New York is of a mixed one:
although for the African Americans the city contains more energies and opportunities, it
as well signifies more obstacles and dangers through the adjectives like “unfeeling” and
“insidious” Dunbar utilizes to describe the black migrants’ first encounter with the urban
landscape:
To the provincial coming to New York for the first time, ignorant and unknown, the
city presents a notable mingling of the qualities of cheeriness and gloom. If he has
any eye at all for the beautiful, he cannot help experiencing a thrill as he crosses the
ferry over the river filled with plying craft and catches the first sight of the spires
and building of New York. If he have the right stuff in him, a something will take
possession of him that will grip him again every time he returns to the scene and will
make him long and hunger for the place when he is away from it. Later, the lights in
the busy street will bewilder and entice him. He will feel shy and helpless amid the
hurrying crowds. A new emotion will take his heart as the people hasten by him—a
feeling of loneliness, almost of grief, that with all of these souls about him he knows
not one and not one of them cares for him. After a while he will find a place and
give a sigh of relief as he settles away from the city’s sights behind his cosey blinds.
It is better here, and city is cruel and cold and unfeeling. This he will feel, perhaps,
for the first half-hour, and then he will be out in it all again. He will be glad to strike
elbows with the bustling mob and be happy at their indifference to him, so that he
may look at them and study them. After it is all over, after he has passed through the
first pangs of strangeness and homesickness, yes, even after he has got beyond the
stranger’s enthusiasm for the metropolis, the real fever of love for the place will
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begin to take hold upon him. The subtle, insidious wine of New York will begin to
intoxicate him. . . . The Bowery will be his romance, Broadway his lyric, and the
Park his pastoral, the river and the glory of it all his epic, and he will look down
pityingly on all the rest of humanity. (45-46)
Here Sport is resonated with its contemporary naturalist novels—like Stephen Crane’s
Maggie: A Girl of the Streets (1893) and Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900)—by
asserting that the city, with all its alluring glitter and coldness, is capable of overpowering
its dwellers and stripping of their human contacts. The novel’s plot in the North is added
the naturalistic effects to demonstrate how the environmental determinism will transform
the characters: “The first sign of the demoralization of the provincial who comes to New
York is his pride at his insensibility to certain impressions which used to influence him at
home. . . . He grows callous. After that he goes to the devil very cheerfully” (49).
However, while Dunbar’s rendering of city life encourages the reader to apply naturalistic
determinism to analyze the characters in the North, it is necessary to first clarify the kind
of the naturalism Dunbar employs in the novel because the sole naturalist
contextualization of Sport is not without controversies.
American naturalism is marked by its thematic concentration on the influence of
social drives upon the ordinary people (particularly the underclass) in a context of the city
to examine the issues of poverty and class struggle accompanied by the modern age. In
Form and History in American Literary Naturalism, June Howard states that naturalism
represents the artistic attempt to voice the mainstream’s anxiety toward “a peculiar time,
a period of change and uncertainty, of dislocations and disorders” so as to “accommodate
a sense of discomfort and danger” (ix). Nonetheless, when stressing the universal
principle of socioeconomic determinism to measure how modernity had wrought people
by moving them from soils to machine, most of the white naturalist novelists, such as
Frank Norris and Theodore Dreiser, pay little attention to the reality of racial division
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within the nation’s underclass. Nor do their writings look into the ethnic-social construct
of the early modern period that witnessed not just the advent of city life but also the
“nadir” of race relation, marked by Jim Crow laws, anti-black propagandas evoked by
racist theories of black inferiority, and an unprecedented increase of lynching. Therefore,
it is not easy to apply the same naturalist outlook that tends to efface the racial factor to
define Sport that narrows down the dimensions of the city life to only the black center of
Harlem. Myles Hurd in “Blackness and Borrowed Obscurity” argues that, though the
novel attempts not to be racially specific in detailing city’s environmental forces upon
dwellers, “Dunbar’s shaping vision commits him to a description of the ways in which a
cruel Will in an uncaring universe is much more hostile to blacks than to whites” (94).
Hurd further claims that Sport fails to be a naturalist work mainly because of the author’s
inability to balance the naturalist imperative of prioritizing the common (and allegedly
colorless) determinism and his emphasis on characters’ ethnicity (95).
Indeed, Dunbar’s delineation of his main characters, especially the children of the
Hamilton family—Joe and Kitty, might suggest that they in various degrees are
responsible for their own misfortunes, thereby diminishing the significance of the
environmental factor. Before Berry’s imprisonment, he and Fannie are loyal to not just
the Oakley family but also Maurice’s idea of being the rising genteel in the new South.
Imitating the Oakleys (amassing fortune, enjoying finery) and assuming the status of
second-rate aristocracy, the black couple raises Joe and Kit by imbuing them with an
attitude of self-aggrandizing. The son Joe has his mother’s approval to barber only whites,
and the daughter Kitty is coddled by her parents and Ms. Oakley to “have the prettiest
clothe of any of her race” (3). The novel has pointed out Joe’s personal flaws of playing
“dandy” and distancing himself from the black community before his migration to New
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York. Although he is the only one in the family to feel indignation toward his father’s
conviction, the embers of resistance soon vanish and are shifted to bitterness and warp:
“something rose within him that had it been given play might have made a man of him,
but, being crushed, died and rotted, and in the compost it made all the evil of his nature
flourish” (33-34). The narrator seems to suggest that the seed of Joe’s urban
disgrace—indulgent in alcohol and committing a murder—has been sown in his
pre-migration stage. Likewise, Kitty’s vanity that propels her to sever her tie to the
arrested brother in order to secure the position as a star dancer could also be the result of
the exceeding pampering she received from her parents when they were still in the South.
All in all, relying on the sheer naturalist approach to analyze Sport is inadequate and
confusing.
However, the naturalist tenet that Hurd faults Dunbar for failing to comply with is
somehow slanting and not unlike the pervasive ideology of American literature that Toni
Morrison calls into question in Playing in the Dark. According to Morrison, the cultural
productions of American mainstream, especially in literature cannon, tend to suppress the
category of race by both denying their connection to the Afro-American presence and
neutralizing whiteness as a default value (39). The aesthetic perspective held by the
abovementioned white naturalists not only rejects ethnic blackness but also fails to see
whiteness as a racial category. Hurd could contend that Dunbar overemphasizes blacks’
dilemma against the hostile environment in Sport and thereby loses the sight of the larger
picture of social determinism that overpowers everyman, but such the argument neglects
the fact that the white naturalist writers like Theodore Dreiser and Frank Norris, whether
consciously or not, usually exclude what Morrison calls the “Afro-American presence” as
well as the circumstances of Jim Crow by using only white characters and white social
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locales to imagine the “universal” human struggles. The plot and characterization in their
novels expose the logic that too often for white society the semiotic pronoun of the
“everyman” corresponds only to the “white-man.”
Therefore, comparing with his (white) contemporary naturalist writing, Dunbar’s
project is to point to the lack of voice and presentation of black people in American
literary as well as social space. Thomas L. Morgan is correct to assert that Dunbar’s use
of naturalism in the novel highlights “the over-determination of black characters by white
America” (221). For African Americans, such “over-determination” is not an imaginary
but realistic force that can cause external and internal conflicts, which can be best defined
by metaphors of the veil and the double-consciousness in W. E. B. Du Bois’s The Souls of
Black Folk (1903). According to Du Bois, the veil means the ubiquitous and substantial
segregation of black people from aspirations; it is also an intangible line that devastates
black people’s self-perception. “[T]he Negro,” observes Du Bois, “[is] born with a veil,
and gifted with second-sight in this American world,—a world which yields him no true
self-consciousness” (9). The separation of blacks from civil equalities produces a crisis of
double-consciousness, an inner conflict of “always looking at one’s self through the eyes
of others, of measuring one’s soul by the type of the world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity” (10). The dilemma of double-consciousness—“twoness,—an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body” (Du Bois 11)—is the part of African Americans’ social realism
that the mainstream America tends to replace with the likeness of rustic, primitive
“negroes” living peacefully in the old-day plantation.
In the novel, the over-determination by white America is realized through the social
and economical segregation that the Hamiltons suffer when they deviate from racial
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norms of the mainstream that function as superstructure of the veil casting debilitating
effects on black subjectivity. For instance, while the fading of Joe’s rage toward his
father’s conviction might be defined as the evidence of the character’s defect that
eventually misdirects his energy of protest to the life of dissipation and violence in the
North, it is more likely the case that the social context prevents Joe from performing his
manhood to stand up protesting against racism, if taking into account the racial power
structure of the time. Given the time and space that the story presents, whoever openly
speaking against the racial hierarchy is in constant danger of the disastrous confrontation
with white violence. The novel hints at such the threat aiming to submit black southerners
to the presence of whiteness when the narrator mentions the black community’s
reluctance to show support for the Hamiltons:
In the black people of the town the strong influence of slavery was still operative,
and with one accord they turned away from one of their own kind upon whom had
been set the ban of the white people’s displeasure. If they had sympathy, they dared
not show it. . . . They did not dare to do it before [the emancipation]. They do not
dare to do it now. They have brought down as a heritage from the days of their
bondage both fear and disloyalty. (28)
Even though the story speaks of several times the black community’s contempt for the
Hamiltons’ self-aggrandizing posture, the message in the above passage can hardly be
mistaken: Berry’s fellow men show no sympathy for his misfortune not chiefly because
of their disdain for the Hamiltons, but their fear of whites’ reaction. This is another gothic
intervention in the novel to show that black people’s lingering trauma engendered by the
curse of slavery is still intensely inflicted and the terror from the past has not yet loosed
its grasp on them.11

11

The black community’s concern about revealing their thoughts in front of whites in Sport
is not merely a plot element to enlarge the Hamiltons’ tragedy. This kind of the attitude is
explained in Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk. In the chapter “Of the Faith of the Fathers” of the
book, Du Bois observes that in the South “political defence is becoming less and less available,
and economic defence is still only partially effective. But there is a patent defence at hand, —the
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Hence, the purpose of Dunbar’s “black” naturalism lies not so much in exposing the
detrimental aura of the city as in illuminating the malevolence of the Jim Crow
conventions that affect black people all over American social space. Another example of
black naturalism is presented when the racial hierarchy limits Joe’s ability to speak and
makes him the victim of the double-consciousness pathology of alienation and
self-hatred:
Joe went seldom to see his father. He was not heartless; but the citadel of his
long-desired and much vaunted manhood trembled before the sight of his father’s
abject misery. The lines came around his lips, and the lines too must have come
round his heart. Poor fellow, he was too young for this forcing process, and in the
hothouse of pain he only grew an acrid, unripe cynic. (34)
Before their migration to the city, indicates Dunbar, the Hamilton family is already at the
mercy of the force no less powerful than the urban determinism—the “white”
over-determination that controls blacks everywhere and leaves them few choices. A black
man like Joe is in the first place not granted the same access to the potential that the
nation’s democratic ideals have promised his white counterparts. Therefore, heading to
the city not only signals the family’s leaving where the white determinism is most visibly
at work in hopes of some semblance of freedom; this move also anticipates Joe’s hope to
find alternative path to fulfill his manhood away from the South.
Moreover, when Sport employs the convention of the northward migration, the
novel also corresponds to the blues custom of celebrating black people’s power of
mobility. Sherley A. Williams explains how the blues ethos manages to handle the life of
instability and despair: “Unlike the sacred music, the blues deals with a world where
defence of deception and flattery, of cajoling and lying. . . . To-day the young negro of the South
who would succeed cannot be frank and outspoken, honest and self-assertive, but rather he is
daily tempted to be silent and wary, politic and sly. . . . His real thoughts, his real aspirations,
must be guarded in whispers; he must not criticize, he must not complain” (128). The political
and social circumstances in the South push African Americans to wear a mask and to be
indifferent to social protest. This is the example of “white over-determination” overpowering
black people in their daily lives, which Dunbar wants to draw attention to in the novel.
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inability to solve a problem does not necessarily mean that one can, or ought to transcend
it. The internal strategy of the blues is action, rather than contemplation” (74). The blues
not just passively documents the legacy of oppression and segregation; it also embodies
the action of black aspirations to move behind limitations. Travel is the blues “vocabulary”
to stress black migrants’ human agency to be actively involved in their own destiny. The
Hamilton family’s migration, even though being forced in the first place, partakes of the
same blues drive.
Nevertheless, the blues expressions of mobility could vary depending on genders.
“[T]he train,” states Hazel V. Carby, “which had symbolized freedom and mobility for
men in male blues songs, became a contested symbol. The sound of the train whistle, a
mournful signal of imminent desertion and future loneliness, was reclaimed as a sign of
women too were on the move” (335). While the man’s blues usually relates the subject of
travel to the expression of asserting manhood and searching for freedom and opportunity,
the narrative of the woman’s blues is frequently inscribed in the feminine experience of
loss and desertion. According to Angela Y. Davis, a large portion of black women’s blues
songs tends to associate the theme of female dispossession with the “absconding and
unfaithful [male] lovers” abandoning them in claiming the right to simply leave anytime
“in pursuit of that fleeting glimpse of freedom,” the freedom to move at will (19).
Moreover, as David Krasner points out, black women during the Great Migration had a
hard time joining the same movement because of their fragile social position:
Black women avoided northward travel for a number of reasons. Not only did
women traveling alone face numerous dangers; there was also little opportunity of
work. For women, work as far from guaranteed, even during industrialization.
Factories were often closed to black women, and European and Asian immigrants
competed with African Americans for domestic labor. Moreover, black women had
little or no assurance of hotel residency. Forced sometimes to sleep outside in
wooded areas or alleyways increased the potential for rape and robbery. Added to
this was minimal and sometimes nonexistent legal protection. Unfamiliarity with the
surroundings also complicated the search for a safe haven. Travel for men
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represented privilege, freedom, and chance to start fresh and make over mistakes.
By contrast, women travelers were, as anthropologist James Clifford puts it, “forced
to conform, masquerade, or rebel discretely with a set of normatively male
definitions and experiences.” Women faced more frequent bias and danger, forcing
them to sometimes “act tough” in the form of masculine norms of behavior. Often
belligerent behavior was used to establish a protective aura. Given the pioneering
spirit of American life that began to flourish in the nineteenth century, a man
traveling alone was not unusual; but a woman alone was often met with either
disdain or sexual advances. (122)
Consequently, Carby rightly states that migration “[to black women] often meant being
left behind: ‘Bye-Bye Baby’ and ‘Sorry I can’t take you’ were the common refrains of
male blues” (334).
The distinction of the male and female blues narratives is underscored in Dunbar’s
depiction of Joe, Kitty and Fannie’s different responses to taking the train northward:
“[Joe] was eager and excited. As the train drew out of the station, he did not look back
upon the place which he hated, but Fannie and her daughter let their eyes linger upon it
until the last house, the last chimney, and the last spire faded from their sight, and their
tears fell and mingled as they were whirled away toward the unknown” (44). Again,
while Joe’s eagerness of heading toward New York might be used to imply his restless
nature that makes him vulnerable to the allure of the corrupt city, his reaction should be
understood as a collective, rather than personal, inscription of the conditions of the Great
Migration. Traveling long distances, Joe is looking for an alteration of the Southern
economy that forbids any black aspirations. Therefore, like the other wandering black
males of the time, he is understandably in the mood of exhilaration at the privilege to
roam widely so as to escape the Southern society that denies him opportunity. On the
other hand, despite the author’s delineation that stresses Fannie’s and Kitty’s feminine
sides of leaving their home with grief, their discomfort on the northward trip has a deeper
social implication embedded within the historical circumstances that black female
migrants were critically disadvantaged comparing with their male counterparts. When it
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comes to migration, black women usually suffer greater loss because they must leave
their stable haven of domestic spheres where they are more familiar with and more
steadily secured.
Furthermore, for black male and female migrants alike, the city is not a ready
inhabitable place; instead, the urban landscape that includes “domestic, street, and
psychic spaces” proves to be another site of “contestation for migrants and the power that
seek to control them” (Griffin 8). As Griffin posits, in the migration narrative, black
migrants in their attempt to develop a viable urban identity would often run into two
opposite yet sometimes overlapping figures—ancestor and stranger—which articulate the
complex web of cultural, gendered, and racial relations through the forms of individuals,
music, customs, or even physical locations. The ancestor represents the force to offer “the
new migrant a cushion with which to soften the impact of urbanization”—dislocation,
spiritual loss, and material deprivation—by linking the migrant to his heritage or
community (5) whereas the stranger “possesses no connections to the community” (7).
Negotiating with the urban surroundings, the Hamiltons must face the challenge and
change brought by their encounter of the ancestor and the stranger, or to use my words,
the griot and the trickster.12
12

In this chapter I borrow Griffin’s concepts of ancestor and stranger to look at the
challenges and obstacles characters face in their encounter with the urban setting in the migration
narrative and I find them also very useful to examine the other black texts. Hence, I want to
extend her definition to include these two figures into the group of African American archetypical
characters presented in black folklores. In my interpretation, a griot, used to refer to the caste of
Western African storytellers that transmits history orally, is connected to the ancestor figure, as
both function as spokespersons of the community to name, confront, and appropriate hardships
and heritage. A blues musician is the example of the ancestor/griot character to address and
propitiate pains and spiritual wounds caused by oppression. A trickster is also closely related to
the stranger figure to use cunning and deceit to take advantage. The stranger/trickster characters
are both inside and outside the community, sometimes bearing critical consciousness to the social
maladies, sometimes disturbing the harmony of the community and disassociating with any
human connection.
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William Thomas, the black train porter who is the first one to greet the Hamiltoms
upon their arrival, is a good example of the stranger/trickster character. He befriends the
Hamiltons and introduces to them African American theatre and black mass culture that
stun the newly arrived family. He also hosts Joe on the nightlife of the Banner Club
where Joe begins the emergence of his new urban identity. Yet, what motivates Thomas is
not the altruist intent to support the new migrants but his attempt to seduce the young
beautiful Kitty. The depiction of the character’s sly personality of masquerading his
sexual interest with the role of self-appointed mentor not merely makes him the
representative of the stranger figure in the migration narrative but also prepares the reader
for the urban milieu and consciousness different from the static, idyllic South; the
cunning patron duping the naïve outsiders, the gaming atmosphere in the Banner Club,
the gorgeous coon show in the black theatre, and rapid, dramatic shifts of the city
imagery are all to suggest a dynamic structure in which different thoughts, moods, and
forces are intertwined and competing with each other.
The trickster role does not confine to black characters only. Skaggs, a guileful white
journalist and muckraker always looking for exotic stories, is another stranger figure that
Joe meets in the Banner Club. Trying to win Joe’s trust, Skaggs repeats the cultural
narrative of plantation mythology by inventing a story of himself being raised on a
plantation and befriending many rural blacks. While Skaggs claims himself holding no
bias against blacks, his story, which according to the narrator, “is the same old story that
the white who associates with negroes from volition usually tells” (67), nevertheless
conforms to the racist discursive of white paternalism. Skaggs lingers in the bar only to
gather materials to make exciting news for his newspaper Universe. Although Skaggs in
following the lead of the Hamiltons’ story goes to the South to investigate Berry’s case
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and eventually prompts the authority to free Berry, Dunbar makes clear that Skaggs and
the white urban enterprise he represents care more about potential business interest
involved than justice. The Northern hypocrisy is implied in the ironic juxtaposition of
how Berry is delineated when released and how the white onlooker looks at the
circumstance. After five-year ruthless hard labor, Berry’s lips droop pathetically, his hairs
all turn gray, his “erstwhile quick wits” are “dulled and imbruted,” and his humanity and
his memory of family are taken away, for he has been treated “like an ox” in prison (136).
Meeting Berry, Skaggs remarks with the condensation, “This is a very happy occasion”
(136), while Berry’s response reveals Dunbar’s criticism of Skaggs’s moral duplicity and
humanitarian guise: “Berry did not answer. . . . What had any white man to do with him
after what he had suffered at their hands?” (137). The fact that the journalist later takes
Berry to New York for more interviews and public expositions only to empower his
reportage makes his act no less than the reiteration of the gothic Southern institution that
seeks to profit from commodifying and displaying black bodies. Skaggs is one of the first
white liberal characters in African American fiction, and such the character would
become the motif in the novels of the later writers like James Baldwin and Amiri Baraka
to warn about the potential exploitation hidden in self-righteous white liberalism.
The presence of white patrons like Skaggs reflects the historical fact that in the early
20th century, the black entertainment industry and nightclubs were under the control of
the white hands. Yet, the racial-mixing environment of the Banner Club also signifies the
place’s specific milieu of interweaving various forces polarized along the color line, a
social nexus of what Houston Baker calls a “blues matrix.” Baker envisions the blues
matrix as a “point of ceaseless input and output, a web of intersecting, crisscrossing
impulses always in productive transit” to provide “the multiplex, enabling script in which
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Afro-American cultural discourse is inscribed” (3-4). In addition, He refers to the cultural
and mental site of the blues matrix within the locale of a railroad crossing, a place
“betwixt and between” (7). The Banner Club is like the blues matrix because of its
function of societal wedge where disjointed images and ideologies—new comers and
urban seniors, artists and patrons, blacks and whites, the marginalized and the
mainstream—come across. Although Dunbar himself is critical of the geocultural streak
represented by the Banner Club and describes the place as “a social cesspool, generating
a poisonous miasma and reeking with the stench of decayed and rotten moralities” (66),
this haven for the black underclass nevertheless symbolizes the blues aesthetic of easing
anguish and trauma caused by racial oppression. Sadness Williams—the first bluesman
created in black fiction and the mixture of the griot and trickster archetypes—is the
example of living in the blues fabric of “crisscrossing.”
On the one hand, Sadness is a trickster; he, like the other urban seniors living a life
of “the leech, upon the blood of others” (84), manages to manipulate Joe with gestures
and deceits in order to take advantage when they first meet in the club. Sadness belongs
to a group of modern tricksters whose cunning and disguise are negotiating tactics to
ensure their survival in the urban terrain. On the other hand, Sadness is also a griot who
introduces Joe to the blues philosophy of maintaining a sense of selfhood in the face of
life’s injustices and despairs. In response to Joe’s confession of family exile from the
South, Sadness reveals not only the painful memory of his father being lynched in Texas
but also the tremendous trauma that gives him his name:
Oh yes, but it was done with a very good rope and by the best citizens of Texas, so it
seems that I really ought to be very grateful to them for the distinction they
conferred upon my family, but I am not. I am ungratefully sad. A man must be very
high or very low to take the sensible view of life that keeps him from being sad. I
must confess that I have aspired to the depths without ever being fully able to reach
them. (82-3)
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Sadness’s re-telling personal history is not unlike a blues artist performing the blues
deliverance of “[keeping] the painful details and episodes of a brutal experience alive in
one’s aching consciousness” (Ellison 78) to articulate, to heal, and to move on. Sadness
also recites the tragic anecdotes of random patrons of the club to convey common
experiences responding to Sadness’s and Joe’s ones; all the stories are what Houston
Baker calls the black “already-said” text—“an economically determined and uniquely
black” experience inscribed in the history of race relations (Blues 63). Sadness’s inner
resources make him an ancestor/griot figure to metaphorically invoke and exorcize the
past so as to sing a healing antidote to the spiritual wounds inflicted on blacks.
However, the novel never lets Joe fully embrace the potential that Sadness’s lesson
promises because the author’s morality rejects blues people’s way of life. Joe misses
Sadness’s message as he mistakes the life of escapism for the blues resilience. He fails to
fortify his own voice or discourse to respond to the despairs and mental traumas all
blacks endure; rather, his partial knowledge of his connection to the club people “[gives]
him a false bravery” (84) that sustains his vanity and rakish lifestyle without much
self-reflection. Eventually this false bravery brings a devastating result when Joe’s lover
Hattie Sterling, who is a female blues star and the mentor of Kitty in coon show, breaks
off their relationship because she is tired of his idleness and alcoholism. Hattie’s reproach
deeply hurts Joe’s ego and turns him into a monster (well defined by the chapter’s
title—“Frankenstein”) to kill her. Meanwhile, Kitty in climbing to her culmination to be a
dancing star is ironically reported by the narrator as quickly losing her physical beauty
and health due to the dissipating life accompanied by the career. The novel seems to spare
only Berry and Fannie: after their reunion in the North, Berry and Fannie decide to go
back to the Southern life which is “not a happy life” but “what was left to them” (144).
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Dunbar’s belief in moral fortitude prevents him from elevating the blues life for the
characters that remain in the North. However, even though Joe and Kitty fail to be the
self-empowering bluesman and blueswoman, they are still the blues characters situated in
the blues experience of dislocation and precariousness. As Charles Scruggs states, Sport
is a powerful work to concentrate on “the city’s moral ambivalence” that “would become
an ongoing black tradition” in following African American fiction (qtd in Rosk 146).
When picturing Joe’s and Kitty’s moral and physical dilemmas in the city, Dunbar is also
managing to forge an alternative black identity apart from the South’s pastoral framework
and to explore the possible existence for blacks in the modern urban space. In other
words, it is not the characters’ raffish lives and disgraces that should count, but the
denunciation of white perception of confining blacks to the plantation norms and the
efforts of seeking alternative possibilities in the different social landscape that eventually
define Joe and Kitty.
V
The second section of Cane takes place in the urban North to depict black people
who have migrated there from the South. The language in this section changes from the
sonorous and slow rhythm of the pastoral to the syncopated, improvising tone of jazz.
Part 2 of the novel not only graphically portrays the impact of this new environment on
black migrants but also visualizes the intense transformation of the city landscape by the
migrants’ energy that Toomer incorporates into his writing to give a picture of a life that
is “jagged, strident, modern. Seventh Street, located in black Washington, is the song of
crude life. Of a new people” (Rusch 25).13 Resonating with Toomer’s anticipation of the
13

The excerpt is from Toomer’s letter to Waldo Frank, a novelist and Toomer’s mentor
when he was writing Cane. In the letter, Toomer explained his inspiration from black mass culture.
For the full length of the letter, see Frederik L. Rusch, A Jean Toomer Reader: Selected
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emerging urban scenario, “Seventh Street,” the first piece of Part 2, sets up the locale
where movement and dislocation, vitality and ambivalence coexist.
Similar to the first impression Dunbar creates in his depiction of the New York City,
the setting of “Seventh Street” is endowed with an aura of disorientation as well as
excitement through the staccato of shifting images and sounds: “A crude-boned,
soft-skinned wedge of nigger life breathing its loafer air, jazz songs and love, thrusting
unconscious rhythms, black reddish blood into the white and whitewashed wood of
Washington” (41). This half-verse, half-prose piece is a new form Toomer introduces in
Part 2—prose poem. It is a poem written in narrative form composed of lyrical imagery,
rhythm, and metaphor to achieve a poetic effect.14 Contrast with the pastoral
surroundings in the previous section, Part 2 begins with this prose poem in which the
imagery is urban—money, Cadillac, cabaret—and the syntax is harsh, rapid, and abridged,
creating a sense of both fragmentation and vibrancy.
“Seventh Street” delineates both the positive and negative sides of the urban black
life. On the one hand, the poem elevates a dynamic strength of “black reddish blood” that
presses its way into “soggy wood of Washington” (41). Influenced by the new
environment, black migrants represented by the kinetic wave of “black reddish blood” in
turn makes an impact on the city to swirl “the smooth asphalt of Seventh Street, in
shanties, brick office buildings, theaters, drug stores, restaurants, and cabarets” (41). This
momentum is the embodiment of the blues drive that contains “the ability to keep on
Unpublished Writings (New York: Oxford UP, 1993), 23-5.
14

The excerpt is from Toomer’s letter to Waldo Frank, a novelist and Toomer’s mentor
when he was writing Cane. In the letter, Toomer explained his inspiration from black mass culture.
For the full length of the letter, see Frederik L. Rusch, A Jean Toomer Reader: Selected
Unpublished Writings (New York: Oxford UP, 1993), 23-5.
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pushing, to keep on going on” (Williams 85). Yet, on the other hand, moving away from
the land of ancestors is not without its price. Black migrants presented in “Seventh Street”
are torn from their roots, and the logic of this splitting is suggested by the poem’s
imagery of endless flowing water: “swirling like a blood-red smoke,” “zooming,”
“whizzing” and “eddying” (41). This nonstop flux symbolizes the dizziness and
uprooting of the city life, echoing the recurring call throughout the narrative: “who set
you flowing?” This poem forcefully captures the characteristics of the new-world
blacks—urban, sophisticated, yet rootless and weary.
In addition to the water imagery, another crucial metaphor in “Seventh Street” is
“wedge” that penetrates the whole urban section of Cane. Robert B. Jones suggests that
this prose poem is Toomer’s social observation of and poetic response to the black
migration experience to the Washington city, for the real-life Seventh Street in the 20s
was indeed like a wedge thrusting its black throngs through the whitewashed city rather
than a mere black neighborhood within the nation’s capital (47). “Wedge” symbolizes the
life of twoness—a life trying to merge the impulses of black culture and whitewashed
values; the trying, however, also causes tensions resonated with those between blacks and
whites in Part 1. In the second section, racial confrontations take the form of the dualism
between lively black folk culture and restrictive white bourgeois ethics. As Scruggs and
VanDemarr points out, such dualism is embedded by the two binary motifs in the novel:
the “street,” open to movement, and the “house,” equated with imprisonment and
restraint (169). Toomer values black folk heritage like the blues and regards newly urban
black mass culture as the transformation of that heritage dying in the South. At the same
time he recognizes “an underlying continuity between the repressive regime of domestic
respectability and brutally oppressive order of Southern law” (Edmunds 141). For
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Toomer, sexual repression of the white bourgeois morality codes is inextricably meshed
with racial oppression upheld by mainstream’s grotesque representation of African
Americans as the sexual and domestic depraved. Therefore, Toomer opposes to the
proponents of the middle-class values that enforce various forms of moral and spiritual
repressions that he considers doing no less harm to black people’s capability of
self-expression than lynching rituals. Like Joe and Kitty in Sport, many urban characters
in Cane are struggling for alternative paths from restrictive middle-class norms.
Sometime in Cane the “street” energy triumphs over the “house” restraint, as
exemplified in the opening scene of the story “Theater”:
Life of nigger alleys, of pool rooms and restaurants and bear-beer saloon soaks into
the walls of Howard Theater and sets them throbbing jazz songs. Black-skinned,
they dance and shout above the tick and trill of white-walled buildings. At night,
they open doors to people who come in to stamp their feet and shout. At night,
road-shows volley songs into the mass-heart of black people. Songs soak the walls
and seep out to the nigger life of alleys and near-beer saloons, of the Poodle Dog and
Black Bear cabarets. Afternoons, the house is dark, and walls are sleeping singers
until rehearsal begins. (52)
This picturesque scene displays black urban life as the constant interplay between the two
forces. The street absorbs and opens to dynamic powers of black vitality while the house
enforces enclosure and separation from the kinetic flux of the street. The house’s anemia
is alleviated by the throbbing vigor of dance and music when the lavish flux that seeps
“out of the nigger life of alley” flows into the “white-walled” house to “soak the walls.”
The pale theater turns dark, and its lifeless walls become “singers” ready to awaken.
However, more often than not the restrictive mores of bourgeoisie dominates both
inner and outer landscapes of city dwellers, and the prose poem “Calling Jesus” is one of
the examples. In the poem, an unnamed heroine suffers from dissociation of body and
spirit. The heroine’s soul is likened to a “little thrust-tailed dog” (58), and her house is a
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symbol of confinement to cast out the whimpering dog.15 Each time she enters her house
with a “big outside storm door,” “the little dog is left in the vestibule, filled with chills till
morning” (58). The heroine is, as Todd Lieber contends, “overburdened by northern
culture that almost all sense of life and passion has been squeezed out” of her, causing a
split of her body and soul (167). The controlling force of the house culture is too strong to
resist in the North, and only through dreaming is the heroine able to temporarily
transcend the barrier to embrace her little dog “cradled in dream-fluted cane” (58).
The conflict between black vigor and white restraint is most intensely at work in the
story “Box-Seat.” In beginning of the story, Dan, the self-conscious male migrant and
“semi-outcast” from black bourgeoisie because he defies its morality code, is on his way
to visit the woman he loves, Muriel. The opening setting echoes the dual values
embodied by the repressed “shy houses” and free spirit of the “dusk street.” With the
chestnut-lined vestige, street carries the vitality of black mass culture against the
middle-class repression implied by house: “Houses are shy girls whose eyes shine
reticently upon the dusk body of the street. Upon the gleaming limbs and asphalt torso of
a dreaming nigger. Shake your curled wool-blossoms, nigger. Open your liver lips to the
lean, white spring. Stir the root-life of a withered people. Call them from their houses,
and teach them to dream” (59). The “sharp-edged, massed metallic house” where Muriel
and the landlady Mrs. Pribby live is a symbol of bourgeois constraint (60). Dan’s
defiance against domestic respectability in favor of a free spirit places him in a line of
blues people constantly on the move to transcend limitations. Meanwhile, Muriel, a
school teacher bound by the social order of her class, cannot get rid of the influence of
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“Calling Jesus” was originally titled “Nora” when fist published in Double Dealer in
September 1922.
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middle-class morality that propels her to shun Dan, as shown in her soliloquy:
“Something awfully good and fine about him. But he dont fit in. . . . Mrs. Pribby who
reads newspaper all night wont. What has she got to do with me? She is me, somehow.
No she’s not. Yes she is. She is the town, and the town wont let me love you, Dan” (61).
Rejecting Dan’s passion, Muriel seeks conformity to domestic respectability symbolized
by “Mrs. Pribby” and “the town.”
The newspaper here is an important metaphor to suggest the “white, realistic
speech—an empty, shallow reflection of reality,” signifying the printed culture in contrast
with the oral power of the blues Dan possesses (Peckham 281). Toomer uses the
newspaper as a “prop” to symbolize the haunting presence of the bourgeois order as the
newspaper possess an uncanny force to separate Dan and Muriel: “A sharp rap on the
newspaper in the rear room cuts between them. The rap is like cool thick glass between
them. Dan is hot on one side. Muriel, hot on the other. They straighten. Gaze fearfully at
one another. Neither moves” (63). Toomer’s depiction of the printed media is an
interesting comparison to Dunbar’s criticism of the white press in Sport, and both writers
warn about the latent force of the mainstream’s printed culture that could suppress black
voice. The confining house, along with the newspaper’s haunting power, creates the
gothic sensibility of imprisonment. Restrained in the house, Dan cannot express himself.
Not until the climax in Lincoln Theater does he find voice to release his passion.
The climax of the story happens in the theater scene when Dan, Muriel, and other
black audience are watching a grotesque boxing match between dwarfs on stage. In the
scene, Dan is immersing into his dream world in which he assumes himself a role of
Messiah. Watching Mr. Barry, the champion dwarf, offering a bloodied rose to Muriel,
Dan looks into his eyes that appear to him “massive” and “profound” and sees there a
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mixture “of wisdom and tenderness, of suffering and beauty” (69), echoing his blues
aesthetic philosophy of life that “bends joy and pain, beauty and ugliness” (62). However,
Muriel’s reluctance to receive the rose and the other audience’s pleasure of seeing the
spectacle only for good entertainment agitate Dan. In his imagination, the dwarf’s
eloquent eyes convey a poem:
Do not shrink. Do not be afraid of me.
Jesus
See how my eyes look at you.
the Son of God
I too was made in His image.
was once—
I give you the rose. (69)
At the moment when Muriel “daintily reaches for the offering,” the scene transforms into
Dan’s personal epiphany inspiring him to complete his subconscious poem and to release
his voice (69). No longer a spectator and a tongue-tied dreamer, he rises up and shouts,
“JESUS WAS ONCE A LEPER!” (69).
When black audience derives from the bloody fighting on stage an unwarranted
pleasure, they in the process alienate themselves.16 Dan is the only one to identify with
the dwarfs; for him, the scene bending senseless brutality with the audience’s cruelty of
feeling exhilaration at the spectacle is the gothic reiteration of white society entertaining
itself upon torturing and displaying black bodies—a legacy of slavery that African
Americans prefer to repress but ironically reenact here without noticing it. Just as his
imagined Moses receives providence to shout, “LET MY PEOPLE GO!” Dan from his
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Roger Rosenblatt contends that there is an implicit connection between the bloody dwarfs
and the audience in “Box Seat”: “The savagery of dwarfs is meant to amuse an audience which
already had to have reached a savage condition and level of apprehension in order to regard the
dwarfs as amusing. The fact that the black audience cheers on the dwarfs perpetuates a cycle of
brutality in which each group of the down-trodden seeks only to find solace of satisfaction in the
humiliation of another” (57). See Rosenblatt, Black Fiction (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1974),
54-64.
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epiphany discovers his voice to speak out his insight: “JESUS WAS ONCE A LEPER!”
The image of the deadly pale body of a “leper” is not only a reference to the moral
violence of “whitewashed” bourgeois norms but also a ghastly reminder of Tom
Burwell’s body burnt into white ashes. Muriel and the audience, however, cannot
articulate themselves to what is behind the staging, responding with either disdain or
ridicule. Overwhelmed, Dan leaves the theater and keeps going down the street alone as
his desperate cry receives no response.
The frustrating conclusion of “Box Seat” marks the overall undertone of the
relationships between genders and races in the middle section of Cane. The “jazzed,
strident, modern” life in the North provides no resolution to blacks’ inner conflict and
dislocation. Male and female characters fail to communicate with each other, and even
though the remnants of black folk culture from migrants temporarily compensate for
racial and class contradictions, love and wholeness remain an unfulfilled promise. In Part
2, too often the black liberating force embodied by music, dance, and the blues drive is
relinquished by the horror of racial oppression refashioned into moral and sexual
restraints of domestic respectability. Therefore, Cane’s spiritual and racial entity heads
back to the South, just like the book’s structure does in the final part, to search for the
root of what grants migrants the push to transcend limitations.
VI
According to Griffin, the African American literary heritage since the 70s has started
to reconsider the cultural and social significance of the South to black people (146).
Griffin also observes that, although it is not until the black writers of the 70s and 80s like
Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Ernest Gaines, and Albert Murray in their works connect
the South to a site of possible redemption for black people that black fiction hereafter
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regards the place as a viable option for blacks, Dunbar and Toomer are the harbinger to
write the trope of return migration into literature (146).
For Toomer, the final section of Cane—Kabnis, a one-act play combining the blue
cadence in Part 1 and sophisticated characterization in Part 2—is not merely a structural
or thematic mélange of the previous sections; the play is Toomer’s response to his 1921
cultural sojourn in Georgia that inspired him to write Cane. “And Kabnis is me,” wrote
Toomer in a letter to Waldo Frank, revealing the relationship between his construction of
identity as a black writer and his shaping of the play.17 William J. Goede is correct to
contend:
In Kabnis Jean Toomer has discovered an appropriate symbol of the Negro writer
who hopes to stir “the root-life of a withered people.” Like Ellison’s hero-writer [in
Invisible Man], Toomer’s hero-writer senses at least the first, tentative steps upward
from the underground and toward a commitment, through art, to the racial
experience of Negroes. (375)
Kabnis is “the portrait of a Negro artist as a young man” to delineate the quest of a black
becoming poet to restore his voice by first resorting to his heritage. Toomer places
himself at the center of the play through the persona of Kabnis to interrogate the multiple
meanings of the South—beauty and pain, latent redemption and haunting past—to
African Americans. Picturing the complex facets of the South, the ending section of Cane
is far from reiterating the plantation school’s sense of romanticizing the land.
On the other hand, it might be more difficult to read the ending of The Sport of the
Gods as anything but the compliance with the plantation value. Even though the ending
of the novel strikes a blow on the Southern injustice represented by Maurice Oakley who
is driven insane due to the exposition of the secret that proves Berry’s innocence, it also
notes black people in the South are still placed in the inferior status, being “powerless
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Jean Toomer to Waldo Frank, n.d. See Rusch, 23-5.
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against some Will infinitely stronger than their own” (144). It seems that Berry and
Fannie are willing to return to slavery, as the racist character Horace Talbot argued earlier
in the novel, only to return to something they are habituated to. Nonetheless, the
conclusion can be understood otherwise with a close reading of the characters’ response
to their own reverse migration: “Surely the people could not be cruel to them now, and if
they were, they felt that after what they had endured no would had power to give them
pain” (144). In other words, their experiences of the Southern persecution and the
Northern displacement have taught them what they need to face the shrieks of the mad
Maurice, “Will infinitely stronger,” and other restraints with will and dignity; they are
becoming the blues people who, according to Albert Murray’s definition, possess a sense
of “reaffirmation and continuity in the face of adversity” (69). Their inner transformation,
though not bringing immediate changes on the society, prompts them to disassociate with
the oppressive institution they were previously participating in.
The Southern setting of Kabnis, like that in the ending of Sport, is not a serene
pastoral picture either. In the opening scene, Kabnis Ralph, the title character who has
just received a job in a black school of Georgia, feels too restless to sleep in his cabin
haunted by the personalized nature force: “Nights winds in Georgia are vagrant poets,
whispering” (83). The black cracks of wall boards become “lips” to sing a song:
White-man’s land.
Niggers, sing.
Burn, bear black children
Till poor rivers bring
Rest, and sweet glory
In Camp Ground. (83)
Echoing the lynching scene of Tom Burwell (“Burn, bear black children”), the song
uncovers the hidden history in the pastoral South that Kabnis loathes and dreads. It is the
legacy of racial violence that reminds him of the dualism between the ugliness of slavery
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and the beauty of folk culture, which compels him to recognize his own duality: “God
Almighty, dear God, dear Jesus, do not torture me with beauty. Take it away. Give me an
ugly world. . . . Dear Jesus, do not chain me to myself and set these hills and valleys,
heaving with folk-songs, so close to me that I cannot reach them” (85). His inner splitting,
as Genevieve Fabre notes, is enhanced by “a whole array of possible interlocutors” to
whom his monologue addresses with angst or hysteria: the creatures (a hen and a stray
dog) that haunt the surroundings, his double self to whom he murmurs, and the God with
whom he pleads as the incarnation of his own fears and fantasies (115). All of the actions
and auras that signify the Southern hostile milieu push him to react violently and
irrationally: to stop the tense cackling of a hen, he “whirls the chicken by its neck, and
throws the head away” (84). The protagonist’s senseless brutality is a lynching parody;
the grotesque, bloody fight between him and the hen, a dramatic counterpart of the absurd
dwarfs fight in “Box Seat,” implies the world full of pointless, casual violence where
black people’s fate is no better than that of poultry.
What has been often overlooked in Kabnis is Toomer’s political implication because
of the play’s mixing style of realism and expressionism. Due to the awkward and almost
comical renderings of the protagonist’s action and personality, the reader may tend to
dismiss the hero as a pure paranoid and then fail to notice the political undertone behind
Toomer’s characterization. For example, Griffin argues that it is only the “imaginary
threat of lynching” that dominates Kabnis (27). Nevertheless, Kabnis’s fear has its
historical meaning of the time and place. In the play, Kabnis’s panic rises to its zenith
when he learns from his Southern companions, Layman and Halsey, about the story of
Mame Lamkins, a black pregnant woman who covered her husband to escape from a
white mob and was lynched. Her belly was ripped open after she died, and her baby,
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though still alive, was stuck to a tree by a knife, for “a nigger baby aint supposed t live”
(92). This horrifying tale is derived from a true event in Georgia of 1918 in which Mary
Turner was lynched the same way as her artistic replicate in the play; the case received a
nationwide attention and was cited a lot in NAACP’s anti-lynching campaign of the 20s
due to its unusual brutality. There is another more subtle implication of historical racial
violence being addressed in the same conversation between Kabnis, Layman, and Halsey:
Kabnis. Things are better now since though that stir about those peonage cases,
arent they?
Layman. Ever hear tell of a single shot killing moren one rabbit, Professor?
Kabnis. No, of course not, that is, but then—
Halsey. Now I know you weren’t born yesterday, sprung up go so rapid like you
aint heard of th brick thrown in th hornet’s nest. (Laughs.) (89)
According to Barbara Foley, the “peonage cases” Kabnis mentions refers to “the multiple
killings that took place on the Jasper County ‘Death Farm’” just thirty miles away from
the town in Georgia where Toomer would visit a few months later (188). In this event, a
white plantation owner ruthlessly killed his black workers in case they “would reveal
their conditions of imprisonment and brute servitude” to the authority (189). Both the
cases created a huge sensation that Toomer could hardly miss during his Southern sojourn
(Foley 189-90).18 The events, however, must have also stirred the local agitation between
the races, as suggested by Halsey’s comment of “brick thrown in th hornet’s nest” that
“just stirs them up to sting” (90). This is the reason why the black characters in the play,
just like the black community in Sport, do not speak of the events openly to avoid white
people’s violent reaction. Although the recent reader might not be able to grab the
connection as unfamiliar with the context Toomer is making reference to, Foley’s study
18

Another evidence of the connection between Kabnis and the “Death Farm” event appears
when later Layman tells a story of several black men being killed and drowned by whites, which,
as Foley notes, bears a striking resemblance to how the black peons were murdered in the “Death
Farm” case. Foley also notices that in Layman’s story one black man drowning himself before
whites can reach him is the replication of the real victim, Harry Price, of the case who committed
suicide by jumping into a river in front of white persecutors. See Foley, 190-91.
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shows that Cane must be read foremost as a political text and part of protest tradition.
Toomer’s account of the personas and the setting in Kabnis conflates the “real” and the
“dramatic” to make up the artistic intervention to confront, to rename, and to remember
the history.
Moreover, in addition to the land haunted by the terrors of history, the South in
Toomer’s vision is also a place of possible redemption. The final scene of the play takes
place in the basement of Halsey’s house where Kabnis is left alone with the ex-slave
Father John after the last-night party. In his long confrontation with the old man, Kabnis
sees this apparently mute and deaf character as the embodiment of the slavery past he
could not bear to face. Lewis, another Northern black man in the play, sees through
Kabnis’s inner paradox: “Cant hold them, can you? Master; slave. Soil; and the
overarching heavens. Dusk; dawn. They fight and bastardize you” (108-9). Kabnis’s
struggle to reconcile the binarism between beauty and suffering embedded within the
African American heritage puts him into the blues literary tradition in which the blues
heroes struggle to “re-member” the split body and soul bequeathed by violence and
lynching. Kabnis becomes another victim of double-consciousness as he cannot handle
the conflicting history of his people. Hence, in the beginning Kabnis views Father John as
a racial “abject” he is afraid to identify with, yet what he does not know is that the old
man also stands for “the indomitable spirit of the black American’s past” (Bell 100), the
resilient blues spirit against all the odds. Halsey’s young sister Carrie intrudes the scene
and prompts Father John to reveal his oracle: “O th sin the white folks ’mitted when they
made the Bible lie” (117). The insight brings back the racial “remembering” that echoes
the protagonist’s inner conflict that “th only sin is whats done against th soul” (116).
Stunned by the revelation, Kabnis sinks his knee before Carrie who alleviates his pain
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and touches his soul. Then the protagonist goes upstairs from the “hole,” and the play
ends with the imagery of an arising sun, bringing a full circle to the dusk setting of Part 1
and the nightlife of Part 2. Cane concludes with a song of rebirth to symbolize the future
of the race.
All in all, The Sport of the Gods and Cane are the revision of the leitmotif of the
ascent from South to North to address the black experience situated within color line at
the turn of the century. Dunbar’s Sport exposes the mainstream’s myth of black bestiality
and primitivism and looks into the social and political incarceration placed upon blacks in
the rural and urban America. On the other hand, Toomer’s Cane delves deeply into the
black psyche burdened by the racial horrors and double-consciousness within the Jim
Crow South and no less restricted North. Yet, both novels to varying degrees suggest the
prospect of redemption. Although Sport seems to leave the reader with the gothic scene
“constantly [reminding] of the horrors, the madness of slavery’s legacy” (Rosk 166), the
description of Berry’s and Fannie’s re-immersion into the South becomes a political
stance to ask the daring question—why does God vanquish “the false, self-appointed
gods,” yet at the same time still preserve “the system of oppression under which the
Hamiltons live” without asking (Jimoh 66). The ending of the novel also implies
Dunbar’s often overlooked aesthetic project of presenting the possibilities of African
Americans to face obstacles without compromising dignity, for both Berry and Fannie are
eventually portrayed as the spiritual victors and the blues survivors in contrast with the
morally and mentally bankrupt Maurice Oakley. Toomer’s Cane carries on and furthers
the major tropes of the migration narrative started by Dunbar’s Sport through its
sophisticated usage of avant-garde techniques and the black musical structure. Toomer is
able to advance the political and social critiques Dunbar could only hint at as the formal
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and thematic innovations of Cane frame a web of “ambiguity, paradox” that transcends
limitations of protest literature (Baldwin 21). The two novels eventually reconsider the
meaning of the black existence on the new continent. Sport’s contributions to the progress
of black fiction are its touch on the new urban cultural terrain for blacks to dwell in and
its presentation of the South as a site of redemption. On the other hand, Cane’s
significance to the African American literary heritage lies in its complex and fresh
renderings of black gender dynamics that anticipate the succeeding writers’ lens of
interrogating the “negro problem” not only in African American fiction but also in
another genre that is highly evocative and politicized—African American drama.
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CHAPTER 3
THE RESPONSE OF THE BLUES PEOPLE: AMRI BARAKA’S DUTCHMAN
AND AUGUST WILSON’S MA RAINEY’S BLACK BOTTOM
I
The progress of African American literature is prodded by the movement toward the
inventions of more sophisticated voices to (re)position black subjectivity in the
negotiation of the nation’s history that has frequently delimited blacks by making up the
“drama” on race. The figurative boundary drawn by the Mason-Dixon Line is the
example of such racial drama once at work to overpower black reality by determining the
fate of a black person as a slave or a free individual, and so too are the notorious
Constitutional three-fifths clause and the one-drop “negro” blood principle. And the
modern equivalence of the pro-slavery edicts, Jim Crow laws, still aims to maintain the
line between white and black, master class and slave class. For black artists, this color
demarcation however “has allowed on the black side for a multitude of social and
linguistic subversions” (Rodgers 49), as shown in Paul Laurence Dunbar’s and Jean
Toomer’s migration novels discussed in the previous chapter. African American texts
have continually stretched literary conventions to confront the established race codes and
to search artistic boundaries to accommodate authentic black culture and experience.
In addition to the migration narrative, drama is another potent vessel to counter the
racial myth and to explore the versatile portraitures of black people in American society.
In this chapter I turn to African American drama which, because of drama’s inclusiveness
of multi-layers of written and acting, is the genre most emblematizing black writers’
efforts to scrutinize mainstream’s construction on the color line and at the same time to
reclaim the suppressed black agency and voice. Moreover, black drama is not only the
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embodiment of the “social and linguistic subversions.” The black theater and drama are
also the pertinent conduits of reflecting the social and cultural upheaval in the trends of
the Civil Rights Movement and the Black Power Movement which nurture a highly
controversial yet tremendously productive period that warrants discussion in the history
of African American literature—the Black Arts Movement (BAM).
This chapter aims to analyze and compare two plays shaping and in turn being
framed by the cultural stamp of the BAM—Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman that directly
involves in the historical moment of the BAM and August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom that derives its energy from the movement’s dramatic cosmology—to examine the
interrelated aspects of the black conditions with respect to color, gender, and political
activism.1
In 1964, the revolutionary call and sensation of Baraka’s Dutchman broke into the
American mainstream theater with success and became the benchmark of the BAM’s
aesthetic of black militancy. Two decades later, the well-received premiere of August
Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom started out the playwright’s ascent to become one of
the major personalities in the American and African American Theater, marking the
crucial step of Wilson’s century cycle.2 Two plays share some critical similarities. First,
1

Amiri Baraka, Dutchman (New York: Harper Perennial, 2001). August Wilson, Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom (New York: Theatre Community Groups, 2007). Unless otherwise noted,
references from Baraka and Wilson are cited from these two plays.
2

The century cycle plays, sometimes called Pittsburgh cycle plays, is Wilson’s project of
aiming to write ten plays to respectively represent the black people living in the ten diverse
decades of the 20th century. The project is named Pittsburgh cycle plays because, except Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom, all the other plays are set in the different time frames of the Pittsburgh
City. Although Ma was not the first one within the cycle plays Wilson finished, as he
chronologically finished Jitney! first (the play was written in 1979 and was produced in 1982), it
is the first play to win Wilson wide recognition as one of the major playwrights in the African
American theater. It is not only his first play staged on Broadway, but it also initiated Wilson’s
long term cooperation with the director of the Eugene O’Neill Center—Lloyd Richards, Wilson’s
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both plays explore the mentality of split selfhoods in their characters as the result of the
segregation between black and white cultures; also, in contemplating the difficulties
facing the characters, both of the plays challenge the American gothic leitmotif of
disposing black bodies as the font of evil and anomaly. In addition, the black music
(particularly the blues and jazz) in both plays is an essential metaphor and part of the
theatricals to evoke as well as symbolize emerging black self-determination and voice
antithetical to the dominant class’s social and political constructions on race. Most
important of all, the black music not just enhances the format and theme of Dutchman
and Ma but also speaks for the inner resource and strength of the characters in search of
their voice and identity.
However, the two plays have distinct approaches toward the artistic solution to
oppression. For Baraka, the dominant white class is utterly guilty of exploiting the black
minority and thus must be crushed in order to build a valid and healthy black
consciousness. Dutchman is a dramatic tribute to his aggressively anti-white proposal as
the play intensely presents oppositional attributes of the two cultures: black as vital and
positive while white as insane and oppressive. On the other hand, Wilson in Ma dwells on
intra- as well as inter-racial conflicts, the dramaturgy which Baraka might have
condemned for implying that black people in a lesser degree should also be liable for
their own dilemma and subjugated condition.3 Another noteworthy distinction is the
lifelong mentor who encouraged and helped him to finish the century cycle project.
3

Baraka in his essay “The Descent of Charles Fuller into the Pulitzerland and the Need for
African-American Institutions” attacks Charles Fuller, the black Pulitzer Drama Prize winner
precedent to Wilson, for his shift of the artistic focus from the external inter-racial confrontation
to the internal intra-racial conflict of community. Apparnetly following Du Bois’s lead, Baraka
argues: “An oppressed people demand that all their resources be put to the service of liberating
them, no matter what these resources are. Certainly art and culture must be seen in such a light.
Either we are trying to fashion an art of liberation, whatever its forms, or we are creating an art
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different treatments of gender issues in the two plays. To render the multifaceted aspects
of the black community, Wilson in Ma looks more into the inter-gendered discourses
concerning not just the displaced black masculinity but also the black females’ repressed
voice and the intersection of black manhood and womanhood. On the other hand, the
disposition of black inter-gender issues is largely missing in Baraka’s Dutchman which is
superimposed by the playwright’s emphasis on arousing black masculinity. To Baraka,
black manhood is primarily used to motivate revolutionary passion against white society,
and he is not alone in the BAM to be faulted for the deficiency of black inter-gender
discussions; the obsession with attaching manhood to the liberation of the race in fact
defines much of the (male) BAM writers’ political and artistic dogmas. Michelle Wallace
in Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman expressively states that the black man
of the 1960s often “found himself wondering why it had taken him so long to realize . . .
he wanted freedom, equality, all of that. But what he really wanted was to be a man” (30).
This narrow percept that associates racial freedom with awakening manhood
unfortunately is inclined to a rigid phallocentrism that could easily result in sexism and
homophobia, thus segregating rather than including black individuals who are not
“militant” or “black” enough based on the BAM’s doctrinaire ethics of black militancy
and manhood.4

that helps maintain our chains and slave status” (53). Portraying black people having both
strengths and weaknesses instead of focusing on white exploitation is the agenda used by Fuller,
Wilson, and the other new-generation writers. Although Baraka here targets Fuller instead of
Wilson, his charge warns about the danger of presenting discordant issues inside the community,
fearing that such the writing would off-track, or at least dilute, black people’s unifying power
against the common oppression.
4

Baraka in his essay “American Sexual Reference: Black Male” connects the cause of racial
oppression to white society’s Negrophobic complex aiming to suppress the black male’s
masculinity—“make him swallow his manhood” (Home 259). He also draws a fixed line to
separate the races, claiming that the white race, especially the middle-class, repress black men’s
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Furthermore, Dutchman and Ma in a broader application typify the two distinct
schools of black drama proposed respectively by W. E. B. Du Bois and Alain Locke
during the Harlem Renaissance period. Samuel A. Hay in African American Theatre
expounds the ongoing debate between two dramatic agendas. According to Hay, Du
Bois’s “strictly political” theater takes on the primary form of social protest to depict “the
struggle of African Americans against racism” and to “show [black] people not only as
they actually were but also as they wished to be” (3). In other words, a valid black drama
should be used as propaganda to contest segregation and at the same time to elevate the
representation of the blacks from the underclass’s lewd, lusty way of life so as to counter
the myth of black inferiority. Du Bois’s idea of performance then has become a
sermonizing brand of theater to employ “treatises using highly recognizable stereotypes,
plots, and themes” that are compatible to the conventions of protest literature (Hay 91).
On the other hand, Locke refutes Du Bois’s protest theater and demands instead an

manhood out of envy because they in nature are defined by “alienation syndrome” that renders
them sexually and spiritually “queer” Baraka in his essay “American Sexual Reference: Black
Male” connects the cause of racial oppression to white society’s Negrophobic complex aiming to
suppress the black male’s masculinity—“make him swallow his manhood” (Home 259). He also
draws a fixed line to separate the races, claiming that the white race, especially the middle-class,
repress black men’s manhood out of envy because they in nature are defined by “alienation
syndrome” that renders them sexually and spiritually “queer” (246-7). Baraka in the article tries
to picture blackness based on what whiteness is not, that is, beneath Baraka’s charge is a reason of
attaching black essentialism to black macho in contrast to the impotent whiteness. This precept is
largely adapted by the other BAM (male) writers to attack not just white people but the blacks
who, to their standard, have the “white” qualities within. Eldridge Cleaver, the leader of the black
militant activist group—the Black Panther Party, is one of the salient examples. In his book Soul
on Ice, Cleaver greatly extols Richard Wright as a “rebel and a man” (106, emphasis added) due
to Wright’s writing that present overt black-on-white violence in the rendering of the inter-racial
confrontation. On the other hand, Cleaver ruthlessly condemns James Baldwin and his relatively
mild rhetoric to fight for equality, which contradicted the Black Nationalist’s call for a violent
action (and Baldwin’s homosexuality is also a taboo to the BAM’s ideology of “manhood”).
Hence, to Cleaver, Baldwin’s assimilationist concept is faulted for the racial “self-hatred” that
results from “the bizarre form of a racial death-wish” beyond “the motivations of integration”
(99). This criticism however obscures the fact that Baldwin, being a lifelong activist, had partaken
in various civil rights struggles and political campaigns in the 60s.
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“art-theater” that portrays “believable characters and situations that sprang from the real
life of the people” (Hay 3). To achieve the goal, Locke propones to have plots full of
“‘lusty’ lives, myths, legends, and histories” and characters “dressed up with poetry,
music, and dance” (Hay 5). Du Bois is extremely critical of artists following Locke’s
agenda for fearing that such an artistic vision would eventually distract the strength of
social protest; he thereby in his essay “Criteria of Negro Art” openly announces:
Thus all Art is propaganda and ever must be, despite the wailing of the purists. I
stand in utter shamelessness and say that whatever I have for writing has been used
always for propaganda for gaining the right of black folk to love and enjoy. I do not
care a damn for any art that is not used for propaganda. (22)
While Baraka’s art is more inclined to Du Bois’s dogma of applying literature to a
political end, Wilson tends to follow Locke’s aesthetic to balance the outer politics and
inner struggle of the black community in his plays. Nevertheless, the distinction is never
a fixed one; Baraka’s Dutchman also deeply deals with the inner tensions of its characters
just like the plot of Wilson’s Ma is as well politically charged to vent a criticism toward
white exploitation. Still, Baraka’s plays overall are much influenced by Du Bois’s
ideology to prioritize the larger political activism of Black v. White over the other facets
of the black inner life, including the gender issue.
My intention however is not to draw a simplistic conclusion to charge Baraka with
the BAM’s underlying misogynist aesthetic or to honor Wilson’s work as the improved
version of the movement’s dramaturgy. Rather, I view the similarities and differences of
Dutchman and Ma within an artistic call-and-response relation between generations of
writers. In spite of Wilson’s dramatic combination of realism and African-centered
spiritualism as well as his focus on internal conflicts of the black community moving his
plays rhetorically away from Baraka’s theatrics of revolt and violence, Wilson however
still invokes Baraka’s outspoken revolutionary fervor and cultural nationalism as his main
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inspiration. Wilson states, “What I tried to do is follow [Baraka] by doing not necessarily
the work he did, but the kind of work I thought he was calling for: work that would, in
essence, expose the culture and demonstrate its vitality and its ability to sustain you” (qtd
in Herrington 33). Wilson also declares the Black Power Movement—whose political
tracts largely undergird the BAM’s aesthetic philosophy—as the indelible portion of his
artistic creativity: “[T]he Black Power Movement of the ‘60s . . . was the kiln in which I
was fired, and has much to do with the person I am today and the ideas and attitudes that
I carry as part of my consciousness” (“Ground” 494). The political dynamic and energy
of cultural nationalism in Baraka’s dramaturgy greatly influence Wilson to explore and
expose exploitation of African Americans.
Furthermore, in addition to applying black music and scrutinizing the pernicious
effects of racial segregation, two plays also respond to each other in other ways.
Thematically, Dutchman and Ma are both heavily elaborated by the auras of the blues and
the gothic; in return, they refashion these elements into the dramatic response to the
ongoing political activism. Moreover, in tackling the constant conflict between revolution
and assimilation, both playwrights review and challenge the dominant culture’s vision of
blacks’ social and gender roles.
The purpose of this chapter is to delve deeper into the relation between the
articulation of black subjectivity and the intertwined racial and gender politics in the two
plays. Yet, before going to the details of the plays, it is necessary to first look at the
historical and aesthetic ground of black performing art in the African American literary
heritage. Drama, the genre consisting of written text and stage performing, contains
twofold significances to black writers. On the one hand, the nature of drama, to use the
passage from Harry J. Elam’s telling analysis of August Wilson’s another play Joe
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Turner’s Come and Gone, “endows the fictitious with the real and the real with the
fictitious such that the fictitious becomes more real” (Past 11) to help to create artistic
interventions to substitute a more authentic African American self for the debasing black
figures of minstrelsy. The black performing adapting and inverting the mainstream’s
racial drama is not just a contrivance of literature but also a vital trait of the black oral
tradition, named by Henry Louis Gates as “signifying.”
Signifying is a linguistic strategy, which, according to Gates, can be seen as “the
black term of what in classical European rhetoric are called the figures of signification”
(81). To put it more specifically, it is a competitively metaphoric use of the adapted
language through “the indirect use of words that changes the meaning of a word or words”
(81). Signifying is a linguistic/social double-dealing rhetoric in black daily lives as well
as in black literature, yet in both cases it is not confined to verbal games only. The
method of double-dealing signifying can extend to blacks’ survival skill of engaging a
sort of “performance” in front of white society. Elam points to this kind of the black
performing tactic since the slavery period as the “CP time” (Colored People’s time)
which involves acting “laziness or slowness” before the master class to steal back time
and agency that are stolen from them to assert selfhood “in defiance of the system that
constituted the slave as property” (Past 7). On the other hand, one of the salient examples
in black literature to point up the potential of black performance occurs in Frederick
Douglass’s 1845 Narrative in which Douglass tricks white boys into teaching him how to
write English, thus empowering himself by covering his ignorance.5 Such the
“constructedness” in both the CP time and Douglass’s masking indicates the significance

5

For more details, see Frederick Douglass, Frederick Douglass Autobiographies (New York:
The Library of America), 41.
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of performance in the historical moments of black life to disprove the inherently
“constructed” racial myth of the dominant culture intending to appropriate black bodies.
Before documenting the black new-world history and voice in the written form was
possible by blacks themselves, performance played a crucial role to ensure cultural
continuity and individual survival by mediating action and orality, as noted in Joseph
Roach’s definition of orature—a black oral convention of storytelling:
[O]rature goes beyond a schematized opposition of literacy and orality as
transcendent categories; rather, it acknowledged that these modes of communication
have produced one another interactively over time and that their historic operations
may be usefully examined under the rubric of performance. (qtd in Elam, Past 12)
Performance thus is inextricably linked to signifying in black Americans’ history.
The ramifications of black oral tradition, including music and folklore, to varying degrees
all take on the element of signifying/performance to downplay the master’s text of
demeaning black subjects and to (re)imagine the unnamed and then forgotten black
history of the deceased from the Middle Passage, enslavement, and current marginalized
rims which do not grant the muted subjects a vocabulary and chance to speak for
themselves. The BAM’s theories and practices on theater are deeply rooted in the
performances and rituals of African and African American slaves who socially and
politically treated the polarization of black (slave) and white (master) as a fluid rather
than fixed “trope” to be signified on and rebelled against. Accordingly, Larry Neal, one of
the chief BAM critics, in the article “The Black Arts Movement” regards drama and
performing as “potentially the most social of arts” and “an integral part of the
socialization process” (33). Likewise, Baraka also in his essay “The Revolutionary
Theatre” envisions drama performance with a highly political aim, asserting that the
“Revolutionary Theater should force change” and “hate [whites] for hating” so as to
overturn the hierarchy of the oppressor and the oppressed (Home 236). For the BAM
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artists like Baraka and Neal, the theater is the arena to translate the vector of the black
cultural and political struggles of the time to redefine black Americans’ relationship to
American society.
Additionally, in tune with the political and social concerns of the Civil Rights and
Black Power Movements, Baraka’s essay, like his poem “SOS,” proposes the call of
uniting the marginalized individuals: “Our theatre will show victims so that their brothers
in the audience will be better able to understand that are the brothers of victims, and that
they themselves are victims if they are blood brother” (Home 238). Baraka’s notion
literally harkens back to Du Bois’s scheme of the “Negro Theatre” aiming to use the
staging as public forums for discussing black identity and solidarity of the African
American groups. According to Du Bois, such Negro Theatre must follow four
fundamental principles:
1. About us. That is, they must have plots which reveal Negro life as it is. 2. By us.
That is, they must be written by Negro authors who understand from birth and
continual association just what it means to be a Negro today. 3. For us. That is, the
theatre must cater primarily to Negro audience and be supported by their
entertainment and approval. 4. Near us. The theatre must be a Negro neighborhood
near the mass of ordinary Negro people. (qtd in Krasner 214).
Du Bois’s notion of “about us/by us/for us/near us” announces a necessity of framing a
strong sense of community through the combination of public performance and literature
creation. Accordingly, the black theater has been one of the major public arenas to evoke
racial consciousness and to conduct the new literary ideas since the Harlem Renaissance.
Many black writers and critics of the early 20th century, such as Langston Hughes, Zora
Neale Hurston, Du Bois, and Locke, all seek to redefine the meanings of the black
Americans through the medium of the stage and performing art. Du Bois’s plan aims to
facilitate the development of legitimate black theaters, which, however, did not widely
thrive until the BAM of the 1960s. The BAM also champions the theater as a potent site
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for the articulation of black social and cultural experience, and the playwrights like
Baraka use the stage as a forceful space for enlightenment and sustenance of blacks’
political awareness and self-determination.
II
Intending to awaken blacks to the revolting spirit against oppression, the BAM’s
artistic point reflects and rewrites Du Bois’s concept of double-consciousness through the
reconfiguration of the African American’s impossible position of both human and
property in the history. The task of Baraka’s Revolution Theatre is to make manifest the
attacks on black people’s personhood in order to stir the audience to stand against
exploitation. Even though not written as a drama, Douglass’s 1845 Narrative again
provides an insight of the connection between performance and the quest for a valid
identity when Douglass describes his psychological transformation after physically
defeating the overseer Mr. Covey: “This battle with Mr. Covey was the turning-point in
my career as a slave. It rekindled the few expiring embers of freedom, and revived within
me a sense of my manhood” (65, emphasis added). The scene is not merely sensuously
described to intrigue the reader but also highly performative in Douglass’s lexical and
discursive inscription of an inextricable link between the glorious moment of emerging
self-identity and his masculine strength and triumph; in other words, the evolving
self-identity of Douglass can be utterly measured by his revived masculinity. Douglass’s
remark becomes a dramatic posture to put forward the interrelationship between the
birthright of “personhood” and the criterion of “manhood,” the latter of which, as Keith
Clark acutely asserts, has been “something fiercely contested and persistently withheld”
for African American men who “have been historically denied the power and privilege
that should accrue to them based on their gender” (1). Such hypermasculine sensation
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epitomizes the model of how the concepts of racial identity and manhood converge;
Dutchman is play that adapts this strong notion of associating black subjectivity with
masculinity as Baraka elucidates that the hero Clay is “a young boy trying desperately to
become a man” and the play is exactly “about the difficult of becoming a man in America”
(Home 213, emphasis added).
For that reason, Dutchman is often viewed as the manifesto of black militancy to
reject the white world by drawing a clear-cut opposition between hero and heroine, male
and female, language and action, and black and white. As a result, most critics have
viewed the play as a complement of Baraka’s political pronouncement of black manhood.
For instance, Julian C. Rice’s “LeRoi Jones’ ‘Dutchman’: A Reading” states that the play
displays the drama of the emasculation of a black man to reiterate the history of “the
continuing robbery of the black male’s virility by racist society” (45). Likewise, in The
Development of Black Theater in America, Leslie Catherine Sanders contends that the
protagonist Clay’s final stand of abandoning action for language surrenders himself to the
oppressive white culture (144). C. W. E. Bigsby in A Critical Introduction to
Twentieth-Century American Drama makes a similar argument that Clay, while learning
“the simple logic of revolt” in his confrontation of white America (Lula), fails to fulfill
the promise of his manhood as he “wishes to lapse back into the safety of words and the
indirection of art” without taking to arms to defend his dignity (398). These critics all
agree that Dutchman provides an explicit, fixed definition of blackness and black
masculinity and advocates the BAM’s artistic vision of treating the act of violence as the
absolute means to produce a true black identity even when the hero fails to attain it.
Indeed, as one of the BAM’s chief designers, Baraka does proffer a kind of the
“black essentialism” that not only suggests the set contrast between black and white
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cultures but also postpones the necessity of taking down the white one in order to put up
the positive black consciousness. Such the aesthetic philosophy inevitably invites the
interpretation of Baraka’s works—including Dutchman—as a complement of the
playwright’s political manifesto. Yet, what needs to be understood is that Baraka’s and the
other BAM artists’ idea of denouncing the entire white world is more ideological than
politically attainable in the attempt to empower the black community against the
mainstream’s norms of codifying black inferiority. Baraka states this attitude in his
Autobiography (1984): “It was our intention to be hard and unyielding in our hatred
because we felt that’s what needed, to hate these devils with all our hearts, that that would
help in their defeat and our own liberation” (313). Notwithstanding for the most part
being ideological and rhetorical in practice, the movement’s gesture of defiance should
not be simply discounted, for the BAM artists’ political stance does facilitate an artistic
inversion of the white cultural hegemony of using blacks as the signifier of evil and
degeneracy. The Anglo-central thinking of equaling blackness with the sign of abject is
illustrated in Leslie Fiedler’s Love and Death in the American Novel in which the author
declares that the African American presence justifiably inspires Edgar Allan Poe and
American horror: “It is, indeed, to be expected that our first eminent Southern author
[Poe] discover that the proper subject for American gothic is the black man” (397,
emphasis added). Dutchman is a direct reversal of Fiedler’s reading of the American
gothic by making whiteness instead of the black subject the incarnation of—to borrow
Toni Morrison’s account of the white presence in Playing in the Dark—“meaningless
unfathomable, pointless, frozen, veiled, curtained, dread” (59), and most importantly,
gothic and terrifying.6
6

In addition to Dutchman, Richard Wright’s Native Son and Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man
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Dutchman is shadowed by the terror of lynching given shape by the gothic auras of
“the macabre setting of a haunted subway car” and “a quasi-supernatural seductress”
(Piggford 143). The title itself—“Dutchman”—already brings to mind the gothic
sensation by making reference to the horror of The Flying Dutchman, a “spectral ship of
disaster unable to make port and perpetually haunting the sea” (Weisgram 173-74).
Another understanding of the title has a no less gruesome yet more realistic context
pointing to “a half-legendary flagship of a Dutch East India Company, called ‘Flying
Dutchman,’ which is known to have transported enslaved Africans from West Africa”
(Anadolu-Okur 107). Lloyd W. Brown in Amiri Baraka also states that the imagery of
slavery is reinforced by the underground setting of the play because the subway scene can
be resonant with the “famous ‘underground railroad’ which assisted runaway slaves on
their way from the South to the North” (144). Weaving multiple myths and symbols in its
title and setting, the play opens up a dramatic space that alludes to the slave ship linked
with the curse of slavery. Dutchman is a also allegory to recapitulate the drama of
lynching by staging how a black hero dies an inevitable death due to a seductive white
woman whose very being in history has been the cause to lynch black men, to castrate
them and suppress their manhood.
The approach of seeing the play as a literary equivalence of forging and defining
essential black manhood relies chiefly on the hero’s final fervent speech that speaks for
the spirit of revolution and murder; however, such the reading tends to ignore the
unresolved tension generated by the uneven power relation between Lula and Clay: If the
(1952) also invert Poe’s artistic inspiration of imagining blackness as the vessel of a racialized
horror by thematizing whiteness as the source to terrorize and victimize black protagonists. For
the analysis of how Wright and Ellison in their novels signify on Poe’s work, see Mary F. Sisney,
“The Power and Horror of Whiteness: Wright and Ellison Respond to Poe” (CLA 29 [1985],
82-90).
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play is about reassuming black militant masculinity through action, why Lula, as a white
female, is empowered by the playwright to manipulate Clay’s identity and the dramatic
world of the play through language? Also, the symbol of the protagonist’s revolutionary
spirit—“the pumping black heart” (34)—is overshadowed by the ending of his heart
being penetrated by Lula, a symbolic action of castration and lynching.
Hence, often neglected in the play is Baraka’s project of interrogating the race and
gender complex that formulates the figures of black masculinity (Clay) and white
femininity (Lula) which call for a deeper examination beyond the received binarism.
Despite his passionate rhetoric to build up the division of black and white in essays,
Baraka in Dutchman, as Nita N. Kumar forcibly argues in “The Logic of Retribution,”
simultaneously “moves the debate about the nature and definition of blackness, and also
that of whiteness, to a more abstract level” (272-73). Kumar further explains that Baraka
deploys the idea and action of “looking” as the central theatrics of the play to represent
the social/racial context made of the “active sense of seeing and perceiving” (the
spectator) and “passive sense of appearing” (the spectacle) so as to open up the meanings
of blackness instead of closing them (275). Kumar’s analysis is worth the notice, for her
theory of perceiving and appearing is useful to examine Dutchman’s intertwined racial
and gender dynamics that often delimit black people’s identity. While I borrow Kumar’s
concept of representation/perception in my own study of not only Baraka’s Dutchman but
also Wilson’s Ma, I also want to add my point of view about the nature and potential of
the theater as the conduit that concurrently enhances and problematizes the logic of the
racial “looking” to the reading of Baraka’s and Wilson’s aesthetic project in their plays.
The white appropriation of the black culture has often been conducted through the
demeaning images of the staged “darkies, strutters, and shouters in vaudeville and
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musical theater; as coons in popular song” to satisfy the white imagination (Nasaw 2).
The theater could function as a world of constructedness to stage the powerful illusion
that aids in codifying African American stereotypes of ethnic inferiority and cultural
primitivism, as exemplified by black-faced minstrels and coon shows. Reminiscent of
Circe—the mythical character in the Greek mythology whose magical tools (potions and
wands) alter the ontological boundaries of human and animal, god and mortal, Lula holds
the power to transform and deform the black hero into either the social other or the
desirable object ready to be fetishized and detested at the same time. Baraka’s Dutchman
links the power of enforcing metamorphosis to the investment of the white surveillance
that always polices and reifies African Americans by branding their bodies with the
impossible figuration of both human flesh and capital. Moreover, Dutchman refutes
Homer’s narration of the romantic seductions and enchantments between Circe and the
hero Ulysses as well as Homer’s blandishment of presenting a gorgeous adventure and
love story of enchantment aiming to captivate its reader. In Baraka’s dramatic world,
unlike Circe being both the seductress and instructor to Ulysses, Lula instead functions as
a femme fatale to lure the hero Clay to his own death and to execute his lynching by
herself. She is also the embodiment of the dominant society’s dictate to strip off black
people’s right of self-determination and to pull back valid black masculinity toward either
a “white faggot” or a “black beast.”
Furthermore, the action of Lula resembles the gothic gambit of the threatening
mother figure, who serves as both the desirable object and the horrifying abjection to
allure the male character into the symbolic primal chaos (the womb) where the hero faces
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the danger of identity loss.7 She is also like a female vampire threatening to seduce the
hero and drain his manhood. The overall aura and the (white) female image of Dutchman
are gothic and disturbing, corresponding to Baraka’s concept of the Revolutionary
Theatre that plays should expose the truth rather than enchanting the audience with
illusion. The drama on race, the drama on language warfare between the hero and heroine,
and the drama on the gothic morass of the maternal horror all contribute to Baraka’s
political drama to expose white-on-black terrorism and to interrogate the “theatrical
effects” that the mainstream paints on black bodies for consumption and exploitation.
By changing Circe’s magical glean stone hall to the setting of dark uncanny subway
and by replacing her supernatural spell of transmogrifying human figurations with the
power relation of representation/perception invested in the mainstream’s racial discourse,
Dutchman not only signifies on the Homeric text of enchantment but also calls into
questions of the ruling culture’s constructedness of black imagery and sexuality as well.
Circe’s mysterious, irresistible power to enslave men by shifting their forms into animals
in Homer’s poetry is a pertinent allegory for the hidden compulsion of racial dictates by
which black people’s vulnerability to the threats of identity loss and cultural enslavement
is most made eminent. Baraka chooses the genre of drama not just to help reiterate the
story of enchantment. The dramatic space can also be used by black artists as a means to
disenchant the illusion; as the stage reproduces the illusion embedded within
mainstream’s racial discourses, in so doing it also renders the illusion visible on the
staged presentation, thus making it possible to scrutinize and deconstruct the ideologies.
By exposing that the imposed black figures—particularly those corresponding to the
7

For more details about the motif of the primal chaos and horrifying mother figure in the
gothic tradition, see Jerrold E. Hogle, “Introduction: The Gothic in Western Culture,” The
Cambridge Companion to Gothic Fiction (New York: Cambridge UP, 2002), 1-20.
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demeaning African American stereotypes—mainly serve as interchangeable theatrical
artifices on stage, Dutchman invites the audience to also view the ontological groupings
about race that people are “enchanted” to take for granted as historically and culturally
constructed by the established codes serving as the sort of social controls to regulate the
social behaviors and meanings of the (black) race.
The racial ideologies that Baraka attempts to call into question is largely invested in
Lula’s act of perceiving/presenting Clay to allow her to judge Clay’s character and
history by merely judging what he and his black body look like. Her gaze appears to
manipulate Clay’s identity through the ways she perceives his proscribed ethnic and
gender role as a black man. In the play, the opening action of Lula’s peeping at Clay
indicates a power relation in which Clay becomes the object of her pleasurable gaze.
When appearing on the stage, Lula’s first action is to create an eye-contact through the
subway window to peer at Clay, which the hero somehow subconsciously avoids: “[Clay]
makes to look away, is further embarrassed, so he brings back his eyes to where the face
was, but by now the train is moving again, and the face would seem to be left behind” (4).
Lula’s gaze upon Clay and Clay’s inability to return the look literarily put the hero in the
position of “passive appearing,” and their interaction before their conversation
demonstrates a viewer-spectacle pattern which can be articulated by the concept of the
fetishism of scopophilia.
According to Sigmund Freud, scopophilia, which refers to pleasure of looking, is
one of the component instincts of sexuality. Freud in his “Three Essays on the Theory of
Sexuality” points out that scopophilia deeply rooting in the pre-Oedipal phase is a basic
drive of possessing particular spectacles predominantly by subjecting them through a
controlling gaze to elicit a sexual pleasure (251). Such the pleasure could survive as the
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basic erotic desire in psychic, continuing to exist after the primal stage by perceiving
individuals as desirable objects. Scopophilia is an active maneuver to fulfill the repressed
desire; at its extreme level, it may cause the psychosis of Peeping Toms whose sexual
fulfillment comes from an objectified other through the voyeurs’ inquisitive gaze (Freud
251). Laura Mulvey in Visual and Other Pleasures also asserts that women are usually
targeted as an erotic object in their “traditional exhibitionist role” to be displayed as
“to-be-looked-at-ness” under the male’s erotic gaze (19). The relationship between the
viewer and what is seen lies in the manipulating gaze to impose the viewer’s (sexual)
demand upon the spectacle. In the case of Dutchman, however, it is Clay that becomes
the scopophilic object under Lula’s desirous gaze that grants her the dominant, masculine
privilege of a voyeur to feminize Clay and place him in the conventionally feminine
position of the objectified other. Baraka twists the traditionally fixed role of sexuality by
inverting the dynamics of visual pleasure to have a female character casting the power of
the active viewer and a male character as the passive exhibitionism. The power relation
created by this inverse gender dynamics is further complicated by Baraka’s application of
the racial dynamics operating within the play.
The idea of perception implicates the power relation of the viewer-spectacle pattern
between Clay and Lula and continues to dominate their conversation. Lula starts the
conversation and sits down next to Clay, exclaiming, “Oooof! Too much weight” (6).
Then all of the sudden she confronts and accuses Clay: “Weren’t you staring at me
through the window?” and makes a more astounding charge that he was staring through
the window “down in the vicinity of my ass and legs” (7). What is significant about
Lula’s accusation is that her stare represents not just the symptom of scopophilia but also
the compulsion of white control. Lula’s charge that Clay stared at her body and run his
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“mind over [a white woman’s] flesh” (7) reveals the pressure of how white American
society always scrutinizes and delimits black men’s identity, as the “weight” that Lula
exclaims to carry becomes a metaphor of the psychic weight in relation to white society’s
dictate to police any black male as the potential violators of white womanhood. Lula’s
gaze then illustrates a system of surveillance of the white gaze that tends to imagine black
(male) sexuality as both desirable to be appropriated and dreadful to be checked.
Furthermore, the interaction between the hero and heroine and their subsequent
dialogues are all occupied by this politics of white surveillance. Lula assumes the role in
initiating their relation through verbal games fraught with erotic implications to which
Clay replies with sexual banter. Yet, in response to Clay’s flirting, Lula turns on him with
a more direct and radical accusation: “You think I want to pick you up, get you to take me
somewhere and screw me, huh?” (8). Lula’s verbal insult serves as a signal of the social
control that forbids the black sexual advance on white women because the body of a
black American male under the white gaze has already bear the myth of black virility that
white society often seeks to contain and sexualize. The myth about violent and virile
black imago, as Frantz Fanon in Black Skin, White Masks contends, had been constructed
by white colonial masters as a form of social and political control to subordinate and
oppress the colonized blacks and alienate them as other (169). This phantasm of black
sexuality that projects the anxiety of the colonizers toward the black sexuality of the
colonized other continues to preoccupy the deep psyche of white society (Fanon 169-70).
Lula’s allegation of Clay’s racial and gender role thus can be seen as an illustration of the
powerful gaze that frames Clay’s identity into what a black male is often meant to be in
the sense of the social drama on race—a sexualized racial otherness and a “conceivable”
black beast. Clay’s meek defense to Lula’s charge, “Is that the way I look?” (8, emphasis
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added), hints at such the power relation between “looking” and “being,” suggesting that
the African American’s identity be determined by the way of being looked at within the
larger social and ethnic context.
Throughout the play, Lula possesses the power of constructing and decoding Clay’s
identity by her enchanting gaze. In addition to a sexual violator, Clay is also envisioned
by Lula as the feminine opposite. Taking as a cue Clay’s question about how he looks like,
Lula deconstructs his manhood by making reference to the sexually impotent
middle-class image:
Lula. You look like you been trying to grow beard. That’s exactly what you
look like. You look like you live in New Jersey with your parents and are trying to
grow beard. That’s what. You look like you’ve been reading Chinese poetry and
drinking lukewarm sugarless tea. [Laughs, uncrossing and recrossing her legs]
You look like death eating a soda cracker. (8)
Here Lula’s accusation takes another direction. She ridicules Clay’s middle-class
conformity and reshapes his persona from a rapist to the one “trying to grow beard” with
the effeminizing hobbies of “reading Chinese poetry and drinking lukewarm sugarless
tea.” The precariousness of the hero’s masculinity is also shown in their word games
about names:
Lula. I’m Lena the Hyena.
Clay. The famous woman poet?
Lula. Poetess! The same!
Clay. Well, you know so much about me… what’s my name?
Lula. Morris the Hyena.
Clay. The famous woman poet?
Lula. The same. (14)
Clay here is further effeminized. His manhood is in jeopardy because he is identified with
a woman poet, the same as Lula. And his image keeps changing as the play goes on; to
Lula, he appears not only as “a murder” (21) and “an escaped nigger” (29) but also a
“middle-class black bastard” and a “liver-lipped white man” (31). Clay’s black virility
and identity are never secure in the play as Lula continues to shift her perception. It
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seems that Baraka grants Clay voice to respond but not the privilege to react—at least at
this point of the play; the hero drastically lacks agency and is then vulnerable to a
plethora of definitions and identities that Lula (white society) imposes on him.
Embodying blacks’ crisis of fragmented identity, Clay emblematizes the prototype of a
pathological victim of double-consciousness, being evermore defined and conditioned by
mainstream’s discourses
On the other hand, Lula appears to be authorized to rule both Clay and the world of
the play at will. She not only directs Clay to play a role but also gives him a name and a
history. She can even control the line of Clay:
Lula. (Starts laughing again) Now you say to me, “Lula, Lula, why don’t
you go to this party with me tonight?” It’s your turn, and let those be your lines.
Clay. Lula, why don’t you go to this party with me tonight. Huh?
Lula. Say my name twice before you ask, and no huh’s.
Clay. Lula, Lula, why don’t you go to this party with me tonight? (16)
She is not an actress as she claims herself to be; she is more like a playwright in
control of the dramatic world and the characters within. In the beginning of the play, she
“begins very premeditatedly to smile” to Clay (4) and later calls him “tender big-eyed
prey” (24) to forecast his coming death. And as if expecting the coming of the next victim,
she commends other subway passengers to throw Clay’s body in the end and to put
everything on stage so as to start the same drama again. Hence, the relationship between
Clay and Lula is uneven; the hero is powerless for not being aware of the deep structure
of this theatrical world while Lula is conscious of the plot of the lynching embedded
within the drama. If Lula is more a playwright than an actress, Clay is more a character
than a human being. When Lula is controlling Clay’s action and modifying his identity,
she is as well assuming the role of a playwright to direct the audience to look at Clay as a
character. Lula constructs Clay’s persona through a series of stereotypes; he is described
as a black murder, an escaped nigger, a modern Uncle Tom and a black bourgeois. Her
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ability to manipulate and script Clay’s reaction relates her directly to Baraka and then
makes her the assertive agency of the playwright. The interaction between Clay and Lula,
as Kumar points out, is “a series of self-conscious inanities initiated and concluded
autonomously by Lula, to which Clay responds as best as he can” (276). Clay accepts the
“stage direction” from Lula and almost acts out every stereotype imposed on him without
knowing himself being inside the theatrical world. This double structures enacted by the
interrelation of the hero and heroine are in front of the audience: as the hero’s and
heroine’s interaction sustains the scheme of Dutchman, Lula’s assertive power of
scripting Clay’s identities and Clay’s adaptation of those identities like role-playing
remind the audience that they are in the presence of the play world. Implying that
changeable identities are just part of role-playing, Baraka equally casts doubt on the
legitimacy of black stereotypes suggested by Lula in the play and thus further calls into
question society’s premise on blackness as ontologically primitive or bestial.
Nevertheless, my approach of reading Dutchman is not trying to indicate that the
effectiveness of Baraka’s dramaturgy depends solely on uncovering everything on stage
as illusion, or it would be problematic by also suggesting that oppression and lynching in
the play are “unreal” as they are displaced from history into the “unreal” drama.
Following this logic could also lead to the interpretation that dismisses the hero’s
self-determination and revolutionary spirit as merely part of theatricals since they are
only imaginatively experienced on stage, thus discrediting performance as a technique to
subvert the oppressive structure of white society. Therefore, it must be clarified that
Baraka’s use of the concept of performance has two different levels in the play.
On the one hand, of course, Baraka is critical of the American culture industry’s
exploitation and debasement of black culture and bodies. The demeaning images Lula
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imposes on Clay simultaneously consume and police black sexuality. One example of
white society appropriating black sexual power is when Lula grimly mocks at Clay’s
masculinity by stating that he “tried to make it with [his] sister” when he were ten but she
“succeeded a few weeks ago” (9). Lula’s insult not only literally disables Clay’s manhood
but also embodies a kind of the racial masquerade that bestows upon whites the privilege
to temporarily play black virility and at the same time to maintain the principle of white
supremacy, for the masking is built upon the stereotype that black Americans are prone to
amorality and lasciviousness. As Eric Lott states in Love and Theft, the “blackening”
masking exemplified by black-faced minstrelsy “offered a way to play with collective
fears of a degraded and threatening—and male—Other while at the same time
maintaining some symbolic control over them” (25). Lott further points out that “to wear
or even enjoy blackface was literally, for a time, to become black, to inherit the cool,
virility, humility, abandon, or gaite de coeur that were the prime components of white
ideologies of black manhood” (52). Therefore, Lula’s role-playing is a mask to exploit
and contain black phallic power, making the black figure both the desirable object and
ludicrous other to which even a common white American could feel superior. Her acts of
manipulation and voyeurism typify the ruling class’s ubiquitous capability of the
white-on-black appropriation and vigilantism.
White society’s insatiable appetite of appropriation is not only demonstrated in the
white heroine’s predominance over the black hero’s agency and identity but also
highlighted in her hysterical burlesque of the sensual appeals of black singing and
dancing:
As she sings she rises from the seat, still throwing things out of her bag into the aisle,
beginning a rhythmical shudder and twist-like wiggle, which she continues up and
down the aisle . . . Each time she runs into a person she let out a very vicious piece
of profanity, wiggling and stepping all the time. (30)
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Lula here figuratively “blackfaces” herself. This black-faced performing is also shown in
her aping of black dialect when taunting Clay: “The nasty. The nasty. Do the gritty grind,
like your ol’ rag-head mammy” (31). To Baraka, Lula’s awkward imitation of broken
accent, shouting, and swagger represents nothing more than the retrogressive forms of
black-faced masquerade that lack emotional authenticity and the level of
self-consciousness. Dramatizing the dominant culture’s morbid blackening minstrelsy,
Baraka invites the audience to review black stereotypes as socially hardwired rather than
innate and to go back over the white ideologies of race, too, as a “drama” that is
constructed and thus can be questioned and deconstructed. Dutchman exposes the
artificial aspects of racist archetypes American society imposes on its black citizens by
exposing the artificial masquerade structure on stage.
Laying bare the American mainstream’s obsession with consuming black culture,
Baraka in Dutchman psychoanalyzes the dominant culture’s mentality of suppressing
black people’s subjectivity and making their bodies a spectacle. The play illustrates such
racial discrepancy through the power imbalance of the black male and the white female
that emblematizes the living nightmare facing African Americans. As the plot moves on,
Lula gradually transforms herself from an erotic seductress to a lunatic, vampire-like
femme fatale seeking to repress the hero’s agency, and the repression reaches its
culmination when she stabs at Clay’s heart, draining the hero’s energy and blood, erasing
his individuality by turning him into the ultimate abject form—corpse. Lula for the most
part of the play seems to be granted the upper hand to manipulate Clay. She stands for the
white terror of lynching and exploitation that eventually must be repelled by the hero.
On the other hand, besides Lula’s uncanny racial makeup that characterizes white
corruption of black culture, the audience in the play can readily acknowledge another
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echelon of performance that denounces the economy of white appropriation—Clay’s
performing of the revolting spirit. Lula’s playful, humiliating racial crossover finally
invokes Clay’s resistance to repudiate the flattened interpretation of black primitivism
and race as plainly a “device”: “You [Lula] don’t know anything except what’s there for
you to see. An act. Lies. Device” (34). Clay’s idea—race is a “device”—can be explained
by Elam’s theory in his “The Device of Race”: “blackness, specifically, and race, in
general, are hybrid, fluid concepts whose meanings depended upon the social, cultural,
and historical conditions of their use” (5). In other words, the meanings of African
Americans are conditional, depending on how the people are perceived by society. Using
Clay as his mouthpiece, Baraka expounds the negotiation of illusion and reality on stage
and the dilemma of the illusion of race becoming real in black people’s social and
political realities. To counter white society’s pre-dominance over the concepts of
blackness, Clay conjures the blues and jazz musicians—Bessie Smith and Charlie
Parker—whose subversive notes help to articulate blacks’ indelible “somebodiness.” As
Nathaniel Mackey in “The Changing Same” keenly observes, Baraka regards the black
music as the legitimate African cultural continuum that speaks of “a form of social
aggression” and parallels the “acts of subversion, sabotage and revolution” (362). Just
like Cay in the play turns to black musicians for the drive of black revolution against
oppression, Baraka himself in Blues People also appeals to his contemporary black
musicians—John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, and the other jazzmen—to whom he refers as
a “new generation’s private assassins” holding the potential to convey political undertone
and spiritual substance (228). In Dutchman, Baraka has Clay confront Lula with an
assertive voice to state what Bessie Smith and Charlie Parker are truly conveying: “Kiss
my ass, kiss my black unruly ass” (34)—a performance to disturb the power structure.
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Furthermore, Clay’s final tirade explicates that the mass murder of the white race (at
least symbolically) is the way to exorcise the specter of the white oppressive social
dictate that dominates and terrorizes the black Americans into submission and silence.
“Murder” becomes the main note that Clay keeps coming back to and riffing on in his
speech: “I could murder you right now. . . . And all these weak-faced ofays squatting
around here, staring over their papers at me. Murder them too” (33). Clay further
summons the black musicians to join the line of the other oppressed blacks to envision
that they carry the same drive of dismantling social restrictions through violence:
[Charlie Parker] would’ve played not a note of music if he just walked up to East
Sixty-seventh Street and killed the first ten white he saw. Not a note! And I’m the
great would-be poet. Yes, that’s right. Poet. . . . I mean if I murder you, then other
white people would begin to understand me. You understand? No. I guess not. If
Bessie Smith had killed some white people she wouldn’t have needed that music.
She could have talked straight and plain about the world. . . . When all it needs is
that simple act. Murder. Just murder! . . . all of those ex-coons will be stand-up
Western men, with eyes for clean hard useful lives, sober, pious and sane, and they’ll
murder you. They’ll murder you. (35, emphasis added)
The passage not only brings to mind the vehemence of black resistance proposed in
Baraka’s idea of the Black Revolutionary Theatre but also reiterates the compelling
pronouncement through the varied repetition of the phrases as “kill” and “murder,”
moving the dialogue aurally and structurally with jazz’s inflection and improvisation.
This fanatic speech/performance is enlarged by the improvisational juxtaposition of
Charlie Parker, Bessie Smith, Clay the would-be poet, and ex-coons bridged by the catch
phrase (“murder”) functioning like a jazz riff that leads the performer/speaker back to the
main melody line/theme—revolution. The hero’s passionate monologue shows Baraka’s
artistic capacity to shift speech into song that embeds the riffing chords of the jazz ethos
within both the printed page and the staging performance of the play.
Even though Clay is killed in the end of the play, Dutchman should not be easily
interpreted as a story of an abortive black activist, nor is it simply a manifesto of the
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BAM’s political ideology. The play’s enclosed setting of subway emblematizes the
physical and psychological hole of the white system that prevents the hero from
achieving wholeness when he is still entrapped within, so Clay’s being dropped out of the
scene in fact can be regarded as the step away from entombment and toward the
burgeoning of an integrated subject. Consequently, Dutchman needs to be valued not just
as the embodiment of Baraka’s artistic appeal of the Black Revolutionary Theatre, but it
is also his diagnosis and then exorcism of the white terror haunting social, cultural, and
political domains of the American society, despite the playwright’s overemphasis on the
masculinist idea and term that may regrettably delimit his approach to represent racial
authenticity.8 Baraka’s dramaturgy to employ the energy of the black music and his
concern of black personhood being assaulted by the oppressive dictates are continued and
complicated in August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom that adds the social and
cultural intersection between black male and female artists to stage the legendary Mother
of the blues in the American history.
III
Essential to August Wilson’s century-cycle plays is the playwright’s belief of the
need for African Americans to reconnect with their past and to transform the meaning of
the past in the present. Elam in “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” contends that Wilson’s
dramaturgy delineates “black people in a luminal space, displaced and disconnected from
their history, their individual identity and in search of spiritual resurrection and

8

I borrow the term “masculinist” from Keith Clark’s Black Manhood in James Baldwin,
Ernest J. Gaines, and August Wilson. While Clark in the book employs the phrase in a theoretical
context to refer to “a body of texts by African-American male authors that thematically and
narratologically foreground black men” (3), I use the term merely to point to its broader sense of
the inscribed gender implications that contains some negative interpretations, like patriarchy,
misogyny, or phallocentrism.
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social-political reconnection” (77). Like Baraka, Wilson views the black music,
particularly the blues, as the crucial element of his dramaturgical project. The blues,
according to Wilson, is a distinctly African American way of expression: “[The blues] is
ours, since it contains our soul, so to speak—it contains all our ideas and response to the
world” (qtd. in Elam, Past 47). Wilson’s plays, to varying degrees, all celebrate the blues
ethos and share the blues sensibility of a black musician to survey not only the black
experience but also the human condition. Therefore, Hay is right to assert that Wilson’s
significance to the African American drama greatly lies in his eloquent mixture of Du
Bois’s serious thematic concern on “racism, politics, and economics” and Locke’s
aesthetic demand of presenting more realistic characters free from bland protest forms
(70-1). The blues is Wilson’s catch phrase to bridge the two schools by embellishing the
serious themes with the black music, dance, and style and language characterizing
expressively the black Americans’ life and by embedding the story of the ordinary blacks
within a larger criticism through the cultural tool of music to gain political points.
To Wilson, the blues is also a tremendous force to connect the past and present and
the present with the future. For African Americans whose language, custom, religion, and
identity were totally ruptured by the Middle Passage, the blues—the residual and
reincarnation of African oral tradition—is an alternative narrative to the mainstream’s
historiography of a Eurocentric world view in the new continent. The fact that the
histories of countless undocumented individuals perishing during the Middle Passage, the
slavery, and the oppression and lynching could never be recovered illustrates that the
traditional historiography valorizing linear timeframe and white printed culture is quite
insufficient and problematic. As the text that gives credence to the marginalized voice and
the spoken form, the blues creates a powerful site of preserving black people’s collective
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memory to rebel historical “amnesia” of the dominant society in distorting and even
denying their entries and experiences. In the blues song, the past can return to the present
and the individual voice can add to the communal history. As According to Wilson, the
blues represents
a cultural response of nonliterate people whose history and culture were rooted in
the oral tradition. The response was to a world that was not their making, in which
the idea of themselves as a people of imminent worth that belied their recent history
was continually assaulted. It was a world that did not recognize their gods, their
manners, their mores. It despised their ethos and refused to even recognize humanity.
In such an environment the blues was a flag bearer of self-definition. . . . It was a
spiritual conduit that gave spontaneous expression to the spirit that was locked in
combat and devising new strategies for engaging life and enlarging life. (“Preface”
ix-x)
The blues turns the attention to the “blues” moment of the present that links with and
invokes the past—the collective “already-said” repertoire—to speak the unspeakable and
to reinvigorate the forgotten. The blues is sung to remember, to bear the words for the
unimaginable traumas and horrors of the nation’s repressed history, and eventually to ally
the wounds and suffice the spiritual needs. It is thus not surprising that Wilson chooses
the blues as a cultural trope in his plays to represent the marginalization of African
Americans and to empower the black community. Wilson strongly proclaims that his
dramaturgy is “entirely based on the ideas and attributes that come out of the blues” (qtd
in Plum 561).
In addition to the blues, Baraka is another influence on Wilson’s dramaturgy. As I
have mentioned, Baraka’s artistic project of the Black Revolutionary Theatre inspires
Wilson to represent the black resistance against white exploitation. Nonetheless, the way
Wilson renders white oppression is different from Baraka. In Baraka’s plays, the
oppressor takes the form of physical individuals, like Lula in Dutchman and the white
liberal character Bradford Easley in his another revolutionary play, The Slave (1964). On
the other hand, Wilson’s characters usually find themselves confront the source of
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oppression at a more abstract or spiritual level, such as the mysterious slaveholder Joe
Turner who exists only in Herald Loomis’s memory in Joe Turner’s Come and Gone and
the ghost of the white man who once enslaved the protagonists’ ancestors and now haunts
their house in The Piano Lesson (1987). In Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, while the white
dominant class has a concrete image of the white music producer and policeman, Wilson
still makes a reference to the many other unnamed moments of oppression perpetuated by
faceless, ubiquitous white dictate in society. Yet, no matter tangible or abstract, both of
Baraka’s and Wilson’s treatment of the oppressive white society is that it is the source of
racial horrors that sabotages the blacks’ integrated self and thereby needs to be dispelled.
Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom—Wilson’s first commercially and critically successful
play—is enhanced by the blues. The play is set in the Chicago of 1927; the stage is a
studio in which four members of Ma Rainey’s band—Cutler, Slow Drag, Toledo, and
Levee—are waiting for her to record the blues song “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom.”
Besides being added to the background, the music is the integral part of the play; in
addition to the performance of the blues songs on stage, characters’ storytelling and
verbal games of taunting are also filled with the blues rhymes of a call-and-response to
either stir up powerful feelings of anguish and temper or to provide moments of relief.
Antiphonal in function, the narratives of the characters not only cast a comment or
counterpoint on the action of the play but also serve as a clue to their pasts and traumas.
For that reason, Ma is a fit translation of the blues ethos, which, according to Ralph
Ellison, represents “an impulse to keep the painful details and episodes of a brutal
experience alive in one’s aching consciousness . . . by squeezing from it a near-tragic,
near-comic lyricism” (78). The plot is highlighted by this tragic-comic ambiance when all
the dramatic actions in the play—stammered Sylvester’s constant failing to record the
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introduction of a blues song, the band members amusing with each other through jests
and taunts, Levee’s conflict with Ma Rainey and the other members, and the tragic death
of Toledo—all mark the blues way of perceiving life as tragic and comic, distress and
delight. In the play, the blues provides the source of relief from depression; Ma Rainey in
the play explicates this healing potential: “The blues help you get out of bed in the
morning. You get up knowing you ain’t alone. There’s something else in the world.
Something’s been added by that song” (66).
The blues ethos and the bluesman/woman’s way of life are the thematic focus of Ma.
In real life, the blues artist responds to the profane world and “casts himself or herself in
the conventional role of mistreated victim” to vent a sense of un-fulfillment and
desperation (Titon 2). Likewise, as Cigdem Usekes notes in the essay “‘We’s the
Leftovers,’” Wilson in the play largely exposes “the exploitation of blues musicians by
the white moguls of the recording industry” (116). The background of Ma is set in the
1920s when the black female blues singers, like Ma Rainey, were exploited by the white
recording company and their songs became the property of the white hand. The blues is
both the concept that reflects the plot and the subject that builds tensions. In the play, Ma
Rainey clearly tells her band members that she, too, is a victim of the white hegemony:
“As soon as they get my voice down on them recording machines, then it’s just like if I’d
be some whore and they roll over and put their pants on. Ain’t got no use for me then”
(63). In August Wilson and the African American Odyssey, Kim Pereira rightly states that
Ma Rainey’s words of bitterness reflect her struggle as a woman of color against “a
hostile society that gave her nothing and sought to grab all she had” (20). Sandra G.
Shannon also notes that the atmosphere of Ma allows the audience “an intimate look at
the personal plight of a black female blues singer in a decade fraught with both racism
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and sexism” (Dramatic 71). Ma Rainey knows that her power comes from being true to
the music, so she refuses to cater to Sturdyvant, her white music producer, and Irvin, her
white manager, by rejecting their demand of changing her musical style to make it more
profitable. She says, “What you all say don’t count with me. You understand? Ma listens
to her heart. Ma listens to the voice inside her” (49). Ma Rainey emblematizes the spirit
of the blues and realizes the root of her songs comes from her own people. In defense of
the most authentic, undiluted form of the black music, she threatens Irvin that she can go
“back down South” where black people share her cultural experience (50). Ma Rainey is
Wilson’s mouthpiece to look at the blues as the method to revaluate African American
history and to maintain its integrity against white usurping for consumption and market
value.
In Wilson’s project, the blues always carries a political implication. Yet, although
both Wilson and Baraka consider the blues a critical font to articulate black resistance,
the music’s implying political message and social protest have been a debate among the
blues scholars. Samuel Charters in his The Poetry of the Blues argues that the blues is the
artistic form largely detached from social commentary and protest because of the pressure
of white vigilance:
There is little social protest in the blues. There is often a note of anger and
frustration; sometimes the poverty and the rootlessness in which the singer has lived
his life is evident in a word or a phrase, but there is little open protest at the social
conditions under which a Negro in the United States is forced to live. There is
complaint, but protest has been stifled. . . . Much of the fear that the southerner has
for the Negro is his awareness of the brutality of his treatment of the Negro and the
realization that in a moment the smoldering animosities could flare up into an open
rage.
It is almost impossible for the white American to realize how tightly he has united
against his black fellow citizens. The oppressive weight of prejudice is so
constricting that it is not surprising to find little protest in the blues. It is surprising
to find even an indirect protest. (152-3)
Likewise, Paul Oliver in The Meaning of the Blues provides a similar thesis to explain
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why social protest is mostly lacking in the blues song. According to Oliver, the black
masses are basically confined by their difficult circumstances that limit their political
view and social role and push them to passively accept these limitations to evade white
oppression (322-23).
Their arguments, however, are challenged by more recent studies that delve into the
blues songs and ethos to uncover the subversive undertone in their portrayal of black life.
Adam Gussow’s Seems Like Murder Here is one of the examples. Gussow in his study
forcibly contends that the blues songs of the Reconstruction era were directly evoked by
and responsive to “the ontological ground” of racial violence, particularly lynching, that
facilitated the “emergence of blues song out of a welter of pre-blues black musics” (23).
He further states that the blues song is “the black popular music’s way of reconstituting
the [white] pleasure of racialized torture as a kind of ritual healing, redistributing it away
from the sadistic white lynch mob and toward the ‘suffering’ black blues subject and his
community of black auditors” (29). He uses the example of the blues singer Blind Lemon
Jefferson’s “Lonesome House Blues” to demonstrate how the tortured, dismembered
black bodies of the victims are transformed in the blues songs into the talking subject that
the singers can identify with: “I got the blues so bad, it hurts my feet to walk / I got the
blues so bad, it hurts my feet to walk / It has settled on my brain, and it hurts my tongue
to talk” (29). As Gussow well observes, the blues singer simultaneously recognizes
horrors of racial violence (“I got the blues so bad”) and rejects to be silenced by the
horrors; instead he sings the blues “despite aching tongue and malfunctioning teeth” (30).
In so doing, the blues resists the white control that aims to silence black victims and turn
black people into culturally abject through the terror of lynching (Gussow 30). Angela Y.
Davis’s Blues Legacies and Black Feminism is another example to explore the potential
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protest in the blues. Davis focuses on the female classic blues singers, such as Ma Rainey
and Bessie Smith to prove that these blueswomen in their blues songs, no matter
implicitly or not, voiced their commentary on black historical experiences and
“constituted an aesthetically mediated community-building and assisted in developing a
specifically African American social consciousness” (92). In other words, Charters and
Oliver fail to notice the subtle political resistance embroiled in the seemingly harmless
black humor of the blues and curiously disregard the “the interpretive [black] audience to
which the blues is addressed,” falsely and ironically evaluating the content of the blues
from the perspective of the white oppressive culture instead (Davis 92).
Therefore, it is quite significant for Wilson to choose to place the female classic
blues star in this blues-orientated play. As Wilson deploys the blues to contexualize black
cultural experiences to challenge the proscribed rendering of African Americans with
American history, the blueswoman Gertrude “Ma” Rainey is a potent and ready cultural
custodian to address the blues experience to the audience. She is also like a cultural
historian, a contemporary griot, to musically document social and historical displacement
of black people.
On the other hand, Wilson’s dramatic black world is also preoccupied by the white
presence materialized by the setting of the race record industry. In the fictional world of
Ma, even when the prosperity of the race record, like booming popular culture in the real
history of 1920s, offers the stage for Ma Rainey to articulate the black experiences, the
industry owned by the white entrepreneur also threatens to circumscribe and control the
lives and potentials of the blues musician. Hence, while the play overall launches a
powerful counter-text of the blues to the dominant class’s marginalization of black people
through the blues voice of Ma Rainey, its black characters still find themselves trapped in
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the constricting hierarchy that looks back to slavery by resituating the abominable
master-slave relationship (the master owns the slave’s body) within the white producer’s
perceptible dominance over the black music. Wilson here reiterates what Houston Baker
in Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature deems the “economics of slavery,” an
overriding imperative in American history to perpetuate the economic structure and white
paternalism in the plantation system (26-7). The white producer Sturdyvant models the
exploitation of this modern “plantation” to reap the market value out of Ma Rainey’s and
other blues musicians’ talents. According to the description of the play, the character is
“[p]reoccupied with money” and “is insensitive to black performers and prefers to deal
with them at arm’s length” (9). He economically owns Ma Rainey and the band members,
the fact of which privileges him to treat the musicians just like a slaveholder views his
human capital. He pays little attention to the music and shows little tolerance for any
blacks challenging his authority: “I’m not putting up with any shenanigans. You hear,
Irv? . . . She’s your responsibility. I’m not putting up with any royal highness . . . Queen
of the Blues bullshit!” (10). Sandra Adell in “Speaking of Ma Rainey” rightly states that
due to his privileged status Sturdyvant “finds it particularly irritating to have put up with
one who comports herself as if she was a queen” (58).
The manager Irvin, who “prides himself on his knowledge of blacks and his ability
to deal with them” (9), is then assigned by the “slaveholder” the responsibility of
handling Ma Rainey. Albeit his paternalist and condescending attitude, Irvin still plays an
important role in this economic oppressive system as an “overseer.” He may appear to be
a negotiator and stay close to Ma Rainey and the band members in the play, but his main
duty is to carry out the owner’s orders by condescending to them so that Sturdyvant for
the most of the time can stay aloof from the musicians. Like Sturdyvant, Irvin actually
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pays little attention to black people; except for Ma Rainey, he could barely remember the
names of the band members. The white economic dominance represented by the
recording industry in the play consistently draws the audience’s attention to the
omnipresent power that over-determines the fate of black characters, even if sometimes
the white oppression is not so apparent on stage.
Despite facing the attempted exploitation and consumption from the dominant
culture, the blues in Wilson’s dramaturgy still represents the primary symbol of black
resistance. According to Davis, even when the blues is in its most commodified form, the
music still contains the potential to recreate “an aesthetic community of resistance, which
in turn encouraged and nurtured a political community of active struggle of freedom”
(201). Despite her flaw (she appears to be as commanding to her band as the white
producer, especially to Levee who contests her authority), Ma Rainey in the play is the
icon of the blues dynamic and defiance. Although she does not directly involve in the
conversation among the other musicians about Jim Crow racism, she is not emotionally
or substantially detached from them. She endures the same predicament of her people, as
demonstrated in the conversation between the band members Cutler and Slow Drag:
CUTLER. The white man don’t care nothing about Ma. The colored folks made
Ma a start. White folks don’t care nothing about who she is . . . what kind of
music she make.
SLOW DRAG. That’s the truth about that. You let her go down to one of them
white-folks hotels and see how big she is.
CUTLER. Hell, she ain’t got to do that. She can’t even get a cab in the North. (77)
Just like Clay in Dutchman denounces Lula’s temptation that aims to appropriate his
identity, Ma Rainey in the end of Wilson’s play is able to defend her voice by deciding
which blues song to record and by leaving the stage without leaving her signature on the
contract. Sandra Shannon in “The Ground on which I Stand” is accurate to contend:
“Despite her acknowledged degradation, Ma’s victory seems to be in maintaining her
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dignity in the face of the apparent ‘prostitution’ of her talents and in exercising as much
control as possible over the rights of her music” (152). Even reified by the recording
industry and being excluded from the mainstream, she ultimately frustrates the producer’s
object to own the blues and protects her dignity and subjectivity.
In addition to the blues defiance, the powerful ethos engendered by the blues
performance also greatly enhances the dramatic form of the play. From the beginning of
the play, the audience can hear the band’s performance of “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
on stage. Besides, there are other moments when the blues songs intrude, framing a
statement or an emotional response to the situation. Ma Rainey does not let go the root of
her music and cares for her people: she schools her band members about the source of the
blues and white exploitation. Before the band starts to record music, Ma Rainey is
singing a blues song to herself:
Oh, Lord, these dogs of mine
They sure do worry me all the time
The reason why I don’t know
Lord, I beg to be excused
I can’t wear me no sharp-toed shoes. (46, emphasis added)
The sense of weariness and pleading in the song can be seen as an emotional response to
the inner state of the character: she feels the predicament of white exploitation and the
concern of her people. The song is also like a call extended to the characters and their
actions. Its content and tone imply the impending conflicts and further development of
the plot (“shoes” is the metaphor of Levee’s self-pride and the cause of Toledo’s tragic
death at the end of the play). The blues plays an emotional chord upon desperation and
frustration that signify African American life. Ma Rainey’s song mentioned in the
previous paragraph is the reflection of the dilemma of both the characters in the play and
African Americans at large as it expresses the unspeakable feelings for marginalized
people. “For Wilson,” Alan Nadel points out, “the blues thus comprises an alternative
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history encoding the African American experience ignored by official historical
documentation” (104). Hence, Ma Rainey in the play realizes that the impulse of the
blues relies on its ability to convey the black experience:
White folk don’t understand about the blues. They hear it come out, but they don’t
know how it got there. They don’t understand that’s life’s way of talking. You don’t
sing to feel better. You sing ’cause that’s a way of understanding life. (66)
To Ma Rainey, the blues embodies “life’s way of talking.” For that reason, she is Wilson’s
major mouthpiece with regard to the blues because she views the music as the legitimate
means to articulate the suppressed history of African Americans: “This be an empty
world without the blues. I take that emptiness and try to fill it up with something” (66).
The idea that the blues “fills up emptiness” to speak for those who are given the chance
to voice is the recurring motif of Wilson’s dramaturgy.
Another recurring motif that enhances the subplots and functions almost as the
refrain of this blues play is the idea of “waiting.” Structurally, the dramatic action of the
play focuses on the band members rather than Ma Rainey. As Wilson delays the entrance
of Ma Rainey, the spotlight of the play is cast to the band members who, like the
audience, are waiting for the Mother of the Blues. Sandra Adell argues that the presence
of Ma Rainey is enhanced by her delaying and absence, for her absence reflects her
significance to the white recording company and the musicians; without her, the situation
in the studio becomes “increasingly chaotic” (58). Shannon also notes the importance of
waiting and sees the waiting as an indelible component to the play’s structure. According
to Shannon, both the audience and the rehearsal group experience “the frustration of
waiting” that highlights the theme of the play (“Long” 139). Shannon states that waiting
for Ma Rainey in the beginning of the play is Wilson’s device to allow the audience’s to
“learn about the various idiosyncrasies of the troubled group” and to “look more
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scrupulously at” their motivations and frustrated lives (“Long” 139). Even when Ma
Rainey finally enters the stage, the process of recording is still postponed by a series of
incidents—Sylvester’s repeated failure to do the vocal part of the song, Ma Rainey’s
demand to drink a coca-cola, Levee’s quarrel with Ma Rainey over music, and the
malfunction of the recording machine. Eventually, the waiting becomes a motif not just to
highlight a series of actions in the play but also to project the social reality of black
musicians; Shannon acutely states that “[t]he careers of the fatalistic group of black
musicians hang in the balance as they wait for ‘Madame’ Rainey, wait for their meager
wages, wait for the sanction of a white promoter, or wait for their big break” to symbolize
black people’s dilemma of being stuck with a “never-ending state of waiting”
(“Long”140).
On the other hand, Ma Rainey’s deferment of making a record can also be seen as a
tactic of black resistance comparable to Elam’s CP time—acting slowly to steal the time
when taking the white order. Besides being late for the recording session, Ma Rainey also
puts up the posture as insolent and difficult in the face of Sturdyvant and Irvin to slow
down the recording process—a performance of deliberate delaying to undermine the
white control. Ma Rainey knows better than the ambitious Levee who caters to the white
producer to try to gain financial supports; she understands black people’s marginalized
position that makes them—like Toledo forcibly depicts in the play—“the leftovers” (44)
to be placed at the bottom of the social ladder. At least in the studio where she has some
control of, she manages to strike back:
They don’t care nothing about me. All they want is my voice. Well, I done that, and
they gonna treat me like I want to be treated no matter how much it hurt them. They
back there now calling me all kinds of names . . . calling me everything but a child
of God. But they can’t do nothing else. (63)
Although here Ma Rainey’s resistance might seem scanty comparing to Clay’s overt
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exclamation of threatening to kill, she eventually does more harm to the white system of
exploitation than Clay. What is more, the fact that she insists that her stammered nephew
records the intro sentence and then gets paid for it not just represents her aim to win the
manipulation over her music but also shows her effort to take care of the powerless
member of community. Ma Rainey and her voice gain power by building up a blues
subject that has its basis in the South to speak for her southern audience about their pain,
anguish, joy, and strength. Her singing emblematizes Baraka’s definition of music as the
genuine continuum of the black heritage: “Negro music alone, because it drew its
strengths and beauties out of the depth of the black man’s soul, and because to a larger
extent its traditions could be carried on by the lowest classes of Negroes, has been able to
survive the constant and willful dilutions” (Home 125). On the whole, Ma Rainey does
not act like Baraka’s black macho heroes (such as Clay in Dutchman and Walker in The
Slave) who stands out alone against their oppressors, but she sutures her voice to the
community and assumes a symbiotic relationship to other black people.
However, despite Ma Rainey being able to win some degrees of agency inside her
music territory, the outer oppression remains lurking. The most salient example of white
oppression in the play is that Ma Rainey is denied identity and validity by the
representative of white authority—a white policeman. Although Ma Rainey keeps
demanding Irvin to testify to her identity, the policeman not only refuses to recognize it
but also doubts that an African American female could have a car:
MA RAINEY. Wait a minute! I’ll tell you if you wanna know what happened.
(She points to SYLVESTER.) Now, that’s Sylvester. That’s my nephew. He was
driving my car . . .
POLICEMAN. Lady, we don’t know whose car he was driving.
MA RAINEY. That’s my car!
DUSSIE MAE and SYLVESTER. That’s Ma’s car!
POLICEMAN. That’s what you say, lady . . . We still gotta check. (37-8)
Wilson presents the white oppression carried from the outer (off-stage) world to the inner
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stage of the studio to suggest that Ma Rainey’s power is confined to the world of the
white recording industry. Outside the stage/studio, she is no more than an ordinary
African American to whom society denies identity and dignity. Wilson’s arrangement of
all the subplots allows the audience to delve into an emotional call-and-response
undergirding the structure of the play and at the same time reminds them of “the personal
plight of a black female blues singer in a decade fraught with racism and sexism”
(Shannon, Dramatic 71).
In addition to the visible white characters on stage, Usekes in “‘You Always Under
Attack’’’ points out that Wilson’s dramatic world is also filled with the “absent white
characters” who remain off-stage and “come to life through the oral narratives” told by
black characters on stage (49). As Usekes well notes, by sharing each other’s stories, the
black characters in Wilson’s plays often “become transmitters of crucial lessons about
whiteness in the black community” and “make possible white presence” even though the
white presence is restricted in the play (50). Levee’s storytelling is one example of
bringing up the presence of the white “off-stage” characters. In Wilson’s dramaturgy,
storytelling is as important as the blues performance as both are derived from the African
oral tradition to secure the individual in the community as well as to ensure the survival
of the marginalized in the mainstream. Wilson explains the significance of storytelling in
the development of both African American literature and his plays:
So anytime you have five black characters on stage, it’s very natural for them to tell
stories, because the stories are the only way that cultural information, ideas and
attitudes, community sanctions, ways of conduct, et cetera, are revealed. If I tell you
a story, I’m telling you how you supposed to act in the world. I don’t just tell you a
story to entertain you. There is information in there for your benefit. (qtd in
Goldman 15)
To Wilson, the black storytelling is the surviving tactics for African Americans being
denied the access to liberation and success by the dominant society. Storytelling is also
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Wilson’s dramatic gambit to forcibly point out and scrutinize seemingly invisible powers
of the oppressive class in the exclusively black-laden stage as the repressed horrors and
traumas caused by America’s violent racial relation are re-materialized through
conversation, gossip, casual complaint, and debate among black characters. Their
personal anecdotes, like the blues songs, usually carry double meanings not only to
educate other characters and audience about the racist society but also to serve as
“antidotes” to negotiate relations of power and to ease the horrors within the past events.
Both Wilson and his black characters then are the modern griot to aesthetically establish a
community and pass on the tribal wisdom through storytelling.
Storytelling can also bear a criticism. In his long monologue that uncovers the
fallacy of the country’s idealism of the “melting pot” theory, Toledo not merely incarnates
the presence of “the white man” and but also shows how black people are influenced by
the white presence:
Now I’m gonna show you how this goes . . . where you just a leftover from
history. Everybody come from different places in Africa, right? Come from different
tribes and things. Soonawhile they began to make one big stew. You had the carrots,
the peas, and potatoes and whatnot over here. And over there you had the meat, the
nuts, the okra, corn . . . and then you mix it up and let it cook right through to get the
flavors together . . . then you got one thing. You got a stew.
Now you take and eat the stew. You take and make your history with that stew. All
right. Now it’s over. Your history’s over and you done ate the stew. . . . That stew’s
still there. You done made your history and it’s still there. You can’t eat it all. So
what you got? You got some leftovers. That’s what it is. You got some leftovers aand
you can’t do nothing with it. . . . What to do?
See, we’s the leftovers. The colored man is the leftovers. Now, what’s the colored
man gonna do with himself? That’s what we waiting to find out. But first we gotta
know you the leftovers. . . . You ain’t gonna find that. And that’s what the problem is.
The problem ain’t with the white man. The white man knows you just a
leftover. ’Cause he the one who done the eating and he know what he done ate. But
we don’t know that we been took and made history out of. (44-5)
Here Toledo is another mouthpiece of Wilson to launch an attack to the falsity of the
nation’s political idealism. Toledo (and Wilson) wittily replaces the imagery of the
melting-pot with that of the stew that vividly signals black people’s social and economic
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marginalization and responds to the economic exploitation of the blues band by the
recording company. Trough this character, Wilson also forcibly proclaims that the first
step to self-determination is to recognize the status of discrimination in order to refute the
oppressive historical and political discourses imposed by the mainstream. To Wilson, the
“right” historical knowledge of the race, as opposed to the hegemonic historiography of
the Euro-centric society, can be largely procured and preserved by the black oral
tradition.
History is also a dramatic topic Wilson discusses in the play. The ignored history of
black people is often revealed by the oral narratives that the band members share on stage,
and the blues songs are used as a counterpoint to the sorrows and horrors of the stories.
The next song is sung on stage by the band member Slow Drag and is prepared by a
series of actions and conflicts among the characters. Waiting in the band room, the band
members have a quarrel when Levee is mocked by the other members after he is seen to
pander to the white producer. Cutler taunts, “The man [Sturdyvant] come in here, call you
a boy, tell you to get up off your ass and rehearse, and you ain’t had nothing to say to him,
except ‘Yessir!’” (53). To fight back, Levee reveals the painful history of his family to
justify his attitude in front of whites. Levee’s father was a landowner in the South, the
fact of which provokes some white men to rape his mother when his father is out to work.
As a child then, Levee could not defend his mother and was severely wounded in his
attempt to rescue. Levee’s father managed to take revenge by selling his land to the white
offenders in the disguise of humility and later planned an ambush to kill four of them
before being captured and lynched. It is another unknown history that again testifies to
the South being the land of horror and guilt. The incident has not only done physical
damage to Levee, branding him with “a long ugly scar” (55); the tragedy has also
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inflicted a tremendous trauma to trigger his cynicism about the South and to fuel his
brittle ego with bitterness and impetuousness. After the storytelling, the stage
direction—“There is a long pause” (56)—implies that the powerful feelings of pain and
the terrors beneath the tale turn the characters silent. It is Slow Drag’s singing of a blues
song that finally breaks the haunting aura caused by the threat and terror of lynching:
If I had my way
If I had my way
If I had my way
I would tear this old building down. (56)
Serving as both an echo and a relief of the characters’ inner tensions, the blues songs
become an integral part of the dramatic structure. The characters’ actions, verbal bouts,
storytelling, and singing the blues are all orchestrated in the layered structure to enlarge
the tensions of the scene and to set forth the complications of the plot.
The characters’ oral narratives then becomes a form of the blues “performance.” The
band members’ and Ma Rainey’s storytelling and comments on each other’s action are to
reveal the theme and to give the dramatic structure that makes the play the extension of
the blues song. The characters’ storytelling functions as the black music to convey
African American cultural experiences as the “already said” narrative of African
Americans’ common political, cultural, and social realities. For instance, Cutler shares
with his band-mates a story of the Reverend Gates, a black priest, who was once
humiliated and denied the identity as a religious figure when he was forced to “swagger”
by a group of white men with guns: “That’s the only way he got out of there alive . . . was
to dance. Ain’t even had no respect for a man of God! Wanna make him into a clown”
(80). Before Cutler can finish, Toledo interrupts to comment on the story like a riff: “You
don’t have to tell me no more. I know the facts of it. I done heard the same story a
hundred times. It happened to me too. Same thing” (79). Jay Plum in “Blues, History, and
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the Dramaturgy of August Wilson” accurately contends that Cutler’s “act of telling
personal anecdotes” makes possible “a shift from dialogue to a third-person narrative,”
thus creating the effect that the blues is most capable of: transmuting the individual
history into a shared history of the community (564). As a result, the story of the
Reverend Gates becomes a blues ensemble to evoke Toledo’s emotional response, for it
as well inscribes his own and the other blacks’ “already said” experience of being denied
the right of personhood. The narrative thus becomes the collective memory of the
community to re-address the repressed history of suffering and oppression, which Wilson
wishes to call into attention on stage.
Therefore, even though Ma extols the beauty and power of the blues, the play never
loses contact with the burden and complexities of African American life. Levee in the
play is presented as a self-interested anti-hero who unfortunately misdirects his desperate
strike. He is forced to learn the hard lesson to act menial before whites; yet, the trauma in
the past, along with the white exploitation to treat blacks’ musical talent as commodities,
eventually prompts him to unleash his frustration through a striking out at another black
victim instead. In the end of the play, when the white producer declines his new style of
music as unprofitable and Ma Rainey fires him because of his constant artistic mutiny,
Levee is so occupied by his rage that he mindlessly kills Toledo who accidentally steps
over his shoes. The play concludes with a discordant and withering trumpet note
symbolizing Levee, which however receives no response on stage: “The sound of a
trumpet is heard, Levee’s trumpet, a muted trumpet struggling for the highest of
possibilities and blowing pain and warning” (92). Although the ending suggests that the
black characters, particularly Levee, are embracing the inevitable doom in this crumbling
world, Levee’s “last word”—the trumpet sound that resembles a human wail and riff—is
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also Wilson’s last word on stage to articulate the nonlinguistic blues response that puts
the character beyond the realm of the western written text. Ma thereby well conjunctures
drama and the blues performance to write into the text both the subversive potential of
the music and the limitations of reality that African Americans encounter. The play is a
long blues piece woven by a series of human dramas and corresponding voices to present
the sharp transcription of the tragic-comic lyricism performed by the blues people facing
difficulties of their daily lives. Concluding the scene with Levee’s struggle to come out
with his final blues note, the play implies the possible redemption, however dim, does not
completely fade out.
IV
Dutchman and Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom are the examples of using the concept of
performance to invert the racial power structure and employing the black music to
enhance the intensity of that performance. As Baraka shows in Dutchman, race is a
device intended to animate white imagination of black virility and to simultaneously
scrutinize that virility. Lula’s racial masquerade is a social technology to appropriate
black heritage and thus needs to be rejected as a shabby form of performance while the
potency of the “authentic” performance that ensures African cultural continuum is
embedded within the black music’s spiritual and emotional repository that is evoked by
Clay’s acts of awakening and conjuring the bluesman/woman in his confrontation of Lula.
Like Baraka’s play, Wilson’s Ma also has the dual focus concerning the idea of
performance; on the one hand, the audience can actually observe an ongoing live
performance on stage, and, on the other hand, the audience is granted an intimate look at
Ma Rainey’s and the band members’ “performance” of witty banters, provoking dozens,
defiant postures, and storytelling that not only shakes white society’s order but also
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allows the characters to confront their pasts and to speak for their otherwise marginalized
history. The characters’ individual memories are taken together and find a voice in a
space of the blues that transforms the “already-said” text into collective cultural memory.
Moreover, as Baraka through Lula’s percept surveys mainstream’s stereotypes on
black people (escaped nigger, Uncle Tome, murder, impotent ofay) and counters these
stereotypes by having Clay summon the blues people like Bessie Smith and Charlie
Parker, the sense of Dutchman has to do with the straight transformations undergone by
black people and black music alike in American society—from African to African
American, slave to civilian, rural to urban, blues to jazz. Wilson’s Ma however puts more
focus on the past, implying the significance of facing one’s heritage and past, no matter
how painful they are, in order to move on again. Although in history Levee’s jazz-like
style music eventually would replace the older form of Ma Rainey’s blues performance,
Wilson reminds the audience that certain folk elements that are attached to the South and
could be extended to African culture are the source of the resilience and strength of the
blues and the people that the blues represents. While Dutchman furthers the artistic
representation of the urban blacks started by Dunbar’s novel, Ma is the play that speaks
of the spiritual importance of the South to African Americans first suggested in Toomer’s
Cane and continually echoed by the following writers.
What is more, in spite of the fact that his century cycle plays are all set in the North,
Wilson, like Dunbar and Toomer, is a proposer of the reversal migration to attach the
spiritual value and culture of African Americans to the land of the South. In his various
interviews, Wilson more than once suggests that the northward migration eventually has
ripped black people off their cultural sources and rendered them rootless in the alienating
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urban North.9 Wilson in his plays expressively explores the impacts of the black
migration which, as Kim Pereira indicates, “naturally involved separation from the past,
from their families and the ‘downhome familiar’ (the smells, sights, and sounds) of life
back home in the Deep South” (2-3). Pereira also keenly notes the inextricable relation
between the black migration and the emergence of the blues life: “Migration and the
motives that prompted it are typified in the peripatetic lifestyle of blues singers. . . . Blues
lyrics spoke of this desire to get away and reflected the separation behind the migration:
men and women looking for each other or leaving their homes and their loved one”
(61-2). Wilson in Ma extends the blues separation from the loved one to that from what
Pereira calls “the downhome familiar” and pictures the consequence of leaving one’s
cultural roots by compressing the whole migration experiences into the individual stories
about the sufferings of the blues musicians, especially for Levee. Levee is the product of
the Deep South’s racial violent conflicts that he desperately wants to escape from.
Repressing his trauma relating to the South rather than facing it, the character,
consciously or not, severs his ties with this land and rejects anything reminiscent of it,
including Ma Rainey and her music. To him, the dramatic world of Ma becomes the
hellish one in which the son of the South is awakened from “a pleasant dream to a
nightmarish reality of the North” to encounter “death, doom, and self-destruction”
(Shannon, “Transplant” 664). His futile quest for economic aspiration results not only in
his inadequate understanding of the white exploitation system refashioned into the
recording industry but also in his decision to forgo completely the source that has
nurtured his musical talents. Wilson thereby is also the writer who views the South not as

9

For more details about the interviews, see Shannon, “A Transplant That did Not Take:
August Wilson’s Views on the Great Migration” (African American Review 34.4, [1997], 659-66).
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the site of horrors but of possible cultural salvation. Ma Rainey’s blues energy in his play
mostly comes from her understanding of the potential that the South provides and
reconciliation with the terrifying history of the land. On the other hand, even though
Baraka does not put his emphasis on the South in Dutchman, he nonetheless also
recognizes the potential of the blues to force social changes and evoke racial
consciousness.
Finally, black music and storytelling are Baraka’s and Wilson’s artistic tactics to
realize and come to terms with the past which is transformed into the source of black
resilience instead of horror. Like the blues, storytelling is the way for (re)affirmation of
the individual experience and is the indispensable portion of the African approach to look
at history. Levine points out the interrelationship of storytelling and black music as well
as the significance of storytelling to African Americans as the counter-narrative against
the Euro-centric perception:
Slave versions of history, like all slave tales, were enhanced by the manner of their
delivery. The oral inventiveness of good storytellers, who appear to have been
relatively common in black culture, was a source of delights and stimulation to their
audiences. Their narratives were interrelated with chants, mimicry, rhymes, and
songs. . . . Nothing, it seems, was too difficult for a storyteller to represent: the
chanting sermon of a black preacher and the response of his entire congregation, the
sounds of a railway engine, the cries of barnyard animals, the eerie moans of
spectral beings, all formed an integral part of black tales. (88-9)
Storytelling and the black music (blues and jazz) govern the form and theme of both
Dutchman and Ma. Baraka and Wilson employ both strategies in the underlying structure
of their works. Although in the ending of both plays, the audience seems to be given an
upsetting, gothic vision of the characters’ meager success and insecure future, the more
important point is that the stories and the messages within are passed on, waiting for a
response . The stories are indeed responded through the tactics of storytelling that are
adapted by the writers whom I will discuss in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RECIPROCAL VOICE FROM THE BLUES ANCESTORS: TONI
MORRISON’S SONG OF SOLOMON AND ARTHUR FLOWER’S ANOTHER
GOOD LOVING BLUES
I
The trace of the Blues-Gothic voice in African American printed texts reveals the
blacks’ frequent negotiation with the space of the cultural crossroads constructed by both
heritages (African and American). While black literature in the last century reflects the
influence of assorted sources, as the slave narrative addresses the issues of slavery and
race on various ideological levels by incorporating elements of the sentimental novel,
spiritual autobiography, gothic romance, and abolitionist political tracts, the modern
counterparts of the blues narrative and the gothic expression seek to further hybridize the
already hybrid forms of African American fiction by drawing on more generic
experiments that aesthetically expand the extant black narrative canvas and call for the
ways to look at society along new lines. At the center of this artistic experiment or
adaptation is the attempt to relocate the center of the narrative in order to validate
knowledge and reality in terms of “Afrocentric” concerns. Yet, speaking for Afrocentric
concerns does not mean to replace one authority with another; instead, as Helen Lock
astutely argues in A Case of Mis-Taken Identity, the idea is “not that the ‘American’ in
African-American is being rejected but that the ‘African’ is being revitalized, and a new
and energetic dialectic re-established between the two” (ix). For black writers, preserving
and reclaiming the “African way” (e.g., music, folklore, or Voodoo ritual) are one of the
compelling ways for making sense of the “African” side of the past in order to come to
terms with its lingering effect on the “African American” present.
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Ishmael Reed uses “Voodoo” to call attention to and to define such the cultural
mixing in black history. According to Reed,
Voodoo is the perfect metaphor for the multicultural. Voodoo comes out of the fact
that all these different tribes and cultures were brought from Africa and Haiti. All of
their mythologies, knowledges, and herbal medicines, their folklores, jelled. It’s an
amalgamation like this country. (Shrovetide 232)
To Reed, the cultural icon of Voodoo represents a durable vessel for the black heritage
that not only symbolizes the retention of “Africanism” in modern America but also serves
to measure and topple the limitations of the extant, in some cases, popular genres of the
mainstream, like the detective story. Mumbo Jumbo is Reed’s literary equivalent for
Voodoo to combine various cultural and literary styles, including the classic mystery
novel. The novel has a Voodoo detective, PaPa LaBas, who is in his quest as the sleuth to
search for both a murderer and a missing text of Jes Grew, signifying on Edgar Allen
Poe’s “Purloined Letter.” However, Reed shows his disavowal of, rather than adherence
to, the Western detective genre as the private eye in the story depends not on scientific
reason or concrete evidence but primarily resorts to supernatural forces of the loas
(African deities) to investigate the case. The literary tradition of the classic detective
story is an engagement with the sleuth’s ability of perpetuating the striating logic of the
Western Enlightenment to rationally restore the social space of the dominant culture that
was once disturbed by the crime, usually a murder. Accordingly, Reed’s “supernatural”
detective PaPa LaBas, the avatar of the African deity PaPa Legba that connects spirit and
material worlds, greatly challenges the reading of the detective as the agent of Western
ratiocination as well as the reading of the detective genre as the ideological site of the
mainstream to contain the social unknown—represented by the mystery—through a
singular vision of “truth” that also tends to politically obscure and silence those not in
conformity to the Eurocentric default value.
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The ending of Mumbo Jumbo also frustrates the convention of a detective story
because the Voodoo detective does not satisfies the premise for the classic Western
sleuth—bringing the guilt parties to justice through empirical evidence; instead, Papa
LaBas’s deduction of how the clues lead to the identity of the murderer turns to be a long
lecture about the history of Jes Grew’s origin set in Egypt thousand years ago: “Well if
you must know, it all began 1000s of years ago in Egypt” (160). The effusive speech does
nothing to contribute to incriminating the suspect. At the climax of the denouement of the
traditional mystery story in which the detective has the last word to close the case, in
Mumbo Jumbo it is however a group of women and children intruding the scene that
accuses the suspect(s) of another crime of appropriating black culture from school
children and successfully have them receive justice. LaBas and his assistant Herman are
eventually the “jacklegged detectives” that LaBas claims himself to be (197) and fail to
become the sole authoritative voice to solve all mystery in the book. In so doing, Reed
upsets the fundamental principle of the detective genre of defining and viewing the “truth”
through single meaning and single perspective. This kind of the fixed interpretation on
truth signals a commitment to maintaining an orderly, unifying social space that
ideologically inclines to suppressing a minority culture which it considers “other.”
Consequently, giving priority to ambivalent and fluid (instead of empirical) realities
through the inclusion of Voodoo ceremonies, nonlinear timeline, anachronism, and the
unsolved mystery of Jes Grew, Mumbo Jumbo calls into question the detective genre’s
norm of objectivism, and by extension the vision of the dominant culture the genre
reflects to police “social other,” so as to write into the text the alternative voice and center
of black culture which otherwise are excluded from the narratological and historic
discourses of the mainstream.
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While the Western detective story is revolved around the process in search of the
missing text of truth, the process that, like David I. Grossvogel in Mystery and Its
Fictions states, involves in decoding the “veil that hides the unknown” (147), Reed’s
Voodoo detective novel reveals not the text that is absent, but “absence” itself—the
absence of a single-minded voice or understanding to define the text and solve the
mystery. In the end of story, the only written text (the logical explanation to mystery) to
grant Jes Grew a fixed entity is destroyed so that its nature can keep improvising beyond
the boundaries in the imagination of the dominant culture. Significantly, Mumbo Jumbo is
Reed’s allegory that the absence of the African presence in the mainstream turns to be as
important as the presence of it, and this non-definitive form of black cultural creativity
represented by Jes Grew signals the potential of the African American artistic vision to
tumble the Western dialectic of true/false, subject/other. Such the aesthetic can be
explained by Toni Morrison’s theoretical project of interrogating the mainstream’s
literature in Playing in the Dark: “My project is an effort to avert the critical gaze from
the racial object to the racial subject; from the described and imagined to the describers
and imaginers” (90). Like Reed’s Voodoo detective story, Morrison’s Song of Solomon
and Arthur Flowers’s Another Good Loving Blues exemplify the black artistic attempt to
grant a voice to the African American subject and demonstrate the resilience of the black
oral tradition of the blues voice to adapt and rewrite the detective narrative.
II
It is no surprise that the detective-mystery story, like the gothic romance, is one of
popular forms used by black writers to signify on the personal and collective past, given
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the fact that the genre has to do with making sense of the history.1 Terry Eagleton
suggests that the similarity among the gothic tale, detective mystery, and autobiography
lies in their common concern with the past:
In Gothic, history weighs like a nightmare on the presence; in consumerist
capitalism, the present eradicates the past. Detective stories, by contrast, put time in
reverse: they start with the culmination of a history—a corpse—and then reconstruct
what led up to it. So too does autobiography, which strives to reclaim the past from
the vantage-point of the present. (qtd in Scruggs and VanDemarr 135-6).
As Eagleton rightly points out, a classic work of detection, which often contains the
formulaic plot revolved around the stock characters and their relationships (the
victim-suspect-detective pattern) as well as the promise of closing the narrative by
disclosing the crime, invites the reader to take the vantage of the present to enjoy the
pleasure from watching the past’s enigma being unraveled. Beneath the pattern of
“whodunit” is actually the double stories—the story of the crime (taking place in the past)
and the story of the investigation (going on in the present)—which “detective fiction
manages to make both of them present, to put them side by side” (Todorov 46).
Nonetheless, for black writers to “tarnish” this “dominant white” genre with the issue of
race, sometimes what is more important is not to identify who the murderer was, but to
recognize how and why the murder took place. Even if the character, along with the
reader, does learn who the suspect is, this acknowledgement more often fails the
cumulative effect of bringing the criminal to justice, as shown in the Dunbar’s The Sport
of the Gods and lynching stories in Toomer’s Cane. Also, the guilty parties in the black
text are usually more than isolated anomalies like those in the classic mystery stories. In
the case of Berry Hamilton in Sport, more threatening than the individual criminal (the
1

When I use “detective genre” or “mystery story” in this chapter, I do not differentiate its
subgenres, such as hard-boiled detective, crime fiction, or spy novel. I use “detective mystery” as
an umbrella term to include all the literary forms that involve mystery and detection. For more
details about the features of the detective subgenres, see Malmgren Carl D., Anatomy of Murder:
Mystery, Detective and Crime Fiction (Bowling Green: Bowling Green State UP, 2001).
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real thief Francis Oakley) is the dominant culture that treats Berry as a social anomaly
and falsely incriminates him because of his skin color. Here the clues in this “detective”
narrative of Sport (as the novel has a loosely fit detective Skaggs) point not to the
solution of a particular crime taking place in the past, but to a kind of the American crime
deeply rooted in the nation’s history of racial injustice.
Conventionally, the detective story starts with murder that set off the process of
detection as S. S. Van Dine in “Twenty Rules for Writing Detective Stories” strongly
asserts: “There simply must be a corpse in a detective novel, and the deader the corpse
the better” (qtd in Malmgren 19). The victim then is not treated as a character but a
hermeneutic code of the zero time, a product of the history before the master plot or any
meaningful action in the story can happen. Therefore, as William O. Aydelotte in “The
Detective Story as a Historical Source” forcibly argues, death in detective fiction is
“always presented in a rather special way” that minimizes its horror and renders it both
the sign of and solution to all of external conflicts (311). The detective narrative presents
a closed system to view life as reassuring and secure because all the predicaments
eventually are reduced to the “simple issue between good and evil, virtue and wickedness”
(Aydelotte 309). Once the meaning of the hermeneutic code (the corpse) is revealed and
the threat to organized society (the murderer) is relieved, all the other characters can go
away from the crime scene happily, released from both the burden of the dead and the
mess and confusion of life.
Morrison’s Song of Solomon also begins the story with a mysterious death, yet it
takes the reader beyond the zero time to witness firsthand what has happened in the
“crime scene” with the main characters, Ruth (Foster) Dead, mother of the protagonist
Macon Dead III (Milkman), and Pilate Dead, Milkman’s aunt and spiritual mother. The
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scene is set in 1931 when the practices of racial segregation can be observed ubiquitously,
and story opens with an uncanny, mysterious suicidal flight—the black insurance agent
Mr. Robert Smith wearing a weird blue costume with wings to take a leap from the roof
of the local Mercy Hospital. The opening scene is densely woven with multiple actions to
add a mythical aura to the suicide event: the town people who are informed of the event
through “word-of-mouth news” (3) gather to watch Robert Smith’s flight; Ruth among
the onlookers suddenly feels ill due to her imminent birth to Milkman; Pilate, while
taking care of Ruth, sings a powerful song of the legendary flying African accompanying
Smith’s jump:
O Sugarman done fly away
Sugarman done gone
Sugarman cut across the sky
Sugarman gone home . . . (6)
Like the traditional mystery story, Song presents a corpse within the first few pages, but
the novel does not revolve around the effort to disclose the mystery of it in order to close
the plot. Neither does Morrison plan to hide the cause of the mystery before the
denouement of the book; although the significance of Robert Smith’s attempted flight
cannot be fully appreciated until the end of the story, the chapter six of the novel, which
takes place thirty years after the suicide, directly reveals that the character’s desperate
leap is the result of inner pressures he could no longer deal with as a member of the
Seven Days, a black secret organization attempting to avenge blacks who died of white
terror by killing random white people the same way the black victims were murdered.
Moreover, this initial event triggers not detection but the birth of Milkman, who is the
first color child to be born in the racial segregated Mercy Hospital. The fall of Robert
Smith then forges a bond between the protagonist and the mythical concept of flying as
his birth is predicated by Pilate at the moment of the insurance man’s attempted flight.
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The flying imagery dominates the opening section of the novel: about the same time
when the insurance man prepares to “fly,” Pilate says to Ruth, “A little bird’ll be here
with the morning” (9), and the roses of Ruth’s basket are spilled and carried away by
wind: “The wind blew them about, up, down” (5). Instead of a mystery that serves as the
ingredient of a puzzle game for the classic detective, it is the myth of the flying African
that determines the form and substance of the whole novel.
The motif of flying in Pilate’s song is a thematic riff dispersed throughout the
storyline to respond to internal struggles or external circumstances of different characters,
including the death of the insurance man. The myth of the flying Solomon provides a
significant clue that not only highlights Milkman’s search of his family’s lost heritage but
also forecasts the destiny of his own attempt of flight in the end of the novel, reminiscent
of the first jump in the beginning. As a result, the main plot of the novel, like that of
Mumbo Jumbo, is not built on a closure system of the classic detective novel in which the
signifier (a logical, correct reading ) must be strictly attached to the signified (the text of
the dead body) so that mystery can be contained and explained away; rather, the initial
death in the novel becomes a mythical one instead of a mysterious one because it
metaphorically and metonymically connects Milkman to the lineage of the Solomon clan
and to the missing sacred text of the race: “If you surrendered to the air, you could ride it”
(337). Song introduces the reader to the universe that revitalizes supernatural forces, folk
tales, myths, and intersections of spiritual and material worlds.
The inconclusive ending of Song—whether Milkman successfully flies like his
ancestor did or he plunges to his own death—depends on the reader’s involvement in
interpreting the folktale on which the novel is based. The power of the novel then lies in
its creative improvisation on the myth instead of impressing the reader with its accurate
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transcription. One example of improvisation in the novel is that Pilate’s song of
“Sugarman” is an extemporized version of the original song of “Solomon” which
Milkman hears from the local children singing in his search of the family’s lost gold in
Shalimar, Virginia. Milkman eventually is able to connect two songs to reach the true
treasure—the knowledge of his family’s lost heritage. Morrison in the novel argues that
the key to knowledge is not about accuracy. Traditionally accuracy is the principal that
the classic detective must strictly follow in order to eliminate the instable signs of false
clue, unmotivated action, and lapsable language in order to reach “singular” truth. Yet,
the various stories within Song are full of misconception and misinformation, yet these
“instable” signs, such as Pilate’s improvisation of the song, her belief that she is carrying
bones of a white man (which turns out to be her father’s), and the misleading information
from Milkman’s father about the lost gold, are all the driving forces in Milkman’s journey
to reach his family’s heritage. Revitalizing the ancestor’s wisdom thus demands
improvisation and adaptation instead of accuracy and empirical deduction. Improvisation
is the crucial feature of the African American oral tradition. In her interview to talk about
her main inspiration of Song, Morrison states the significance of storytelling in black
cultural continuum:
It’s about black people who could fly. That was always part of the folklore of my life;
flying was one of our gifts. I don’t care how silly it may seem. It was
everywhere—people used to talk about it, it’s in the spirituals and gospels. (qtd in
David 84)
Morrison in another interview with Nellie McKay further points out the African
American aspect of improvisation in storytelling which she strives to recapitulate in her
novels:
The fact is that the stories look as though they come from people who are not even
authors. No author tells these stories. They are just told—meanderingly—as though
they are going in several directions at the same time. The open-ended quality that is
sometimes a problematic in the novel form reminds me of the uses to which stories
are put in the black community. The stories are constantly being imagined within a
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framework. And I hook in to this like a life-support system, which for me, is the
thing out of which I come. (McKay, “An Interview” 427)
The ethics of improvisation not only underpins the structure of Song but also marks
Milkman’s spiritual growth from the previous indifferent, self-absorbed personality to a
“race man” capable of caring his people and listening to their need. In the end of the story,
he is able to show his love toward others by improvising on the Solomon song again to
comfort dying Pilate: “Sugargirl don’t leave me here / Cotton balls to choke me /
Sugargirl don’t leave me here / Buckra’s arms to yoke me” (336).
Improvisation in the African American oral tradition demonstrates black people’s
resilience in facing difficulties and frustrations of life, and is an important motif in the
novel. The power of improvisation can be seen even before the protagonist’s journey
through the humor of blacks’ naming (Not Doctor Street, No Mercy Hospital, and
Lincoln’s Heaven). In addition to the sensation of the suicide, there are other details that
the omnipotent narrator draws the reader’s attention to in the beginning of the novel: the
anecdotes of the black names, including the street where Milkman’s family resides (Not
Doctor Street) and the hospital where the Robert Smith takes his leap (No Mercy
Hospital). Originally registered in the town as Mains Avenue, the street was instead called
“Doctor Street” by local blacks since the city’s first colored doctor, Dr. Foster (Ruth’s
father), moved there. Yet, the authority represented by the post office refuses to recognize
this black name (and by extension also refuses black people’s right of self-determination)
despite the fact that the locals and color recruits continue to use Doctor Street as their
address. Eventually, the city legislators must post public notices to announce that the
street “would always be known as Mains Avenue and not Doctor Street” since this black
name is “never used in any official capacity” (4). Black people’s response to the public
notice, however, illustrates the potential of African American improvisation to assert the
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plurality of meaning and to validate the memory that is part of the community’s history:
It was a genuinely clarifying notice because it gave Southside residents a way to
keep their memories alive and please the city legislators as well. They called it Not
Doctor Street, and were inclined to call the charity hospital at its northern end No
Mercy Hospital since it was 1931, on the day following Mr. Smith’s leap from its
cupola before the first colored expectant mother was allowed to give birth inside its
wards and not on its steps. (4-5)
In Folk Roots and Mythic Wings in Sarah Orne Jewett and Toni Morrison, Marilyn
Sanders Mobley keenly points out that beneath the black humor of signifying on the
official names of Mains Avenue and Mercy Hospital (which become “Not Doctor” Street
and “No Mercy” Hospital to the black community), Morrison subtly places “a critique of
the established order as well as an expression of freedom from that order” (104). The
improvised names not only provide a backdrop for the debut of the main characters but
also carry social subtexts to remind the reader of the other ongoing “crimes” beside the
suicidal leap, namely, racial inequality and segregation. More significantly, the fact that
Robert Smith’s suicide is the result of his attempt to “fly” away from racial injustice
metaphorically echoes the subplot of naming and un-naming in which the community
strives to break free from the established dictate that strips of their history and
self-affirmation; both add a weight to the context of the nation’s crime on race.2
Names and naming are the important elements in the plot of Song. According to
Morrison, “The name thing is a very, very strong theme in [Song] . . . the absence of a
name given at all, the odd names and the slave names, the whole business, the feeling of
2

Morrison in this open section also inserts Lindbergh’s name both to evoke the history into
the backdrop of the story and to present a critique of that particular history. In the novel the
narrator compares the small crowd that gather to witness Robert Smith’s flight to the much larger
crowd drawn by the hero Lindbergh: “Mr. Smith didn’t draw as big a crowd as Lindbergh had
four years ago” (3). Both attempt to fly, yet while Lindbergh’s flight represents the heroic deed of
adventure and freedom to the mainstream, Robert Smith’s flight indicates black people’s social
exclusion from the dominant society. The character’s flight is not appreciated by the white folks
in the town, either. However, the meaning of his attempted flight is responded and revised by
Milkman’s spiritual awakening and the hero’s flight in the end of the story, which complicate the
significance of the character’s suicide and make the suicidal leap heroic too.
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anonymity, the feeling of orphanage” (Stepto, “Intimate Things” 226). In addition to the
process of naming that aims to recreate and reposition the milieu for her characters within
the historic fabric of segregation, Morrison also writes into the fictional world the names
of real historical figures: Emmett Till and Malcolm X. The case of the Emmett Till’s
lynching triggers tremendous emotional response among males characters in the
novel—including Milkman’s best friend Guitar Bains—to “trade tales of atrocities, first
stories they had heard, then those they’d witnessed, and finally the things that had
happened to themselves” (82). For them, the case just adds another reference to the
allegory of “You always under attack”3 and becomes an “already-said” story to address
the collective experience of precarious black manhood: “They laughed then, uproariously,
about the speed with which they had run, the pose they had, the ruse they had invented to
escape of decrease some threat to their manliness, their humanness” (82). On the other
hand, the name of Malcolm X is mentioned in the novel to refer to alternative path to face
racial injustice—militant black nationalism avenging on white people for their inhumane
deeds—when Milkman responds to Guitar membership in the secret vigilante society of
the Seven Days, by saying, “You sound like that red-headed Negro named X. why don’t
you join him and call yourself Guitar X?” (160). Morrison’s use of Till and X not just
anchors the story historically to the 1960s but also aims to re-interrogate the history of
the struggles for manhood and to explore the meaning of that history to her characters.

3

I borrow the line “You always under attack” from August Wilson’s character Wolf in the
play Two Trains Running (1990). In the play, Wolf recounts a story that he was once falsely
accused of obstructing justice merely because a police officer happened to collide with him on the
street when chasing someone else. He uses the story to educate the other characters and the
audience as well about the white terror that always seeks to oppress color people: “I learned to
watch where I was going at all times. ’Cause you always under attack” (51). I use the line to point
to the constant white-on-black vigilantism imposed on black people to delimit them to the
proscribed social position.
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In the novel, Guitar is the spokesman of the black militancy echoing Amiri Baraka’s
political black essentialism that white represents abject and black instead is natural.
Guitar explains to Milkman: “[A white man] might join a lynching party just for the hell
of it. Under those circumstances his unnaturalness would surface. But I know I
wouldn’t . . . But they can do it” (156). Even though he can rightly point out Milkman’s
issues of indifference and condensation and appraoches Milkman for his obedience to a
repressive system of the white values, Guitar is not without his defects. He is distorted
and overwhelmed by his hatred of white society. He self-righteously claims that what
motivates him (and the other members of the Seven Days) is the love toward black
people, but the racial hatred prevents Guitar from loving individuals. Guitar is a sexist
and phallocentric; he bitterly declares that he worries about the colored woman because
“she’s mine” (223). Reminiscent of the anti-white manifesto and black manhood ethics of
the Black Arts Movement, Guitar disdains anyone who is not deemed black (Guitar
sneers at Milkman’s father for trying to act “white”) or militant (he utterly condemns
Pilate for her feeling morally responsible for the death of a white man). It might be
confusing to the reader about Guitar’s trying to assassin the hero in the end of the story;
since this character disregards the materialistic system most of the time in the novel, it
could be far-fetched that he suddenly holds a grudge against Milkman simply because he
is mistakenly convinced Milkman does not want to share the gold with him. Yet, Guitar,
like Macon Dead II, is very much obsessed with “number.” He is fanatical about the goal
of the Seven Days to even the “ratio” at every moment between blacks and whites.
Although he wants the gold primarily for a political end (he wants to buy weapons with
gold), Guitar is possessed by the numbers of the gold as well as the racial score. Just like
Macon’s obsession with gold drives him against his sister, Guitar resentfully turns his
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back on Milkman because of gold and becomes no less murderous than the oppressive
white society he hates. In "Myth as Structure in Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon," Leslie
Harris rightly argues that Guitar “is not so much Milkman’s opposite as his double, an
extension of the very negotiations Milkman has practiced” (74). To varying degrees, both
Milkman and Guitar (intentionally or not) separate themselves from all human contacts.
Morrison then brings more questions than resolution about black manhood through
Guitar who eventually represents the type that Milkman must avoid to become in the end
of his quest.
Moreover, by weaving history into fiction, Morrison again asserts the significant
quality of black storytelling that mingles fact and myth in order to connect her characters,
like Milkman and Guitar, to a larger cultural and historical index. As the story goes on,
different names like Macon Dead, Milkman, Pilate, Circe, and Solomon will also be
revealed to have deeper implications rooted in the personal or communal historic
moments that link to the past as well as influence the present. The names are all part of
historical “texts” of the lost heritage that Milkman at once reads and rejects but must
re-read in order to learn his own identity.
One of the historical texts that Milkman needs to read through is the mystery of his
family name: Macon Dead. As Milkman’ father, Macon Dead II, explains to him, the
family name—acquired by Milkman’s grandfather Jake after emancipation—is actually
the result of careless mis-implantion by a drunken clerk at the Freedmen’s Bureau:
He asked Papa where he was born. Papa said Macon. Then he asked him who his
father was. Papa said, “He’s dead.” Asked him who owned him, Papa said “I’m free.”
Well, the Yankee wrote it all down, but in the wrong spaces. Had him born in
Dunfrie, where the hell that is, and in the space for his name the fool wrote, “Dead”
comma “Macon.” But Papa couldn’t read, so he never found out what he was
registered as till Mama told him. (53)
This misnaming not only shows the fact that blacks’ human identity, intentionally or not,
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are often distorted by the dominant society, but it also recapitulates the repressive system
of slavery that labels “slave names” on those in bondage, making Macon Dead II bitterly
wonder if his ancestors ever had “a name that was real” (17). Moreover, the fact that Jake
could not read suggests that he belongs to the generation relying on oral tradition; hence,
the moment he accepts the name—Dead—as a formal, official token of his identity
inscribed by the society that values written text, the spoken text of the history of the
Solomon clan, and in a broader application the black oral tradition, is literally and
symbolically “dead.” Again the novel implies the crime associated with the mainstream’s
usurping black people’s birthright. Although being unaware at the beginning of his quest
that he is investigating the “crime” of his birthright being taken away senselessly by the
mainstream, Milkman, the third Macon Dead of his family, will become a detective to
look for his family’s lost legacy and in the process to also reclaim the legacy of black oral
tradition.
Milkman’s inquiry for the family’s gold utterly triggers his investigation that
uncovers the identity of Jake who, as the novel reveals, is a larger-than-life character.
Believing that the bag in Pilate’s house contains the gold that she has taken from him,
Macon Dead II prompts Milkman to be his co-conspirator—by promising him half of the
gold—to steal the sack, which nonetheless turns to be containing bones. After the failure,
Milkman is convinced that the town Danville in Pennsylvania, where his father and Pilate
once lived with their father Jake, holds the clue to the lost gold. In Danville, Milkman for
the first time in his life begins to pay attention to what others say and, instead of the
material concern, is rewarded spiritually with the information of his family’s past. He
learns more about his grandfather Jake (Macon Dead I), who once joined others to take
the Great Migration with his Native American wife, Sing Byrd, to head from Virginia to
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the North in hope of a better life. Jake is a legend for the local blacks in Danville, for he
not only purchased a land from whites but also was able to turn the apparently sterile
wilds into profitable farms to help him to double his land property, all by himself. His
success represents a victory for blacks to surpass the white control of their lives. More
importantly, rather than a materialistic accumulator, Jake is portrayed as the embodiment
of a bond between African Americans and the land in one of the most celebrating
passages in the novel:
[Macon Dead I] had come out of nowhere, as ignorant as a hammer and broke as a
convict, with nothing but free papers, a Bible, and a pretty black-haired wife, and in
one year he’d leased ten acres, the next ten more. . . . “You see?” the farm said to
[black people]. “See? See what you can do? Never mind you can’t tell one letter
from another, never mind you born a slave, never mind you lose your name, never
mind your daddy dead, never mind nothing. Here, this here, is what a man can do if
he puts his mind to it and his back in it. Stop sniveling,” it said. “Stop picking
around the edges of the world. Take advantage, and if you can’t take advantage, take
disadvantage. We live here. On this planet, in this nation, in this country right here.
Nowhere else! We got a home in this rock, don’t you see! Nobody starving in my
home; nobody crying in my home, and if I got a home you got one too! Grab it.
Grab this land! Take it, hold it, my brothers, make it, my brothers, shake it, squeeze
it, turn it, twist it, beat it, kick it, kiss it, whip it, stomp it, dig it, plow it, seed it, reap
it, rent it, buy it, sell it, own it, build it, multiply it, and pass it on—can you hear me?
Pass it on!” (235)
Jake’s image is enlarged to that of a demi-god character, preaching the sermon spoken in
the voice of the land that is reminiscent of the blues voice of the call-and-response and
highlights the blues spirit of black resilience. Nevertheless, this glowing depiction of
Milkman’s family heritage is overshadowed by the chilling fact that follows: “But [white
people] shot the top of his head off and ate his fine Georgia peaches” (235).
The novel then provides the reader with another crime which, as far as the story is
concerned, contains no mystery to be disclosed. Even the guilty parties and their
motivation are no secret: the wealthy and powerful local white family, the Butlers, has
committed the murder, as it is the common reaction of the white society to the African
American economic or political aspirations during the period of racial Nadir. After
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listening to the story from Reverend Cooper, one of Macon Dead II’s childhood
acquaintances in Danville, Milkman is indignant that “nobody did anything,” but
Reverend Cooper’s reply again points out the vulnerable condition of black people in the
penal system: “Wasn’t nothing to do. White folks didn’t care, colored folks didn’t
dare. . . . Besides, the people who did it owned half the county. Macon’s land was in their
way. Folks just was thankful the children escaped” (232). The detective genre’s paradigm
of bring the criminal to justice to restore the harmony of the community crumbles here:
not only is there no room for any interference of the sleuth to speak for the victim, but the
devastating effect of the crime still haunts the community. When talking to the townsfolk
about his family’s past, Milkman realizes that “even as boys these men began to die and
were dying still” because parts of their dream have been also crushed along with the
coldblooded murder of his grandfather.
As Morrison’s detective, Milkman yet deploys a different approach to help the
community.4 Instead of following the formula of the classic detective story, Morrison
chooses the African American aspect of “justice” implied by what Lock calls the Osiris
model of the detective story. According to Lock, the Osiris model, derided from the
ancient Egyptian mythology that the man god Osiris murdered and dismembered by his
brother Set is resurrected by Isis and Horus (Osiris’s wife and son), emphasizes “the
reconstruction . . . of the victim himself, through a communal effort” to “explore the
means of undoing the crime” instead of applying the Oedipus mode of the Western

4

Some scholars have just focused on Milkman’s stop in Shalimar as the turning point of the
character to fully immerse into the black heritage, but I want to point out that he in Danville
already shows the potential of his transformation from a selfish middle-class to a griot who
harnesses the power of storytelling to help the community. It is as important for Milkman to
realize the history of his father and grandfather as for him to reach the truth of the flying African
legend in the South afterwards.
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detection whose objective is to reveal “the circumstances of the crime” to “reconstruct”
the empirical truth of the past (viii). Furthermore, as Lock states, the key for the Osiris
mode to work lies in the “words of power” used by another Egyptian god Thoth to invert
the dialect of death/ life to bring Osiris back, the act of which defies “fixity of
signification” in the closure system of the classic detective story (viii). In Danville,
Milkman demonstrates the similar potential of the “words of power” by boasting about
his father’s achievements in order to resurrect the legend of the mighty Dead clan.
Milkman does it not only to feel a glow to be part of the family’s glorifying lineage but
also to “rekindle [the community’s] dream and stop the death they were dying” (236). He
literally becomes a bluesman contributing his voice to the collective memory of the
community. Moreover, although Milkman could not pass on the land his family once
owned, he turns to be Morrison’s incarnation of a griot to pass on the (hi)story:
That’s why Milkman began to talk about his father, the boy they knew, the son of the
fabulous Macon Dead. He bragged a little and they came alive. How many houses
his father owned (they grinned); the new car every two years (they laughed); and
when he told them how his father tried to buy the Erie Lackawanna (it sounded
better that way), they hooted with joy. That’s him! That’s Old Macon Dead’s boy, all
right! (236)
Consequently, Morrison’s detective story, like Reed’s Mumble Jumbo, focuses not so
much on disclosing whodunit as on invigorating those who have suffered. To borrow
Lock’s definition of how the Osiris model works in the detective narrative, “it is the
crime which is nullified rather than the mystery” (34).
However, despite the fact that Milkman uses his father’s wealth in his story to lift
the spirit of the townsfolk in Danville, Macon Dead II’s acquisition of prosperity, as the
novel suggests, is more a symptom of his trauma caused by Jake’s death than the success
of overcoming white oppression. Terry Otten in The Crime of Innocence in the Fiction of
Toni Morrison astutely points out that Macon Dead II is the “tyrannical father-god” living
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in a perverse Eden at the expense of the community (46). He owns shoddy tenements
where many black families reside. He is largely motivated by his lust for material
possessions; he ruthlessly refuses the tenants’ pleading for more time to pay their rents
and responds to the suicide threat from Henry Porter, one of his tenants, by saying, “I am
aiming to get my money down. He can go and die up there if he wants to.” (24). Guitar’s
grandmother calls him “a nigger in business . . . a terrible thing to see” when being
threatened to be evicted if she fails to pay her rent (22). As a victim of the white society’s
greed and economic oppression himself, Macon Dead II ironically becomes a faithful
disciple of the same white materialistic value. His obsession with wealth might result in
the trauma of witnessing his father’s murder and his family’s feat being taken away. In
“The Nature of Desire in Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon,” Charles Scruggs is right to
suggest that when Macon Dead II kills the old white man who carries gold and intrudes
the cave where he and Pilate have hided to avoid the murderers of his father, he then
symbolically becomes “the person he killed: a white hoarding gold” (319). Pilate stops
him from taking the gold, for she feels morally responsible for the old white man’s death.
Because of it, Macon and Pilate go separate ways, and he holds a lifelong grudge against
his sister, falsely believing that she wants the gold all by herself. As Scruggs keenly
indicates, Macon from then on lives at the rest of his life in “Mammon’s Cave” (319).
Macon is blindly by his materialistic comprehension of the world that pushes him to
reject any other ways to survive. He disdains his sister not only because of the missing
gold but also due to their different perspectives toward life. Macon conforms himself
totally to the standard of white bourgeoisie and thereby joins the force of the dominant
culture to repress and condemn the social/racial other:
He trembled with the thought of the white men in the bank—the men who helped
him buy and mortgage houses—discovering that this raggedy bootlegger was his
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sister. That the propertied Negro who handled his business so well and who lived in
the big house on Not Doctor Street had a sister who had a daughter but no husband,
and that daughter had a daughter but no husband. (20)
Hence, he preaches the gospel of prosperity to his son—“Let me tell you right now the
one important thing you’ll ever need to know: Own things. And let the things you own
own other things. Then you’ll own yourself and other people too” (55)—and uses his son
as his accomplice to oppress other blacks by sending Milkman to collect rents and to turn
against Pilate.
Macon largely disregards the past; unlike Pilate, he never returns to Danville and
those who have helped him and his sister. As Valerie Smith in “The Quest for the
Discovery of Identity in Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon” states, “Macon predicates his
behavior on a linear conception of time. . . . Macon’s futuristic, linear vision of time and
of identity is evidenced by his failure to consider his past as part of himself” (728). He
informs Milkman of the family’s history mainly to motivate his son to go after the
missing gold. Even when Milkman comes back from Virginia with the knowledge of the
family’s true name and its remarkable lineage of flying, he remains unimpressed.
Macon’s huger for materialistic prosperity eventually makes him a grotesque, distorted
version of his father Jake, and the inherited name Dead becomes a curse to represent his
spiritual desolation. The legacy he wants Milkman to inherit, the one he views as being
built on power and property, is in fact the legacy of spiritual Dead. Believing in the ethics
of owning things and people, Macon, when patrolling his “territory,” instead feels like
walking on a “no-man’s land”:
Scattered here and there, his houses stretched up beyond him like squat ghosts with
hooded eyes. He didn’t like to look at them in this night. During the day they were
reassuring to see; now they did not seem to belong to him at all—in fact he felt as
though the houses were in league with one another to make him feel like the outsider,
the propertyless, landless wanderer. (27)
Nonetheless, Macon does not forgo his ancestor, and by extension the true treasure
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inherited in his ancestor’s knowledge, out of free will. Recovering his father’s past in
Danville, Milkman recognizes Macon’s involuntary transformation from “Old Macon
Dead’s boy” to “that stern, greedy, unloving man” as the innocence lost (234). He
envisions Macon “had an intimate relationship” with Jake, who “loved him, trusted him,
and found him worthy of working ‘right alongside’ him,” and begins to “[love] the boy
and [love] that boy’s father” (234-5). Knowing the history makes Milkman realize what
the lingering damages of his grandfather’s lynching have done to his father. The
revelation adds another heavy weight to the dominant class’s crime on race, which is
echoed by Guitar’s remark on the grisly pervasive white control: “Everybody wants the
life of a black man. Everybody. White men want us dead or quiet” (222, emphasis
added).
In her essay “Rootedness: The Ancestor in Afro-American Fiction,” Morrison
stresses the importance of the bond to ancestors, who are “sort of timeless people whose
relationships to the characters are benevolent, instructive, and protective, and they
provide a certain kind of wisdom” (343). She also warns about the risk of surrendering
that bond in the harsh confrontation of the urban culture: “if we don’t keep in touch with
the ancestor . . . we are, in fact, lost” (344). Macon Dead II is the example of succumbing
to the materialistic concern and relinquishing the bond to the land and ancestor. On the
other hand, Pilate, though also experiencing the loss of her father, chooses to honor her
family by inheriting the same bond that her father shares with the land. She is the
incarnation of the ancestor, another larger-than-life character who communicates freely
with the dead and the living, the past and the present. Although Macon sets off the
Milkman’s quest, it is Pilate that assists him to fulfill his destiny. I will discuss Pilate
along with the other female characters in the story in the later section of this chapter.
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III
Milkman’s quest for the lost legacy highlights the significance of finding the voice
in the history of African American literature marked by a movement toward reviving oral
tradition in the form of the written text. As shown in the above quotation from her
interview with McKay, Morrison views the African American storytelling, whose
resilience and adaptability can best represent the ethics of black oral tradition, as the
life-supporting system to sustain a self-authenticated voice and a healthy black
consciousness. Song is her attempt to define and reinvent the complex aesthetic of black
storytelling in the form of novel that acknowledges and incorporates the Western tradition
of the detective, gothic, and quest tale so as to improvise on the ready-told story of the
flying African.5 While Morrison’s Song juxtaposes the hero’s journey to self-hood with
the process of re-locating the heritage of storytelling in the modern time, Arthur
Flowers’s second novel, Another Good Loving Blues, presents the portraiture of an artist
whose very goal is to master another format of the African American aesthetic
tradition—the blues. The storyline of Flowers’s novel mainly focuses on the five years
during which the hero explores his African American musical heritage to become a true
bluesman and at the same time to win back the heroine’s love.
Another has a straightforward plot of the romance story between the rambling blues
musician Lucas Bodeen and the community-spirited conjure woman Melvira Dupree who
meet and fall in love with each other in Sweetwater, Arkansas of 1918. Despite its simple
plot, the novel explores the deep meanings of the African American heritage in the hero’s
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For more details about the origin of the flying African myth and how Morrison adapts the
myth in Song of Solomon, see Therese E. Higgins, Religiosity, Cosmology, and Folklore, and
Folklore: The African Influence in the Novels of Toni Morrison (New York: Routledge, 2001):
5-28.
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and heroine’s search for the cultural roots of their arts in order to reform their identities
and their connection with their community (for Bodeen, he must explore his black
musical heritage; for Melvira, she must find her conjure mother who abandoned her as an
infant). The simple plot is enhanced by Flowers’s incorporation of the blues structure into
the narrative form of the book. The musical elements of blues are carefully embedded
within the different layers of the narrative voices between different characters and a griot
narrator (Flowers himself), creating the form and effect of blues riffs. For many reviewers,
the charm of the books relies on Flowers’ lyrical celebration and fresh treatment of the
subject of an African American love story. They point out that the novel “seamlessly
blends the rich rhythms of the blues and a Deep South patois in a literary, lyrical style”
(Handman) and the narrative voice of the novel “flows as smoothly as the music that
forms [the story’s] core” (Kilpatrick 164). The power of the book lies not only in its
successful re-inscription and revision of the convention of a blues story—a life full of
plight and defeat yet elevated by the spirit to keep on moving —but also in its lyrical
narrative style to fuse the novel structure with the black oral forms of storytelling and
blues rhythms.
Even though the phrase “blues” is mentioned in its title, Another is not merely a
quasi-autobiographical novel of a blues musician that follows a careful chronology to
record the growth of the blues heroes. Like Morrison’s Song, Another is Flowers’s
version of the cultural Voodoo, the “Hoodoo narrative” that weaves the powerful African
lineage of the Voodoo myth and ritual with the African American oral tradition of the
blues and storytelling in the form of the Western novel, signifying especially on the
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gothic and detective genre.6 Flowers largely incorporates the myth of Hoodoo into the
center of the story, making it “a spiritual novel” as well as a blues autobiography.
Deborah Smith Pollard accurately states that the novel embodies the cultural
amalgamation of the African American tradition that “features a cosmos controlled by
divine forces and . . . presents the God of the Bible and various gods of the African
Diaspora as equal manifestations of the same spirit” (68). Again, the main point is to
validate a fresh and dynamic dialectic between African and American, instead of
displacing the later with the former. Like Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo that conjures the African
deity Legba as the emblem to celebrate an open-ended fictional world, Flowers’s Another
also appeals to the same god as his source of inspiration to refute an unitary
verbal-ideological narrative.
The plurality in meanings can be found in the novel’s mixture of the African ritual
and Western form, the oral text and written text. In the story, Hoodoo Maggie (the conjure
woman who raised Melvira and taught her the knowledge of conjuring) names her seven
cats after the seven African deities that are “Seven African Powers,” the “powerful
African spirits and they were the oldest and most powerful spirits of all” (111). Among
the seven deities, Legba appears to be the most significant motif of the whole novel. The
novel begins with the epigraph, “Oluddumare Legba,’ followed by a second epigraph on
the next page, “Open the gate.” Oluddumare, as the conjure man Hootowl states in the
novel, is the “African name for God” (111) who is known as “the supreme power and
master of the skies” (Pollard 68). Meanwhile, the deity Legba, as Laennec Hurbon in
6

In the telephone interview, Flowers stated that “Hoodoo refers to the magic and spell
performed by conjure men” and “Voodoo is the religion system derived from the African
tradition.” As Another adapts the African ritual of Hoodoo to combine it with the Christianity
belief instead of drawing on entire Voodoo religiosity, I call the novel the “Hoodoo narrative”
rather than the “Voodoo narrative.”
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Voodoo: Search for the Spirit points out, is the name to be first called upon in almost all
the Voodoo rituals by exclaiming, “Papa Legba, open the gate,” since he is the deity that
“serves to open the gate that separate humans from supernatural world” (72). Combining
the two epigraphs together, it is like that the narrator is making the plea to the gods to
bestow the prowess to become not only a storyteller but also a cultural warden who opens
a gate for the reader to the mystical world dominated by conjuring and hoodoo. Moreover,
Legba’s domain is crossroads (an icon to represent the possibility) as he “protects the
entrance to temples and houses as well as crossroads” (Hurbon 72). The invocation also
contains the symbolic meaning to mark the inter-cultural “crossroads” to bridge the
Western writing form and the black oral form by making the African deity present and
visible (readable) in the written world of the novel.
Significantly, Flowers responds to Morrison’s emphasis on black storytelling for
cultural survival and her adapting the concept of storytelling in Song through his
narrative strategy as well as plot in Another. In the beginning of the novel, Flowers
immediately identifies himself to address the reader his African ancestry to reinforce the
role of a griot, the storyteller:
I am Flowers of the delta clan Flowers and the line of O Killens—I am hoodoo, I am
griot, I am a man of power. My Story is a true story, my words are true words, my
lie is a true lie—a fine old delta tale about a mad blues piano player and a Arkansas
conjure woman on a hoodoo mission. Lucas Bodeen and Melvira Dupree. Plan to
show you how they found the good thing. True love. (1-2)
This open invocation signifies on the convention of inventing the self-authenticated voice
in slave narrative—the “I-narrative”—that the author/character begins the story by
introducing him/herself to the reader in the first-person point of view to increase the
creditability of the text. Here Flowers casts the power of black storytelling to reinvent the
self-authenticated voice by suggesting that “true words” and “true lies” coexist and fact
and fiction are interwoven to convey a higher form of knowledge through alternative
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authorities of hoodoo and griot, as opposed to the Western criteria of historicity. As the
narrator of his own novel, Flowers also states that a good story “is always at least 4 or 5
stories deep. . . . Even they couldn’t tell the whole story” (7), meaning that the storyteller
is obliged to comment on, re-present, and enlarge the meaning and complexity of a
read-told story to keep it alive and to pass its knowledge on (like what Milkman does to
pass on the legend of his grandfather). On the whole, Flowers’s “epilogue” of the novel
not only indicates the function and significance of improvisation in the oral tradition but
also introduces the reader to a literary hoodoo world where fiction and fact as well as the
past and the present continually interact.
Moreover, Flowers’s introduction reinforces the dynamics of storytelling that
stresses the importance of storyteller-audience interaction. The narrator’s voice becomes
rather fluid than fixed when his voice slides among various point-of-view to respond to
characters’ actions, words or thoughts. The fluid narrative voice recreates the blues effect
of the call-and-response as if Flowers’s comment and interpretation in the story extend to
include the reader as well as the characters, encouraging the reader to become an active
participant rather than a passive onlooker. Such call-and-response interaction is
exemplified in the passage that vividly portrays the enchanting aura of the worldly
famous musical center of the time, the Beale Street of Memphis:
It was nice being back on Beale. He [Bodeen] could feel himself getting better every
day, picking up new licks, stretching out, Beale did that to you, you either kept up or
fell behind. Music was all around you and it was as important to other folks as it was
to you. You constantly being exposed to new licks and you constantly growing. On
Beale Street in those days you could live music. Melvira complained about the time
he spent out. (126, emphasis added)
In this passage, the narrative voice blurs the boundary between the reader and the
character. The shifting pronouns from “he” (the character) to “you” (the reader) create the
form and the ambiance of the call-and-response pattern by which the reader seems to
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identify with the emotion of the character to engender sympathetic understanding and to
respond to the character’s mood and the situation. Moreover, the last line of the
passage—“Melvira complained about the time he spent out”—implicitly echoes the
everlasting theme of the blues, the love and conflict between the carefree, volatile man
and the left-beyond woman, and foreshadows the inevitable moment that the hero and the
heroine will go separate ways. Another thus can be regarded as the blues narrative, a kind
of the “talking book,” to re-present the musical structure of the blues, the paradoxical
blues feeling and subject, the blues performing spaces, and the blues-charged community.
Like Toomer before him, Flowers effectively re-enacts the energy of the oral tradition in
the form of the novel by structuring prose rhythms in a legible blues way of the
atmosphere and the call-and-response. The novel thereby draws it power from the
inter-cultural crossroad of weaving the spoken text into the written form.
The inter-cultural crossroad is also illustrated in the novel’s signifying on the
Western detective genre. A I have mentioned above, the traditional detective story is often
engaged in the ideological function of imposing the established orders to contain the
heterogeneous forces; therefore, the genre tends to undergird the social fabrics that assign
everyone or everything to its socially proscribed and ideologically designated role. Like
Morrison’s Song, Flowers’s Another contests the Western preoccupation with logical
ordering of space out of which the paradigm of the detective story had been born. No
matter how impossible the space first appears to be as the result of the crime, as presented
in the locked-room mystery, the classic detective usually plays both the social defender of
the justice system and the ideological custodian of spatial matters to restore the sustained
boundary of subject and other. While Song contests the class detective’s pattern on the
mystery by relating the crime to a larger context of racial conflicts, Another disrupts the
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pattern by imposing supernatural elements on the case to rewrite the context of the crime
and its significance to the detective.
At the first glance, it seems that the novel has little to do with the detective mystery.
However, what sets the story in motion is the mystery from the past (the mystery of why
Effie, Melvira’s mother, had abandoned her) and one of the crucial elements of the
detective novel is that the present is influenced by the compelling force of the past. The
call of Melvira’s mother not only distracts Melvira from the present, disturbing her
connection to the nature—“Woods is stiff and heeding. Today she is an intruder” (19); but
her mother also becomes the object of the gothic horror: “the one-eyed woman that
haunts her dreams” (19). The mystery of the past bears a moral force on the present; not
until Melvira finds her mother to reclaim the cultural lineage, is she able to restore her
spiritual balance and fulfill the journey of finding true love.
Yet, in addition to the quest for true love and true blues voice, there is also the
mystery of murderer in the story. The first case takes place in the first few pages of the
novel, and the victim is Jake, Bodeen’s musician partner, who dies when they are together
performing the blues in the local juke in Sweetwater. The “killer” is the African mythical
character, Baron (the deity of death), who looks like a “big-headed man in black shades,
lean and bent, curiously dignified and correct in a hightop silk hat and black boxtailed
evening coat” (33), intruding the place to claim Jake’s soul.7 The case seems to frustrate
more than adhere to the mystery of murder in the class detective story as Jake appears to
die of a “natural death,” and the “murderer” is a supernatural entity which the detective
could neither identify nor bring to justice. However, by envisioning the death as a “person”

7

For more descriptions of the African deity Baron, see Laennec Hurbon, Voodoo: Search
for the Spirit (London: Harry N. Abrams, 1994).
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walking among the other characters, the scene both recaps and revises the thrill of the
crime novel, graphically picturing the process of the crime but attributing the cause to the
supernatural power that cannot be explained away in the sense of Western
Enlightenment-based rationality. Therefore, rather than served as the signal symbolizing
the breach of the social boundary needed to be fixed on, the case of the “murder” here
points to the mystery of life and death, which makes Bodeen think over his own mortality
and the meaning of the folk art, the blues, to him and his people:
Up to now the blues had took every kind of hammer life ever threw at him and
defeated em. Tribulations that crushed other folk and sent em crying to God wasn’t
nothing but material for another blues for Luke Bodeen. But even the blues cant take
on death and win.
Or can they? (40)
Instead of functioning like an intellectual game to the detective, Jake’s death is a call to
which Bodeen will have to respond in his quest of mastery of the blues voice.
Furthermore, the brief confrontation between Jake and Baron demonstrates the
potential of the blues to, if not conquer the Death, at least appease the fear and pain
(“laughing to keep from crying”). When Jake spots Baron (he and Melvira are the only
ones able to see the Death in that scene), with no hope to avoid its call, the blues
musician decides to accept the life as it is to face its risk and plight through the blues
resilience and music:
Jake smiles a deep and enigmatic shrug of s smile. He had forgot hadn’t he. He was
a bluesman wasn’t he. Suddenly mellow, he held out an arresting hand. The crooked
old man hesitated, and Jake caressed the neck of his guitar. . . . If he got to go down
he was gon go down slow. Jake smiled and began to play, a beautiful haunting blues
that immediately riveted the entire juke. . . . The real thing. A damn good blues. . . .
The empty shell collapsed and the crooked old man turned to leave. He stumbled,
weakened. It is harder sometimes for Death to take an artist; they are curiously and
passionately connected to life and leave it with reluctant grace. (34-5)
Paralleling the glowing descriptions about Macon Dead I’s exalted bond with the land
and Milkman’s effort to revive his legend through storytelling, the confrontation of man
and death here marks one of the triumphant moments in the novel, suggesting that death
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could be overcome by identifying with and passing on heritage; in Morrison’s Song the
black heritage survives through storytelling while in Flowers’s Another the heritage takes
the form of the blues. Although Lucas regrets that “Jake’s stories had died untold” (39),
he also recognizes that Jake “had some good blues left,” which will be carried on by the
future blues artists (36). In this “mystery” of Jake’s death, the victim is not an inert corpse
or a passive sign to be decoded, for the blues grants Jake a voice and restores his
humanity and subjectivity. Bodeen in the end is inspired to conclude: “One day I’m gon
do me a immortal blues Melvira. A blues that will be here touching folk long after I’m
dead and gone. A Luke Bodeen was here and he played helluva blues blues” (43).
Bodeen is a typical bluesman marked by his free, flamboyant spirit prompting him
to ride on the tide for adventure. He urges Melvira to go with him to the Memphis city
where he feels the touch of music and companies Melvira in search of her mother to the
Deep South which represents the site of racial horror at the time of 1920s. In her
interview, Morrison explains an interest in picturing the type of the bluesman who is
“fearless” and “comfortable with that fearlessness” to show “a kind of self-flagellant
resistance to certain kinds of control” (qtd in Jablon 106). Milkman, though aloof and
uncommitted in the beginning, in his journey proves to be a becoming bluesman with
courage and knowledge to present a form of resistance to the constraints imposed on him
and his community. Bodeen, with his “rampant manhood” (43) and the blues skill, also
exemplifies the kind of the valiant bluesman by whom the heroine is profoundly altered:
“She couldn’t help but feel him. His unquenchable belief in himself. . . . Her bluesman,
her good-for-nothing-but-the-blues bluesman. One of the few things in this world that
made her real feel, be really alive” (43). Bodeen is more than a blues roamer; he is
willing to develop the persistent relationship with Melvira and the community.
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Nonetheless, like the other bluesmen, Bodeen learns the blues by living the blues
life. At first his love for Melvira could not prevent him from immersing into the
dissipated practices of the blues life—gambles, fights, boasts, and parties. Indulging
himself in the dissolute life on the Beale Street, Bodeen hits the bottom of his life; he
becomes an alcoholic and a drug addict and, out of his egoism, he breaks up with Melvira.
His fellow blues musicians warn Bodeen: “If you want to sing about life, you got to know
what you talking about. Everybody know you got to get all down in there if you wana do
blues. But you can’t get lost” (99). After he and Melvira part, Bodeen indeed “gets lost”
in the blues, spending years as a drunkard and homeless, forced to trade his fancy clothes
and guitar for a washboard and tin cup. From there, Bodeen tries to get sober to reclaim
his music with the assistance of his blues artist community, and his profession of the
blues musician eventually redeems him and wins back Melvira’s love. What is more, the
rekindled blues spirit and his blues training will help Bodeen to confront the horror of the
second “murder” in the quest of searching Melvira’s mother in the Deep South.
IV
Another radical feature of the detective genre is that the detective story often deals
with the disjunction of appearance and reality, which is one of the chief motifs in the
African American literature. The genre is basically composed by two narrative
forms—the primary text (the mystery) about which the criminal invests with wayward
and confusing signs and the secondary text (the investigation) in which the detective
deconstructs the criminal’s tale in order to bring the true story to light. S. E. Sweeny
keenly observes that “the relationship between criminal and detective, mediated by the
crime one commits and the other resolves, suggests the relationship in any fiction
between writer and reader” (8). Carl D. Malmgren in Anatomy of Murder also states that
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most of the time the detective is at the position of the reader to critique and read through
the seeming appearance of the murderer’s text to look for the “deep structure” and “the
buried meaning of narrative facts” (28).
The African American text has the same tendency to represent the perceptual
discordance between the surface and the hidden, appearance and reality. This doubling
narrative form is evidenced in the internal rhetoric of the 19th-century slave narratives in
which the character-artists simultaneously draw the reader’s attention to and contest the
“primary” text of pro-slavery discourses—black inferiority, distorted biblical exegesis,
and racial pseudo-science—in order to unmask the harsh realities of slavery, which is the
“secondary” text that debunks the above pro-slavery myths to recount the “true” story.
The contemporary black works, as I have shown in the previous chapters, also elaborate
on the complex doubling of theme and structure: while Dutchman and Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom expose the “performativeness” of established racial codes and explore the
liberating potential of the blues, Cane and Sport renounce the pastoral tenant of
representing black life and recognize the doubling synthesis of the South as both ugly and
redemptive. This device of doubling is as well a significant trope of the gothic to imbue
the texts’ content and form with profound sociopolitical implications.
As the biblical implication of its title suggests, Morrison’s Song is a story about the
quest for the treasure and wisdom of the mythical character Solomon. The book, however,
does not firmly follow the emphasis on initiation, renunciation, atonement, and return to
the community in the sense of the traditional quest. Rather, doubling is the crucial feature
of Song’s structure as the novel is literally divided into two parts. The first nine chapters
introduce the backdrops that the main characters move into and stress the conflicting
human relationships revolved around the Dead family. Milkman, as Linden Peach in Toni
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Morrison points out, is “an unlikely hero” at the first glance because he appears
“uncommitted, unimaginative” and often shows his prejudices to “[draw] inaccurate or
inappropriate conclusions” (67). In fact, in the first half of the novel, the reader might not
even be certain that Milkman is the protagonist, for the center of plot focuses on the
diverse and fragmented perspectives that different characters have to offer. According to
Peach,
[e]ach voice in the novel appears to provide its own fragmented version of the
truth—the text literally dramatizes the gap between telling and what is told. The way
in which the narrative appears to eschew chronological development and linear
structure suggest that this fragmentariness is at the heart of the novel’s world view.
(67)
Each version of the “truth” contains double meanings and brings more questions than
resolution. The second part of the book then has Milkman to be the hero to retrieve the
lost legacy and the detective to bring a fresh meaning of the fragmentedness of various
“clues.” Furthermore, through the interplay of contradictory concepts and viewpoints, the
novel also aims to bring the subjects about manhood, family, history, and community and
individuality to interrogation.
Although Milkman’s quest does not begin until the second half of the novel, the
implication of detection overshadows the domestic drama in the first part of the story to
make the issues of the Dead family the “primary” text that Milkman later has to return to
and re-read. Before he can take off the “flight” in search of lost legacy of his ancestor,
Milkman must first confront the “whole truth” that involves histories of both his father
and mother. At the dinner table one evening, Milkman knocks down his father when
Macon strikes Ruth for her minor offense. Later that evening, in the attempt to abide in
his son’s loyalty to him, Macon uncovers information to Milkman about Ruth and her
deceased father, Dr. Foster, to inform Milkman of his mother’s apparent
perversity—“your mama screwed her daddy” (76). Macon accuses Ruth of having an
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incestuous relationship with Dr. Foster; he feels chagrin at the fact that Ruth allowed her
father to deliver her two daughters—“She had her legs wide open and he was there. I
know he was a doctor and doctors not supposed to be bothered by things like that, but he
was a man before a doctor” (71). He even tells Milkman that he once found Ruth naked
in bed with her dead father, “fingers in her mouth” (73), and then has refused his wife
sexually since. According to Geraldine Pederson-King, mystery fiction can be seen as the
harmless substitute of the “primal scene” of parental sexual behavior in which the parent
is the victim of the crime (sex act) and the child is cast in the role of detective; reading
the detective story thereby allows the reader to “gratify his infantile curiosity with
impunity, redressing completely the helpless and anxious guilt remembered from
childhood” (qtd in Kelly 163). In the case of Milkman’s family, what he confronts is
more than a risk-free adventure story but the gothic tale involving the primal crime of
human incest, the tale in which he himself plays the role as the detective to investigate
the “case” by following his mother late one night to the cemetery where she is found
laying down on her father’s grave. Even though Macon himself cannot perceive the
“whole truth,” he accurately lectures his son that “if you want to be a whole man, you
have to deal with the whole truth” (70). Ironically, his admonition also prompts Milkman
to question the spurious garden he has built and to divulge more hidden truths about the
murky past of the family.
However, Ruth also has her own story to tell about the case. Although denying
having an incestuous form of intimacy with her father, Ruth admits to Milkman about her
emotional dependence on her father since childhood:
I am small because I was pressed small. I lived in a great house that pressed me into
a small package. I had no friends, only schoolmates who wanted to touch my dresses
and my white stockings. I didn’t think I’d ever need a friend because I had [Father].
I was small, but he was big. The only person who ever really cared whether I lived
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or died. Lots people were interested in whether I lived or died, but he cared . . . and
there was, and is no one else in the world ever did. (124)
Ruth’s near-Electra complex toward her father is the compensation for the aborted
relationship she experienced from her mother’s death; she confesses: “It is important for
me to be in his presence, among his things, the things he used, had touched. Later it was
just important for me to know that he was in the world” (124). She is as much a victim as
a perpetuator in this unusual familial relationship. Known by most as “Dr. Foster’s
daughter” and treated as a trophy by her husband, Ruth could not develop a personal
identity as being trapped in the patriarchal middle-class life (dominated first by her father
and then by her husband) and pressed into “a small package” that tries to renew the sense
of cared-for-feeling in her sterile marriage. Milkman represents her aggressive defiance
against her husband: with the help of Pilate’s portion, Ruth was able to have sex with
Macon once again to give birth to Milkman after being deserted by her husband. In
Ruth’s perspective, Macon instead is the culprit in the primal scene: she accuses Macon
of attempted murders of her father (by taking away his medicine) and her son (by trying
to make her abort Milkman by force). Losing her father and denied by her husband, Ruth
turns her attention to her son, nursing him beyond infancy for her own gratification: “She
had the distinct impression that his lips were pulling from her a thread of light. . . . Like
the miller’s daughter—the one who sat at night in a straw-filled room, thrilled with the
secret power Rumpelstiltskin had given her” (13-4). The fairy-tale of “Rumpelstiltskin”
in this passage symbolically points to both of Ruth’s dilemma and guilt. Since she is
pressed small and fails to explore her own interest in reality, she is forced to escape into
her fantasy to forge an intimate bond with her son to substitute for lost love. On the other
hand, the tale’s emphasis on the link between naming and identity also echoes the fact the
protagonist got his nickname because Ruth wanted overextension of his childhood to
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keep the bond with nourishment. Her deed also figuratively makes what he is when
grown: a mentally immature, irresponsible child—“He avoided commitment and strong
feelings, and shied away from decisions” (180). “Milkman” thus becomes not just a name
but the protagonist’s identity.
Ruth’s daughters, Magdalene (Lena) and First Corinthians, are also the victims of
the barren bourgeois and patriarchal family. Confronting Milkman, Lena expresses her
and her sister’s predicament:
When we were little girls, before you were born, [Father] took us to the icehouse
once. Drove us there in his Hudson. We were all dressed up, and we stood there in
front of those sweating black men . . . [a]nd when he talked to the men, he kept
glancing at us, us and the car. The car and us. You see, he took us there so they could
see us, envy us, envy him. Then one of the little boys came over to us and put his
hand on Corinthians’ hair. She offered him her piece of ice and before we knew it,
he was running toward us. He knocked the ice out of her hand into the dirt ans
shoved us both into the car. First he displayed us, then he splayed us. All our lives
were like that: he would parade us like virgins through Babylon, then humiliate us
like whores in Babylon. (216)
Like Ruth, the daughters are treated like a trophy, the proof of Macon’s ascent in the
social ladder. Genevieve Fabre in “Genealogical Archaeology” correctly states that in
Song, the same story is often recounted in different places and by different persons to
enhance its significance into further complexity (108). Likewise, Lena’s “testimony” to
her father’s crime of shunning her and her sister from the community intensifies the “case”
and adds discrepancy to Macon’s (as well as Milkman’s) vision of the series of family
dramas, blurring the line between the victim and culprit. Even the assumed detective
Milkman, as Lena rightly accuses, is guilty of misogynistic behaviors toward the females
in the family without himself knowing it. He ignores his mother’s spiritual need, cruelly
abandons his cousin and lover Hagar, and senselessly ruins his sister Corinthian’s hope
for love and happiness by exposing her secret affair with Henry Porter to Macon, who
then forbids them to see each other again. As the heir to two opposite values bequeathed
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by his father and aunt, Milkman in the first part of the story blindly adopts Macon’s
materialistic perspective that fails him to see through the primary text of the family
conflicts to understand those who have suffered: “His life was pointless, aimless, and it
was true that he didn’t concern himself an awful lot about other people” (107).
Milkman’s journey marks his transformation from a spiritually milk-man to the one
with capacity to empathize with others. Just like his travel to Danville where he learns
more about Macon’s past prompts him to be understanding to his father, his sojourning in
Shalimar where his audacity is put into test makes him contemplate the ordeal his mother
has put up with in her desolate marriage to a callous man:
The best years of her life, from age twenty to forty, had been celibate, and beside
from the consummation that began his own life, the rest of her life had been the
same. He hadn’t thought that much of it when she’d told him, but now it seemed to
him that sexual deprivation would affect her . . . His mother had been able to live
through that by a long nursing of her son, some occasional visits to a graveyard.
What might she have been like had her husband loved her? (300)
Morrison here revises the literary motifs of the South and black manhood used by her
predecessors, like Jean Toomer and Richard Wright. However, resonated with Toomer,
she challenges Wright’s view of the South as the land of horror and death; in Song, it is
instead the South, the cultural birthplace of the protagonist, that makes possible his spirit
and consciousness to be resurrected. Also, in Morrison’s revision of the questing black
male in search of self-hood and manhood, the key of the hero’s success lies not so much
in macho or heterosexist discourse (as sometimes proponed by the BAM male writers
like Amiri Baraka) to ban “faggot” and aggressive women. Central to the attainment of
black manhood, as Song vividly demonstrates through Milkman’s growth, is to sustain a
healthy relationship with the community and females. Milkman must learn not just to
take but also to give and to respond to the plight as well as the need of black females just
like he eventually is able to view his mother as a complex human with emotional needs.
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Morrison thus provides an alternative construction of manhood, the one relying on a
reciprocal relationship between both genders. Moreover, the quest to unravel black
heritage in the novel depends on the ancestor-like characters—mainly Pilate and
Circe—who are, significantly, females. Unlike the mysterious women in Toomer’s Cane
serving as either sexual objects or complements to males’ inspiration, they are characters
with their own voice and are fully motivated.
Pilate, like her father Jake and her ancestor Solomon, is a mythical character with an
unusual origin: while her mother died in the process of giving birth to her, the baby “born”
herself: “After [her] mother died, she had come struggling out of the womb with help
from throbbing muscles or the pressure of swift womb water” (27). Figuratively a
self-born child, Pilate does not have a navel, the fact of which had frustrated her efforts to
immerse into the community. However, though being a social outcast, she does not
conform to the mainstream to determine her self-worth. She is a spiritually independent
and self-made person to
[throw] away every assumption she had learned and began at zero. First off, she cut
her hair. That was one thing she didn’t want to have to think about anymore. Then
she tackled the problem of trying to decide how she wanted to live and what was
valuable to her. When am I happy and when am I sad and what is the difference.
What do I need to know to stay alive? What is true in the world? (149)
She starts the foundation at the ground zero and designs her own Eden, which, unlike
Macon’s artificial bourgeois castle, is grounded in the nature. When Macon one night
sneaks outside the window of Pilate’s hut to seek refuge from his loveless house where
there is no music, he emotionally listens to Pilate’s improvised songs with her daughter
Reba and granddaughter Hagar and witnesses their organic life attached to the land: “No
meal was ever planned or balanced or served. . . . [T]here might be grapes, left over from
the winemaking, or peaches for days on end. . . . If another got half a bushel of tomatoes
or a dozen ears of corn, they ate them until there were gone too” (29).
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To Milkman, Pilate with “berry black lips” is like a tall tree (38); she is literally the
daughter of the nature, free from the value judgment of the dominant culture. As Lock
accurately contends, unlike the inherited designation of the name “Dead” that delimits
Macon, Pilate does not let her name to define herself: “Pilate’s name does not form a
boundary separating her from the past, but creates a connection with it” (81). Her name
was picked up by her illiterate father from the Bible when he “saw in [the letters] a large
figure that looked like a tree hanging in some princely but protective way over a row of
small trees” (18), unaware of the fact the letters come from a “Christ-killing Pilate” (19).
Nonetheless, Pilate fulfills her father’s aspiration for the name. She never betrays or kills
anyone; instead, throughout her life she acts like the protector of the smaller trees of her
family (she enables the birth of Milkman and uses rootwork to protect him from Macon’s
attempts to have him aborted) and, by extension, of the community. Pilate is both an
ancestor passing on black heritage and the very embodiment of that heritage, marked by
the capacity of improvisation to redefine the master’s text. With her spiritual strength, she
revises the “primary text” inherited in the biblical name Pilate from a murderer to a
nurturer.
Furthermore, carrying her father’s bones (even though she is unaware of it until the
end) and improvising ancestors’ wisdom embroiled in the song about Solomon, she is a
griot mediating the past and present. Smith well observes the radical difference between
Pilate and Macon in relation to their views of history and time:
In contrast to Macon’s, Pilate’s vision of time—indeed, of the world—is cyclical and
expansive. Instead of repressing the past, she carries it with her in the form of her
songs, her stories and her bag of bones. She believes that one’s identity is rooted in
the capacity to look back to the past and synthesize it with the present; it is not
enough simply to put behind one and look forward. (729)
Her connection to her ancestor is evidenced in her being able to talk to her deceased
father, who had told her, “You can’t fly on off and leave a body” (208), prompting her to
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go back to the cave where she and Macon once hided in attempt to collect the bones of
the white man killed by Macon. She also hears her deceased father says to her, “Sing”
(208), which she mistakenly regards as Jake’s request to ask her to sing. Although the
stories she tells Milkman are full of misinformation, as the bones turn to be Jake’s and
what Jake refers to is actually his wife’s name “Sing Byrd,” the stories contain important
clues to help the hero in the quest of the lost treasure. Pilate is one of Morrison’s
“timeless people” to not only live with history but also live to it. It is her insistence on
keeping the history alive within herself that Milkman is inspired to unravel the mystery of
the past. At the moment of her death, Milkman realizes that “[w]ithout leaving the ground,
she could fly” (336).
Circe is another timeless ancestor who educates Milkman in his quest. She is a
servant of the Butlers and a midwife to deliver Macon and Pilate. She also helps to hide
Jake’s children from their father’s killers. Derived her name from the famous enchantress
in the Greek mythology, she is the most mysterious character next to Solomon.8
Apparently surviving more than a century, her voice instead sounds like “twenty-year-old
girl” (240). Paralleling the mythology that the witch Circe uses magic to transform people,
in the novel Milkman also experience a symbolic transformation in his path to where
8

Morrison’s application of the Circe character is quite different from Amiri Baraka’s. In
Song, Circe is described like a cultural custodian and tribal elder to guide the community.
Baraka’s Circe-character is Lula, a white witchlike seductress to allure the hero into the death trap
in Dutchman. Baraka’s another Circe-character is Peaches, a black prostitute in the
quasi-autobiographical novel The System of Dante’s Hell (1965). In the novel, the black hero
Leroi, undergoes the journey to the South like descent into hell. He encounters Peaches who
gradually strips away his white cultural values and his homosexual drive (Leroi had a white male
lover before). Through a series of sexual interactions, she introduces Leroi to not only the black
folk culture that evokes his racial consciousness but also lush, heterosexist culture that awakens
his sensibility of black manhood. However, with his awakening racial spirit and manhood, Leroi
in the end of the story abandons Peaches who represents only the moment of inspiration but not
his destination. Unlike Milkman who shows his care to Circe and wants to go back to Pilate,
Leroi eventually has no room for women as strong and aggressive as Peaches in his development
as a black artist and revolutionary.
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Circe lives. In his journey to locate Circe’s home in the mountains, Milkman gradually
loses his watch, clothes, suitcase and shoes—the symbols of his middle-class vanity and
the white materialistic cultural values. Peach is right to observe that Milkman’s loss of his
watch represents his detachment to “the Western concept of time which is essentially
linear as opposed to a traditional African concept of time which is cyclical” (68-9). The
concept of the nonlinear timeframe is reflected in Circe’s method of vengeance on the
Butlers that built their wealth by oppressing others. When being questioned by Milkman
why she has not abandoned the murderous Butlers and left their old estate, she replies
that she aims to outlive the last member of that wicked family to witness their fall:
“Everything in this world they lived for will crumble and rot. . . . And I want to see it all
go, make sure it does go, and that nobody fixes it up” (247). Her understanding of the
history echoes Reverend Cooper’s response to the Butlers’ crime: “The ways of God are
mysterious, but if you live it out, just live it out, you see that it always works out. Nothing
they stole or killed for did ’em a bit a good” (232). Reverend Cooper’s comment also
symbolically becomes a warning to Milkman that his materialistic interest for the missing
gold will lead him to nowhere in his quest.
Circe, like Pilate, is also an educator and storyteller. From her Milkman knows more
of his family’s past, including the real name of his grandfather, his Indian grandmother,
Pilate’s travel to the South, and the fact that Jake has never received a proper burial.
Milkman also learns to be patient with time and to pay attention to others. Circe
reproaches him for drawing hasty conclusion without listening to others carefully: “You
don’t listen to people. Your ear is on your head, but it’s not connected to your brain”
(247). Circe’s lesson to Milkman is how to listen, not just by ear, but also by his other
sense as well; their meeting prepares Milkman for the ordeal of a night hunt with the
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local elders in Shalimar. In the hunt he must listen through all his senses to survive the
darkness and Guitar’s ambush. The lesson of listening carefully also helps Milkman to
associate the song the local children sing in Shalimar with Pilate’s song to disclose the
identity of his great-grandfather, the flying Solomon. As Nancy Ellen Batty in “Riff,
Refrain, Reframe: Morrison’s Song of Solomon” astutely argues, even though Pilate and
Guitar play the crucial part in Milkman’s quest of learning how to fly, it is Circe “who
opens Milkman’s ears to the sound of the beat” (88). She also instructs Milkman that
“[the] dead don’t like it if they’re not buried” (245). This urges him in the end of the
novel to help Pilate burry the bones of Jake on the ground where Solomon once took his
leap to fly away so that Jake can join the ancestors. The burial also signals Pilate’s and
Milkman’s reconnection to their lost heritage.
Milkman’s quest in the end leads him to the town where his grandfather came from.
After fighting the local youngsters who disdain his aloof and condescending attitude,
Milkman is invited by the elders of the town to participate in a bobcat hunt at night. For
Milkman, the hunt becomes a ritual to awaken his male consciousness in the sense of a
community. The experience of hunting to endure cold, long walk, aching legs, darkness,
and the unknown wilderness propels him to begin the journey of relentless self-study,
during which he becomes aware of how his materialism and self-interest define himself
and damage his relationship to other people and the community:
Apparently he thought he deserved to be loved—from a distance, though and
given what he wanted. And in return he would be . . . what? Pleasant? Generous?
Maybe all he was really saying was: I am not responsible for your pain; share your
happiness with me but not your unhappiness.
They were troublesome thought, but they wouldn’t go away. Under the moon, on
the ground, alone, with not even the sound of baying dogs to remind him that he was
with other people, his self—the cocoon that was “personality”—gave away. (277)
Contemplating his life and his relationships to others, Milkman, as Jeffery B. Leak in
Racial Myths and Masculinity in African American Literature forcibly argues, begins to
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measure himself within a framework of the cosmos in “Zen Buddhist fashion”and reaches
a state of epiphany to realize that “a fruitful life is determined by one’s connection to
other people and forces in life” (112). After the hunt, Milkman is offered by the elders the
heart of the bobcat, coming out of the body “as easily as yolk slips out of its shell” (282),
reminding the reader that the cocoon of the false identity delimiting Milkman must also
be broken. The description also symbolically responds to Guitar’s comment on the
peacock’s problem of flying: “Too much tail. All that jewelry weights it down. Live
vanity. Can’t nobody fly with that shit. Wana fly, you got to give up the shit that weights
you down” (179).
The elders in Shalimar serve as the ancestor to grant Milkman knowledge and
membership of the community, freeing him from material possession, “Mammon’s Cave”
that entraps his father. Having the blessing of the elders, Milkman for the first time
develops a give-and-take relationship with female, a local woman Sweet: he bathes her,
washes her hair, massages her back, makes her bed, washes her dishes, and makes love
with her gently. As Leak rightly suggests, the mutual relationship of Milkman and Sweet
represents one of the rare “meaningful moments of sexual intimacy between black
women and men” in black fiction, and this emotional breakthrough signals “the
prerequisite for Milkman’s understanding of his family history regarding the Song of
Solomon” (112).
Yet, I want to add to the argument that Milkman’s treatment of Sweet also marks the
consummation of his transformation into a race man and a griot so that later he is able to
recapitulate the same “give and take” relation to Pilate (emotionally, if not sexually) by
improvising on the Song of Solomon to her dying ear. By emphasizing with dying Pilate
to sing a song, Milkman carries on her duty as the protector of the little trees to take care
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of their spiritual needs, and through the creative improvisation of her song by changing
“Sugarman” to “Sugargirl,” he resembles the African griot who invents a story to suit the
audience. Hence, to precisely recount the primary text of knowledge—the original
version of the Song of Solomon—is not the criteria of its evaluation and survival; rather,
the ability to propose a different interpretation of the song so as to explore its relevance to
a different audience is the spirit of the African American oral tradition. Like Jes Grew, the
myth of Solomon needs to grow and to be transformed. Reflecting Flowers’s statement in
Another that a good story is always ready to be re-presented and redefined to convey and
enlarge the wisdom within, Morrison’s Song is that very demonstration of improvising on
the cultural history of the flying African in order to transmit its significance to the next
generation.
V
Doubling is also a defining trait of the structure of Flowers’s Another. On the
surface, it is a love story about a blues man hoodooed by a conjure woman. Madelyn
Jablon in Black Metafiction well observes that Another “traces the history of the blues
from the lone traveling blues man to the big bands and race record” (59) to poetically
recapitulate the historic moment of “increasing professionalism” of both the music and
the musician (70). The novel is also a “Hoodoo narrative,” a black spiritual novel
attentive to the modern transformation of the African way of conjure to respond to the
needs of the contemporary African American community. Furthermore, the novel, like
Morrison’s Song, goes against the tide of history marked by the trend of the Great
Migration by having its characters follow the lead of the African myth and conjure to
move southward to the land haunted by the shame and horror of race to retrieve lost
heritage and salvation. Morrison and Flowers are not the first ones to consider the South a
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possible option for racial redemption; responsive to the call of their literary “ancestors”
like Dunbar and Toomer, their novels improvise on the subject of return to the South with
their own materials and concerns. For Flowers, yet, there is another ancestor he pays
homage to in Another: Zora Neale Hurston.
Another is Flowers’s tribute to and improvisation of Hurston’s novel Their Eyes
Were Watching God (1937). The novel, according to Bernard Bell, is “Huston’s best
romance” to portray a fruitful, yet short-lived, love relationship between the heroine Janie
Crawford and a bluesman Vergible “Tea Cake” Woods who rescues Janie from the
domestic repression (121). Barbara Johnson in “Metaphor, Metonymy, and Voice in Their
Eyes Were Watching God” also claims Their Eyes “one of the most beautiful and
convincing love stories in any literature,” embodying a black female’s possibility of a
“joyous liberation from the rigidities of” bourgeois materialism and barrenness through a
meaningful romance relationship (209). Even so, the novel has its own controversy to be
called a love story. Hurston herself inverts the genre of love story to have Janie kill
rabies-infected Tea Cake for self-defense in the end of story. Flowers in his
autobiography Mojo Rising (1986) explains his discontent with the ending of Their Eyes
even when he appreciates and is inspired by the exuberating expression about love and
gender relationship of the novel. He then explicates his intent to rewrite the novel:
So I decided, a deltalove story, Another Good Loving Blues, riffing off Their Eyes
Were Watching God. Eyes a sweet work. But I had problems with a lovestory
component in which all 3 men died, in which she killed 2. Zora had wrote this on the
tailend of a starbright love and I could see the bitterness lingering on it. I wanted to
do a delta story that ended happily after. (59-60)
Another is Flowers’s “deltalove story” improvising on the “bitterness” ending of Their
Eyes by having the bluesman and conjure woman eventually reunite to fulfill their mutual
affection to each other. This intertextuality of Their Eyes and Another best defines Henry
Louis Gates’s concept of textual signifying among black writers to not merely address a
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previous literary work but also revise it to illustrate “repetition with a signal
difference”—the crucial feature of the black oral tradition (51).
In addition to the different ending, Another also makes other “corrections” on the
plot and characterization of Hurston’s novel. Unlike Janie who most of the time in Their
Eyes is emotionally and economically dependent, Melvira is defined by her self-sufficient
profession as a conjure woman as she is largely needed and respected by the community
to perform powerful hoodoo to help and hold together the town and its inhabitants. When
frustrated by her unfulfilled love with Bodeen, she can still turn her attention to
perfection of her hoodoo skill and use it to help her people. Likewise, Bodeen, though
once being disgraced when abandoning himself to the dissipated life style, can redeem
himself due to his profession as a blues musician. While Tea Cake is the archetypal blues
character who roams around too much to forge any consistent relation to the community
(and he plays his guitar mostly for fun), Bodeen is willing to sustain his connection with
and service to the community through music: “Blackfolks and the blues. Finessing the
hard-times and celebrating the goodness. Extracting strength from adversity. His eyes
misted. It made him feel good to do for blackfolks. To be able to” (40). Because of his
bond to the community, Bodeen is able to reclaim his self-dignity after hitting the rock
bottom as the result of his thoughtless indulgence. Just like he applies the blues to ease
the hard-times of black people, his blues artist friend Joyce also helps him to retrieve his
blues skill through the call-and-response interaction:
[Bodeen] took a deep breath and played some tentative chords, cold dead licks. They
could tell he was struggling with it. Then Joyce put a note on it for him, a high
warbling note that filled the juke. One note of a whole song. He answered her almost
instinctively with a walking bass. She came back with a lyric riff, and before you
know it they were playing the blues. The crowd yelled appreciation. (142)
Both Melvira and Bodeen are appreciated by their self-determining professions and
persistent bond to the community, the traits of which are to varying degrees lacking in
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Hurston’s Janie and Tea Cake. Comparing to Hurston’s characters, Melvira and Bodeen
more fully interact with each other. They prove to be both “giver” and “taker” in their
relationship: just like Bodeen learns to let go his pride and pays attention to hoodoo—the
spiritual aspects of African American culture—to recast his life experience into the music,
Melvira has the support of Bodeen’s love and his blues spirit that make her feel and help
her to face the sorrow of life. In the doubling structure of Another, Flowers’s delta story
then re-tells and enhances Hurston’s love story. Flowers’s rendering of the delta-love
story also responds to Morrison’s idea of the healthy formation of manhood in Song:
mutual understanding and reciprocity between men and women.
Furthermore, Flowers not only signifies on Hurston’s Their Eyes, he also lets
Hurston appear on the stage of his novel. During their sojourn in Memphis, Bodeen
interacts with his fellow musicians on the Beale Street, and Melvira seeks to perfect her
hoodoo practice under the instruction of the elder hoodoo man, Hootowl who is Flowers’s
ancestor-character in the novel. Hootowl suggests Melvira to visit the local Jackson’s
Drug Store to listen to the “talks” of the townsfolk to have an insight. The drug store, like
the juke, is a blues-charged space where certain range of expressive freedom for black
people, like discussing, boasting, complaining, and even fighting, is available. The store
is Huston Baker’s “blues matrix” of ceaseless inputs and outputs, a black “autonomous”
cultural location within which blacks can more freely express their opinions. Melvira in
the store becomes familiar with various social and political trends, such as “Dr. Du Bois,”
“Doc Marcus Mosiah Garvey,” “the NAACP,” and “the Lincoln League” (113). It is also
a place where she meets Zora Neale Hurston who is interested in the hoodoo tradition:
“How come you be a hoodoo?” asked Zora.
“How come you be a writer?” asked Melvira.
They were too much alike not to try each other. They had everybody’s attention
now, two strong women, each determined to be the question and not the answer.
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Zora, worldly and already jaded, Melvira, a provincial country hoodoo with a lot to
learn. Yet they recognized in each other sisters of the cloth. (118)
In this scene, Hurston interviews Melvira, and Hootowl suggests that the two worlds of
literature and hoodoo are overlapping. In response to Hurston’s inquiry and Miss Rush’s
statement that literature and Hoodoo are both “the tools for shaping the soul,” Hootowl
explains hoodoo as “sacred literature” (119), suggesting the spiritual practice of hoodoo
and composing literature are both part of the “rootwork” to guide the tribal soul of the
colored people:
If you would provide tribal guidance, you must work with the tribal soul. Strategies
now, they change with time and circumstances. Each makes its contribution in its
proper time and place. But if you want to have fundamental influence on the colored
race’s destiny, you shape its soul and the soul shapes everything. Rootwork. (120)
Like Morrison, Flowers stresses that the African legacy of the race, though worth
preserving, also needs transformation to reach contemporary black people. Hootowl’s
juxtaposition of hoodoo and literature suggests the possible intersection for the black
tradition to grow and to be transformed into. As Hootowl travels through the African
diasporic world in pursuit of the spiritual inspiration from various African religious
practices, he comes back to America only to find true spirituality of hoodoo declining to
be “hucksterism;” he then deeply “felt with all his heart that colored race deserved a
spiritual tradition of its own. Needed one desperately” (125). Melvira, the conjure
Christian who can read both the Bible and loas, is Hootowl’s hope of the revival of the
African hoodoo:
He saw in Melvira Dupree his last chance to serve the colored race. He monitored
her. He sent agents in for consultations and received his reports—true power, true
vision, rue compassion. She was the one.
Oluddumare mojuba [God’s blessings on us all]. (126)
For Hootowl, Melvira’s ability to read the Bible as well as to perform conjuring will
emerge “the new style hoodoo that would save the hoodoo way” (126). Melvira’s African
American way of hoodoo thereby represents the potential of the multicultural
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amalgamation to retain the African root within the Western artifacts. What is more,
Flowers’s combination of the names of two different deities—Oluddumare and legba—in
the opening section of the novel indicates the possibility of the cultural amalgamation of
different beliefs and prepares the reader for the Melvira’s concept of God in the
novel—“Many roads to God” (61). In Melvira’s outlook of the spiritual world, “there is
but one god and Jehovah is His name. Or Allah. Or even better, the Father, Son and the
Holy Ghost” (74). The mixture of Christianity and the hoodoo belief here should not be
mistaken for the sort of assimilationism that damages the ingenuity of the African
heritage; instead, the intermingling of the two religious beliefs becomes the affirmation of
the cultural survival of the African heritage in the new continent. Moreover, the novel
again pays tribute to the slave narrative to show that the ability of reading and writing are
central to the survival and development of hoodoo. Hootowl sees the future of Hoodoo in
Melvira, for he understands that the potential revival of the religion relies on its
integration of the dominant culture through literacy.
On the other hand, the transformation and survival of the blues in the novel also
relies on literacy. The developments of blues and hoodoo parallel; blues is also the
cultural mixing that adopted the vocal device from the early black vernacular of work
songs and musical technique of the Western music.9 The progress of the blues then
inevitably involves the ability of reading and writing. While Melvira is learning the
9

Just as Charles Keil points out that “the African-American tradition represents not only a
variety of mixtures between European and African elements but a series of blending within itself”
(33), today’s prevailing form of the blues that first appeared around the late nineteenth century
not only adapted the elements of work songs, minstrel songs, and spirituals but also absorbed the
styles and instruments from European ballads. To learn more about the African American root of
blues, see Lawrence W. Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness (Oxford: Oxford UP,
1978), 217-39; for the interaction between white musical styles and black folk songs, see Paul
Oliver, “Do the Bombashay: Dance Songs and Routines,” Write Me A Few Lines of Your Lines: A
Blues Reader (Amherst: U of Massachusetts P, 1999), 95-118.
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knowledge of the “rootwork,” Bodeen is also getting more insight into his work. He
realizes the importance to read and write the music sheet in order to advance his musical
skills, and he goes to W. C. Handy, another historical figure debuting as a fictional
character in the novel, hoping to receive the lecture to “read” the music.10 Bodeen is a
talented bluesman who seeks the nature for inspiration: “He’s listening to earlymorning
birdsong and he’s wondering what blues birds sing. He started whistling, called himself
mimicking birdblues” (10). However, he must also learn that the merely raw experience
of life could not make him a good artist. Just like the ability to read enabling Melvira to
renovate hoodoo, Bodeen has to blend both of the Western and the African ways to adapt
written scores and new techniques of jazz to re-organize his talent and his impulse as a
bluesman in order to produce good art to nourish his people’s spirit. Consequently,
Bodeen’s and Melvira’s personal quests overlap; both aim to fuse the African culture and
the Western form to keep the tradition alive and both have to master the new cultural
forms of their arts before returning to their community. Most important of all, the novel
re-inscribes the African American history of pursuing freedom and equality through the
mastery of the printed culture in the slave narrative. Like the writers of the slave narrative,
Bodeen must learn to transform the black oral tradition into the printed form in order to
preserve the black musical tradition and to transform it to adjust to the new age. The
10

W. C. Handy (1873-1958), a songwriter and a bandleader, combined various musical
techniques and instruments to transcribe the blues song he first heard in Tutwiler, Mississippi,
into a blues chorus of the twelve-bar pattern and the three-line stanza. Handy was one of the most
important composers in the history of blues, for he extended blues from folk songs to commercial
music. He rewrote and published many popular blues songs, and his blues composition, known as
the “classic blues,” was widely adapted by the recording industry and many famous blues singers.
In contemporary African American literature, the class blues is also a prevailing form for black
writers, such as Langston Hughes and Sterling A. Brown, to transform blues lyrics into poetry.
For more details about the form and the class blues and the history of its development, see
Edward Brooks, “Journal, 1925,” Write Me A Few of Your Lines: A Blues Reader (Amherst: U of
Massachusetts P, 1999), 276-8.
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storyline of Another is thus also doubling, marked by the twofold quests dominated by
Bodeen and Melvira. Their quests become a thematic call-and-response to each other.
In addition to the subject of doubling quests, the blues structure of repetition and the
call-and-response also influences the story in several other aspects. First is the narrative
voice: the blues refrains from time to time would intrude the narrative voice. Antiphonal
in structure, the refrains interrupt the narrative and offer variations of moods and tones in
response to the story or the character emotions. For example, when Bodeen reflects on
the sudden death of his fellow musician Jake, a blues refrain intrudes the narrative voice
and serves to comment on his doubt about his own life: “I been born in real hard times/
my road been long and hard” (39). Some refrains will reappear insistently to become part
of the texture of the novel. When Bodeen introduces Melvira to the Beale Street in
Memphis, they encounter a blues musician Gabriel playing the “old lyrics”: “Every good
man need a real good woman/ Every good woman need a real good man” (61). The lyric
reflects the central theme of the novel—true love—and reappears when Bodeen feels
downcast in his rehearsal with his band after he left Melvira. The lyric is not merely
repeated; its meaning is enlarged to foreshadow the looming downfall of the hero after
his failure to grip the meaning of true love. “Oluddumare mojuba” is another refrain that
penetrates the theme of the story. As the narrator tells the reader, the line is first heard by
Hootowl in Brazil to simply mean “God’s blessings on us all” (122), and the line is
repeated in the narrative when Hootowl sees the hope of the future Hoodoo in Melvira.
The line then is repeated with a large meaning to indicate the spiritual redemption of the
colored race through “the new style hoodoo” represented by the heroine.
While Flowers adapts the lyrical form of blues in his narrative of a love story, he
never loses contact with the complexity of the color line and the burden of black people
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caused by racist society. In addition to the celebration of black folk culture, the scenes of
harsh black life and racial violence—the “strange fruit”—are also vividly present in
Flowers’s description of the rural South. The plot of the detective mystery often revolves
around the ultimate outcome of human violence—a corpse, which is both the cause and
the icon of the physical precariousness and the psychological turmoil of the current space.
The second murder case in Another is the nameless “hanged man” that the hero and
heroine encounter in their way to Effie Dupree’s place. In Bodeen’s and Melvira’s
journey toward Taproot, Mississippi to search Melvira’s mother, they encounter the
real-life horror of racial violence embedded within “the fresh delta fruit. A hanged man. A
blackman, lynched and burned” (188).
Unlike the conventional detective story of using scientific deduction to connect the
past to the present in order to find out the murder, the identity of the lynched black man
and the “murderer” remain unknown to the reader as well as the characters in the novel,
despite the fact that the motivation beyond the crime is the “already-told” text: the
dominant class’s fear of losing control prompts whites to deploy extreme violence to
terrorize color people into the subordinate place in front of White Supremacy. The
lynched body—the ultimate gothic abjection—engenders tremendous fear and trauma to
Bodeen:
[Bodeen] was staring at the hanged man, disgusted with himself, the old man and
life in the delta. Suddenly so very weary, he walked slowly through the sucking mud
to the burnt thing, hanging from the old delta tree and swaying slightly in the delta
wind and rain. The body was wet and soggy; it hadn’t burnt thoroughly and stank
like the half-burnt meat that it was. (189)
Bodeen’s fear and weariness come from not merely the shock of witnessing horrifying
violence but also the uncanny corpse itself. Julia Kristeva in Powers of Horror explains
human’s instinct to reject a dead body:
The corpse . . . is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life. Abject. It is
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something rejected from which one does not part, from which one does not protect
oneself as from an abject. Imaginary uncanniness and real threat, it beckons to us
and ends up engulfing us. (4)
For Bodeen, the burnt body is even more disturbing as the racialized lynching aims to
dehumanize both the victim and the victim’s equivalence—the other black people—as the
lynching-in-spectacle is a vicious reminder that the black Americans are always under the
white terror and are always treated as subhuman. Likewise, Bodeen could not identify
himself with his double, another black male, who is deformed into “the burnt thing,”
hanging on the tree and deprived of any human. It is the threat that Bodeen as well can
never free from. The burnt body reminds that his humanity and manliness in the racist
society are “always under attack.” Out of angry and dread, he pulls out his gun to shoot
the tree to avoid the deadly identification with the lynched body.
The novel suggests that the shame and horror of race can be transcended by
connecting to heritage. Melvira instructs Bodeen that shooting the tree from which the
lynched victim hangs only hurts the tree. With hoodoo and the blues, death could be
overcome. Instead of “reconstructing” the history to learn the truth of the crime, Bodeen
explores the possibility to “deconstruct” death through the healing power of the black
rootworks: while Melvira delivers a short pray over the buried body, Bodeen promises to
create a blues song in honor of the nameless victim. Lynching is a kind of social control
intended to enforce the omniscient and faceless surveillance from white society; the
lynched black bodies are robbed of their identity and voice, becoming a faceless spectacle
of terror. However, Bodeen’s art presents the potential to “undo” the crime that seeks to
silence the black body. The blues is his weapon to transcend the victim’s suffering from
the personal plight to the collective memory to voice for the voiceless. Likewise, at the
concluding scene of the novel in which the heroine finally finds her mother, even though
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the mystery of why Effie abandoned her remains unanswered, what is more important in
the scene is that Melvira decides to reconcile with her mother by reclaiming their familial
and cultural bond and the act enhances her spiritual unity to allow her to face the Death.
Rewriting the convention of the detective novel, Flowers’s detective story does not end
with the revelation of who is the murder but instead illustrates the potential of the blues
as well as hoodoo to heal the pain and to restore humanity to the victim. The nameless
lynched victim will be transformed from the social and racial “abjection” into a subject to
be granted a voice and somebodiness in Bodeen’s music.
Most important of all, the blues could also be a means highly critical of the racial
oppression, and one of the primary examples is the famous song “Strange Fruit” that
vocalizes the powerful feelings of sorrow and pain of black people toward the horror of
lynching.11 Like Billie Holiday who responds to the suffering of her people in her song,
Bodeen also feels deeply the need to memorialize and speak the unspeakable pain of the
victim: “at least I owe him a blues” (190). Accordingly, the blues in the novel represents
more than a musical format but a cultural medium to simultaneously speak out black
people’s suffering and ease their woe. The blues catharsis is well depicted in the novel
when Bodeen plays blues for his community: “Luke Bodeen played the blues and folks
felt lowdown horizons and long backbreaking cotton days easing up off their souls” (36).
Moreover, the potential of the blues to transcend the individual voice to inspirit the
people can be best illustrated by Bodeen’s awareness of the connection of his career to
African American history: “long before books and poems, it was the blues that kept the

11

Although lacking the apparent blues format and the first person perspective, Billie
Holiday’s “Strange Fruit” is still considered by Angela Davis being rooted in the blues tradition.
For more details, see Angela Davis, Blues Legacies and Black Feminism (New York: Pantheon,
1998), 161-97.
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record. The blues told the stories, they held the delta’s history, they held the delta’s soul”
(39).
At the conclusion section of the novel, the narrative voice again facilitates the
call-and-response between the reader and the character:
Melvira scraped a shallow hole into Effie’s [Melvira’s mother’s] grave with her
fingers and put Hoodoo Maggie’s mojohand in it. She savored Effie’s approval. Yes,
I know momma.
The ancestors approve. She does well doesn’t she? She does us proud. (29,
emphasis added)
The third-person point-of-view is interrupted by the singular and plural first-person. The
first “I” belongs to the inner thought of Melvira while the latter “we” can refer either to
the storyteller and the reader or to the heroine’s “ancestors” who monitor her restoration
of her cultural lineage. The juxtaposition of the reader and the ancestors within the plural
“we” implicates the storyteller’s attempt to reposition the cultural boarder as well as the
literary boundary to include the reader, the character, and the ancestors in the same
community. The result is the blues performing in front of the community to transform the
personal story into the collective experience to express the powerful feelings for the
people.
Flowers’ text applies the blues structure and the hoodoo subject to indicate the
redemptive power of the black folk roots to heal the spiritual maladies of the African
American community. In his blending of oral and writing forms, Flowers composes the
novel that both pays tribute to and signifies on its literary ancestors. Like the blues and
hoodoo, Another is Flowers’s literary equivalence of the rootwork that aims to bring
spiritual uplift to the reader just like the hero and heroine do to their community.
VI
Finally, the detective storyline often stages a series of searches that aligns the genre
with the romance adventure. George Grella states that the major plot of the detective
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story is comparable to that of the quest narrative: “[the detective story’s] central problem
is a version of the quest, both a search for the truth and an attempt to eradicate evil” (104).
Although the detective novel, especially one written in the sense of the hard-boiled style,
could problematize the quest motif to forestall the detective’s chance to succeed in
winning the trophy in the end of the adventure (Grella 116), the detective can be still seen
as a product of the Romantic tradition par excellence to surpass the ordeal and rescue the
captive, an agent of a sanitized space to reestablish spatial parameters between the
domestic and the criminalized by restoring order and justice of the community.
In their adaptation of the quest narrative, Song and Another are the prototype of the
immersion narrative, which, according to Stepto, points to
a ritualized journey into a symbolic South, in which the protagonist seeks those
aspects of tribal literacy that ameliorate, if not obliterate, the condition imposed by
solitude. The conventional immersion narrative ends almost paradoxically with the
questing figure located in or near the narrative’s most oppressive social structure,
but free in the sense that he has gained sufficient tribal literacy to assume the mantle
of an articulate kinsman. (From Behind 167).
Both of Milkman and Bodeen (and Melvira as well) aspire to the fulfillment of the
“articulate kinsman” in their journey. Both characters “[forsake] mobility in the least
oppressive society for a posture of relative stasis in the most oppressive environment” to
learn sufficisnt tribal knowledge (Stepto, From Behind 167). The Holy Grail they retrieve
is the African aesthetic traditions—storytelling, hoodoo, and the blues—that merge with
other aesthetic systems to keep their energy and continuum. The traditions also help the
heroes to revise the gothic horror of the South and the land’s meaning to black people.
In the process of retelling the quest story with the African concerns, Morrison and
Flowers pay their tribute to their literary ancestors and at the same time improvise on
their ancestors’ texts to the next complexity to engender new meanings and new contexts.
Michael Awkward is right to state that Morrison’s resituating the myth of the flying
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African within the history of the Dead clan is not only to preserve it but also to improvise
it:
1) to preserve the traditional Afro-American folktales, folk wisdom, and general
cultural beliefs, and 2) to adapt to contemporary times and needs such traditional
beliefs by fusing them with “new information,” and to transmit the resultant
amalgam of traditional and “new” to succeeding generations. (96)
Self-proclaiming himself a literary hoodooman and defining other black writers as the
members of “literary hoodoo” school, Flowers makes a similar comment that the task of
the modern “literary hoodoos” is to forge a new narrative instrument of revitalizing the
oral tradition with “the 21st Century nuance” to ensure “the 21st Century viability of
African American culture” (Mojo 75). Thus the journey goes on; the movement starting
from the northward migration to the urban is returning to the South again, yet Song and
Another are not the destination. Both of the novels end with a proliferation of many
possibilities, suggesting that African American storytelling, like Jes Grew or the blues
voice, will continue to grow to defy limitations.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION: THE BLUES MARCHES ON
In many African American literary texts, the musical expression of the blues reveals
the polysemous facets of the black American experience signaled by the paradox of the
color line. To more critically picture such the sociopolitical paradox intensely and broadly
felt by their literary characters, the writers I have discussed so far fill their narratives with
not only the blues aura and philosophy that shape the characters and their communities
but also the contour of the racial gothic that challenges the dominant culture’s idea of the
American identity and its prevailing blindness to the presence of the black id-entity. The
writers I choose to examine through the approach of the gothic-blues aesthetic all
challenge the dominant (white) literary heritage that, one way or another, overlooks the
vital arena of black cultural experiences that serves as one of synthesizing forms to this
nation’s literary, social, and political life. Yet, while Toni Morrison’s criticism of
American literature canons in Playing in the Dark correctly points out the necessity of the
critical concern of recovering the neglected racial-political matters in the white canonical
works, her comment holds an equal significance to the critical approach used to look at
African American literature canon as well. It will be limiting, albeit attracting or
convenient, to treat the African American literary heritage as an ethnocentrically closed
system being shut off from the influence of the mainstream, despite the practices of social
and cultural segregation that did not officially end until 1968. The slave narratives which
I use as critical references in this dissertation are not aesthetically and ideologically “pure”
in terms of race. The other texts I have looked into are also the product of cultural and
artistic exchange between black and white representational traditions even when the
“African” aspect is the one that the writers want to revitalize and emphasize on in the
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semiotic-hybrid emblem of the “African-American” literature. Hence, the approach of the
gothic-blues trope is my artistic comment on the African American literary tradition in
hope of contributing to the expansion of the focus to speculate the interplay not merely
between the texts I have analyzed but also between the “American” and “African
American” written traditions.
While my critical focus is to illustrate both of the synchronic and diachronic
inter-textual uses of the blues and the gothic tropes in African American literature, my
selection of the “representative” writers and their writings within the literary movements
are not based on their typical-ness but their atypical-ness in the gothic-blues literary
tradition. Whereas Jean Toomer’s Cane is the potent example of the inter-textual
gothic-blues work, Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Sport of the Gods is usually received
within the tradition of naturalism whose artistic emphasis on class and urban life could
discourage the gothic reading of the text. Likewise, Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman and
August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom are rarely considered the exemplary of the
gothic tradition due to their literary format of drama, for the readings of the African
American gothic tradition have mainly focused on fiction, especially the genre of the
slave narrative. While Toni Morrison’s neo-slave narrative Beloved is the model of the
gothic-blues expression embroiled in the novel’s striking recapitulation of the legacy of
slavery through its combination of the styles of historical realism and the gothic fantasy,
her Song of Solomon that also graphically deals with the trace of the racial past making
itself felt in the present is not explored in details by the similar critical approach of the
gothic. Arthur Flowers’s Another Good Loving Blues attaches its artistic concern to
Morrison’s concept of rememory that establishes the gothic aspect of the haunting past
and the spiritual quest of bringing reconciliation with that past in her fiction, but
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Flowers’s novel as well receives little attention from the gothic studies. By bringing these
texts into my project, I wish to stretch the critical window on both the blues and the
gothic literature and explore new possibilities to look at the contested
social-political-literary zone between the marginalized and the mainstream, which
remains the concern to represent in African American literature.
However, as I have mentioned in the beginning of my dissertation, neither of the
gothic-blues tropes are the only defining characteristics of black literature, nor is the
study on the relevant fields on the blues or the gothic studies being possibly exhausted by
the critical window that applies the inter-textuality of the two artistic forms like my
approach. Even though my dissertation is titled “Difficult Spaces: The Gothic-Blues
Voice in Comparative African American Literary Movements,” I realize that it is by no
means that the list of the texts in my project could cover all the canonical works that
make the blues and the gothic liminal as well as metaphorical sites for black emotion and
experience, without leaving out many other equally important writings.
Hence, instead of pretending to come up with a tidy conclusion that sums up
everything I have done in my project, I would like to point out what I have not done,
whether due to the length of dissertation or my research concern, to open up rather than
close the critical space of black literary studies on the gothic-blues voice in African
American written texts. The first thing is that my study mainly misses the works by black
female writers, especially those categorized within the genre of the neo-slave narrative,
which, according to A Timothy Spaulding, are “contemporary texts that deal with slavery
in its historical context” through “its resonance in our contemporary moment” (5). While
I choose Morrison’s historical detective novel Song of Solomon instead of her neo-slave
narrative Beloved, I also skip the other texts by black female writers, such as Gayl Jones’s
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Corregidora (1975) and Sherley Anne Williams’s Dessa Rose (1986). As one of my
critical concerns is to interrogate the concept and the limitation of black manhood in the
(male) African American negotiation with the difficult spaces in the United States, my
research inevitably delimits my textual selection by linking the gothic-blues voice to the
male-orientated political and cultural discourse, which is the focus of my chapter two in
which Baraka’s polemics of black militancy and manhood is put into the comparison with
Wilson’s more elective approach of handling the black male’s voice. My inclusion of
Song of Solomon is to compensate for the wanting of the female perception of the making
of black masculinity against the odds in the segregated society. Moreover, Flowers’s
novel can be seen as the artistic improvisation on Baraka’s masculinist discourse and
thematic response to Morrison’s belief that the consummation of self-identity depends on
the balance of both genders.
Furthermore, in my survey of the idea of the blues people, I also largely miss the
discussion of the blueswoman whose entity stands for the response to the history of
subordinating black females’ social and political life by repressing their public voice. The
legacy of slavery does not just result from the brutal inter-racial violence, but it also
causes the intra-racial and gender violence within the domestic sphere. Adam Gussow in
his Seems like Murder Here contends that this kind of domestic violence in the blues
culture can be viewed as intimate violence “celebrated as a locus of power and
self-making—by African American blues people in both story and song” (9). There are
black female artists who attempt to counter this sexist-oriented “manhood” and
legitimatize the female way of expression through the subject of the blueswoman. Janet
Crawford in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God is the typical
blueswoman in the quest of her voice that helps to connect her blues life to her
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community. Alice Walker’s The Color Purple (1982) is another example of how the
subject of the blueswoman is inscribed into literature. In the novel, the female protagonist
Celie suffers the sexual violence within the black community which turns the domestic
sphere into the gothic space resonated with the precarious life of the black female under
the legacy of slavery. Yet, Celie eventually is able to find her own voice with the help of
Shug Avery, a female blues singer who resembles class blues divas of the 1920s. Walker’s
novel not merely echoes Hurston’s Their Eyes in portraying a self-empowering heroine in
search of self-authenticating voice and subjectivity, but it also refashions the thematic and
generic borders by incorporating the (female) blues experience into the epistolary form
for the following writers. Ramona Lofton’s quasi-epistolary novel Push (1996) receives
the call and makes its response by resituating the cultural experience and life of the
blueswoman within the modern Harlem. The exploration of the black female experience
in relation to blueswomen’s repressed and triumphant voice opens up the possible
approach for the future study of the gothic-blues aesthetic.
Of course, except for gender, there are other issues my project does not include, and
there are also other important works that I currently have not yet turned my critical
attention to. My dissertation aims to contribute to the still growing foundations of the
African American literary criticism. I hope my initial attempt of perceiving the blues as
well as the gothic sensations of black sociopolitical experience within the generic borders
of the migration narrative, drama, and the detective story could contribute to the
framework and room for the future academic conversation to discuss a variety of works
that are not included or are not discussed in depth in this dissertation.
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